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Abstract
Society’s increasing reliance on digital communication networks is creating unprecedented opportunities for whole-
sale surveillance and censorship. This thesis investigates the use of public networks such as the Internet to build
robust, private communication systems that can resist monitoring and attacks by powerful adversaries such as national
governments.
We sketch the design of a censorship-resistant communication system based on peer-to-peer Internet overlays in which
the participants only communicate directly with people they know and trust. This ‘friend-to-friend’ approach protects
the participants’ privacy, but it also presents two significant challenges. The first is that, as with any peer-to-peer
overlay, the users of the system must collectively provide the resources necessary for its operation; some users might
prefer to use the system without contributing resources equal to those they consume, and if many users do so, the
system may not be able to survive.
To address this challenge we present a new game theoretic model of the problem of encouraging cooperation between
selfish actors under conditions of scarcity, and develop a strategy for the game that provides rational incentives for
cooperation under a wide range of conditions.
The second challenge is that the structure of a friend-to-friend overlay may reveal the users’ social relationships to
an adversary monitoring the underlying network. To conceal their sensitive relationships from the adversary, the
users must be able to communicate indirectly across the overlay in a way that resists monitoring and attacks by other
participants.
We address this second challenge by developing two new routing protocols that robustly deliver messages across
networks with unknown topologies, without revealing the identities of the communication endpoints to intermediate
nodes or vice versa. The protocols make use of a novel unforgeable acknowledgement mechanism that proves that a
message has been delivered without identifying the source or destination of the message or the path by which it was
delivered. One of the routing protocols is shown to be robust to attacks by malicious participants, while the other
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“Now, I been in jail when all my mail showed
That a man can’t give his address out to bad company”
– Bob Dylan, Absolutely Sweet Marie
1.1 Background
Scientific research always exists within a social context. The goals of the present work – privacy and censorship-
resistance – are social as well as technical concepts, and before defining them in technical terms we must first consider
something of their social meaning.
Censorship
Censorship, narrowly defined, is the official examination and suppression of material that is to be published. However,
in the context of Internet censorship, this definition immediately raises a number of questions. Can an automatic
Internet filter be said to perform an official examination? Is denying access to published material from a particular
location – such as a school, a library, or even an entire country – equivalent to prohibiting its publication? Can material
that circulates between friends be said to have been published?
Jansen [1] argues for a broader conception of censorship as “socially structured silence”, recognising that power
relations may influence discourse in many ways. These include official and unofficial punishment and intimidation;
social norms that deny certain individuals a public voice; institutional practices that limit the spread of information;
and the power of markets and media owners to decide what is published. Whether such influence is active, as in the
case of a government banning a newspaper, or passive, as in the case of a newspaper declining to cover a controversial
story, the effect of censorship is to reinforce the relations of power that produce it.
If censorship is an effect of power relations then we might suppose that it can be resisted by placing communication
beyond the reach of power. Habermas [2] imagines an ideal speech situation where “no force except that of the better
argument is exercised” and “all motives except that of the cooperative search for truth are excluded.” In this ideal
situation, speakers seek universal consensus in “an atmosphere free of coercion or dependencies (inequalities) that
would incline individuals toward acquiescence or silence” [3]. Habermas admits that this ideal is never achieved in
practice, but it might be argued that even as an ideal, the notion of universal consensus implicitly deprecates dissent.
We might also ask how consensus can be distinguished from mere compliance – Strauss [4] describes how the threat
of persecution has led many authors to “write between the lines”, creating an appearance of agreement by concealing
subversive messages within apparently conformist texts.
Lyotard [5] rejects the goal of universal consensus in favour of a contestational model of discourse as a set of in-
commensurable language games, where “every utterance should be thought of as a ‘move’ in a game.” For Lyotard,
disagreement and dissent are enlivening rather than threatening; nevertheless, power can still intrude into language
games in the form of terror: “eliminating, or threatening to eliminate, a player from the language game one shares
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with him.” Thus, whether discourse is seen as the search for consensus or as a competitive and constantly evolving
game, the influence of power relations cannot be ignored.
Recent analyses of Internet censorship reveal a wide range of practices being used to control online discourse, from the
simple filtering of Internet traffic to complex socio-technical systems of monitoring, self-regulation, intimidation and
propaganda that blur the line between repressive and productive forms of power [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Clearly, contemporary
censorship is not merely a matter of preventing access to information: it is a matter of shaping discourse in accordance
with the demands of power.
Surveillance and Privacy
According to Murakami Wood [11], “Where we find purposeful, routine, systematic and focused attention paid to per-
sonal details, for the sake of control, entitlement, management, influence or protection, we are looking at surveillance.”
If censorship is socially structured silence, then surveillance is socially structured visibility.
Foucault [12] uses the Panopticon, Bentham’s proposal for a circular prison in which the inmates are constantly and
unobtrusively observed from a central watchtower [13], to illustrate the relationship between power and visibility.
According to Foucault, those who are under surveillance internalise the power of the observer; control becomes self-
control. “He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes responsibility for the constraints
of power; he makes them play spontaneously upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he
simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection.”
In recent years, surveillance has moved beyond the walls of the institutions described by Foucault and has become
ubiquitous. It is now common for public spaces to be monitored through video cameras, and for electronic interactions
of all kinds to be recorded, collated and analysed, constantly and automatically, in what has been called “the surveil-
lance society” [11, 14, 15]. Without doubt, what Foucault would refer to as the disciplinary effect of surveillance – the
projection of a normalising influence onto those observed – is an intended outcome of deploying surveillance systems,
perhaps even outweighing the desire to identify and punish offenders. So much is readily admitted with respect to
video cameras [16]. We are less eager to admit that the widespread monitoring of personal communication might also
have a normalising effect.
Nock [17] offers a contrasting view of surveillance as a necessary response to what he sees as the unprecedented
degree of privacy in modern life. “If personal privacy is defined as the legitimate denial of access to, or scrutiny of,
one’s behaviours, then it is clear that we enjoy more privacy today than did our ancestors.” According to Nock, social
control in premodern societies was exercised through the family and the community, but this is no longer possible in
contemporary societies, with their mobile and anonymous populations; surveillance has become necessary to establish
and maintain reputations among strangers.
Nock’s definition of privacy as “denial of access” is reminiscent of Cooley’s famous “right to be let alone” [18]. Yet
there is more to privacy than excluding others. Pedersen [19] identifies six distinct types of privacy – reserve, isolation,
solitude, anonymity, intimacy with family and intimacy with friends – and shows that individuals who desire one type
of privacy do not necessarily desire the others. Feldman [20] observes that “individuals live their lives in a number
of social spheres, which interlock, and in each of which they have different responsibilities, and have to work with
people in relationships of varying degrees of intimacy.” For Feldman, privacy means being able to choose the social
spheres in which we live, and to control the flow of information between them. “The core of privacy as a civil liberty,
then, is the entitlement to dignity and autonomy within a social circle.” The private and the social are not opposed, but
fundamentally linked.
The expectations of intimacy, confidentiality and trust within personal relationships can make them a strong foundation
for resisting censorship, as in the samizdat (self-publishing) network in the Soviet Union, which was used by artists
and dissidents to distribute subversive texts [21]. Yet, paradoxically, those same qualities make personal relationships
into attractive targets for surveillance. Even when the content of a person’s communication cannot be intercepted, the
pattern of communication may be revealing. Analysing the social networks revealed by surveillance has become a
significant research topic in recent years [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
In the context of political resistance, Beam [28] argues that large, hierarchical organisations will always be vulnerable
to surveillance of their social structures; as an alternative he proposes leaderless resistance in small, independent cells.
At the opposite end of the political spectrum, the Critical Art Ensemble reaches the same conclusion: “leftist political
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action must reorganize itself in terms of anarchist cells, an arrangement that allows resistance to emerge from many
different points” [29].
Bey [30] describes cellular anarchist communities that aim to evade institutional power rather than confronting it
directly, occupying “cracks and vacancies” in the territory of the state and surviving through mobility, invisibility and
evasion. This may seem to be a feeble form of resistance, but if the mere fact of visibility creates a power relationship,
as Foucault argues, then becoming invisible dissolves that relationship. In the struggle against surveillance, evading
observation is not a means to an end: it is an end in itself.
1.2 Goals
From a technical perspective, the goals of the present work – private and censorship-resistant communication over
public networks – can be defined as follows: we aim to enable individuals to communicate across a public network
such as the Internet, in the presence of a powerful adversary such as a national government, without the adversary
being able to prevent the individuals from communicating, or to discover the content, volume, or timing of their
communication.
The goals of privacy and censorship-resistance are interlinked: by ensuring that the adversary cannot prevent commu-
nication we resist censorship in the narrow sense of suppression of material, while by protecting the communicating
parties from the effects of surveillance and intimidation we resist censorship in the broad sense of socially structured
silence.
1.3 Assumptions
Since a public network such as the Internet cannot be assumed to provide the privacy or censorship-resistance proper-
ties described above, we will attempt to provide those properties by designing a censorship-resistant communication
system that uses the public network as a communication substrate. Designing and evaluating such a system will require
some assumptions to be made about the users of the system and the adversary we intend it to resist.
1.3.1 The Adversary
Any discussion of censorship-resistance must assume the existence of a powerful and well-funded adversary, whose
goal may be to monitor people’s communication, to prevent certain people from communicating, or to deny access
to certain information. The adversary may be internal or external to the communication system; may have local or
global access to it; may use a static or adaptive behaviour pattern; and may be active or passive in relation to the
system [31]. Passive adversaries are sometimes referred to as observers or eavesdroppers, while active adversaries are
generally referred to as attackers.
One way to choose an appropriate threat model would be to specify an adversary with restricted capabilities, design a
system that could resist that adversary, then incrementally strengthen the threat model and repeat the process. Another
approach would be to describe a realistic adversary from the start, make some progress towards resisting that adversary,
then incrementally improve the design. This work takes the latter approach. The threat model described below is
similar to the strongest threat models used in the existing literature, and we believe that recent events have shown it to
be realistic. That does not mean, unfortunately, that we claim to offer a complete solution to resisting an adversary of
this kind.
• A global observer. We assume the adversary can passively monitor all Internet traffic at a national or global
scale. For example, the adversary may control a national Internet service provider. The alleged monitoring of
the Internet backbone [32, 33, 34] and the proliferation of national firewalls [35, 36] have made it clear that such
wholesale surveillance is a realistic threat.
• A limited internal attacker. The adversary is assumed to be capable of infiltrating the censorship-resistant
communication system to a limited extent, either by compromising some fraction of the users’ computers or by
persuading some fraction of the users to trust the adversary’s agents.
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• A limited active attacker. We assume that the adversary can drop, delay, modify and generate Internet traf-
fic. For example, the adversary may block all communication between specific IP addresses, or flood specific
connections with traffic. It is assumed, however, that the adversary is unable or unwilling to cause widespread
disruption – active attacks must be targetted and limited in scope. We do not consider how to resist an adversary
who is willing to shut down Internet access at a regional or national level, although that is, unfortunately, a
realistic threat [37, 38].
• A limited physical attacker. In addition to attacks involving Internet traffic, the adversary is assumed to have a
limited ability to coerce or intimidate the users of the censorship-resistant communication system, if such users
can be identified. As discussed in section 1.1, this is an important aspect of censorship in the real world.
• Access to IP addresses. We assume that the adversary controls enough IP addresses with distinct prefixes to
prevent such addresses or prefixes from being treated as scarce identifiers.
• Access to computing power. The adversary is assumed to have sufficient computing power to solve computa-
tional problems at a faster rate than all of the users of the censorship-resistant communication system combined.
However, we assume the adversary cannot break standard cryptographic primitives.
• Able to identify users. We assume the adversary can identify the user of any computer given its IP address; this
is commensurate with the abilities of many governments [7, 15, 39].
Although the above assumptions focus on the Internet, we assume similar capabilities with respect to other public
networks, such as the telephone system.
1.3.2 The Users
We must also make some assumptions about the people who might wish to use the censorship-resistant communication
system.
• Internet access. We assume that individuals who wish to use the system have access to personal computers
and Internet connections, and that, apart from the limited infiltration described above, they are able to keep their
computers secure and their cryptographic keys secret.
This is a strong assumption, but it is one upon which many existing communication systems depend. Protecting
the information stored on personal computers against malware, intrusion and theft is an important task, but one
that goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
• Diversity of trust. It is assumed that every user trusts some other users of the system and is willing to reveal
her use of the system to them. We refer to these people as the user’s friends, and we use that term exclusively to
indicate a trust relationship of this kind. It is not assumed that users will only wish to communicate with their
friends.
Crucially, we do not assume that any person or organisation is trusted by all of the users of the system.
• Social networks. It cannot generally be assumed that all users of a given communication system are members of
a single social group or vice versa. However, in this work we make the strong and perhaps unrealistic assumption
that any two people who wish to communicate using a particular system are connected by a chain of friends (in
the sense defined above) who are also users of that system. This assumption may be more reasonable for systems
that grow by personal invitation than it is for communication systems in general.
• Shared secrets. We assume that any two people who wish to communicate, whether directly or indirectly, have
some way to establish a shared secret out-of-band, for example by meeting in person or by communicating
through a mutually trusted third party.
• Selfishness. It is assumed that some fraction of the users are selfish, meaning that they are more strongly
concerned with the level of service they receive from the communication system than with the level of service
received by other users. We do not assume that people in general are selfish, only that some selfish people exist.
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1.4 Requirements
Based on the goals defined in section 1.2 and the assumptions described in section 1.3, we can identify the following
requirements for a censorship-resistant communication system:
• Confidentiality. The users of the system should be able to communicate without revealing the content of their
communication to anyone. This requirement follows from the goal of privacy. The assumption of an internal
attacker entails that the content of communication must be concealed not only from external observers, but also
from other users.
• Unlinkability. The adversary should not be able to determine which users are communicating with each other.
Like confidentiality, this requirement follows from the goal of privacy, and as with confidentiality the assumption
of an internal attacker entails that communication patterns must be concealed from other users as well as from
external observers.
• Robustness. The adversary should not be able to destroy the system or prevent it from being used. This
requirement follows from the goal of censorship-resistance and the assumption of an active attacker. As stated
above, we do not attempt to resist an adversary who can shut down Internet access entirely, but many existing
communication systems can be disabled by far less drastic measures.
• Decentralisation. The system should not depend on any centralised technical or administrative components,
since that would require all users to trust a single entity. This requirement follows from the assumption of
diversity of trust. Centralisation would create a single point of failure, so this requirement also follows from the
assumption of an active attacker.
• Covert membership. The system should limit, as far as possible, the number of people who can discover that
any given person is using the system. This assumption follows from the goal of privacy and the assumption of
an attacker who can coerce or intimidate known users.
In addition to undermining the privacy of individual users, a list of users may serve as a starting point for attacks
against the communication system itself, such as blocking or interfering with traffic, and may be used to analyse
the users’ long-term communication patterns. This requirement is therefore connected to the requirements of
robustness and unlinkability discussed above.
In practice it may not be possible to conceal the membership of an Internet-based system from an adversary
who can monitor all Internet traffic and distinguish the system’s protocols from other traffic. Nevertheless, it is
possible and worthwhile to conceal such information from less powerful adversaries.
• Resource contribution. The resources needed for communication should be provided collectively by the users
rather than by a separate entity. This requirement follows from the assumption of diversity of trust. The sys-
tem should allocate the resources needed for communication in a way that encourages selfish users to con-
tribute resources and limits the impact of resource-depletion attacks. This requirement follows from the goal of
censorship-resistance, the assumption of selfishness, and the assumption of an internal, active attacker.
In Chapter 2 we review existing work related to the goals and requirements listed above, which spans the fields of
peer-to-peer networks, robust storage and routing, anonymous communication, and incentive mechanisms.
1.5 Thesis Statement
The thesis of this work is that private, censorship-resistant communication is possible over public networks such as
the Internet, through the construction of distributed overlay networks in which users relay encrypted messages for
one another. Even in the presence of a powerful adversary who can monitor all traffic in the underlying network and
make targetted attacks, robust and unlinkable communication can be maintained across such overlays without central
control, coordination or infrastructure, and without requiring users to communicate directly with anyone they do not
trust. Attackers with a limited ability to infiltrate such overlays can be prevented from disrupting the communication
of other users, and selfish users who would prefer not to contribute resources can be given rational incentives to do so.
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1.6 Contributions
This work makes the following contributions to the study of censorship-resistant communication:
1. Chapter 4 describes a new game theoretic model of cooperation under conditions of scarcity, the sharer’s
dilemma, and an expected utility strategy that robustly encourages cooperation between selfish players.
2. Chapter 5 describes a mechanism for producing unforgeable acknowledgements to prove that messages have
been delivered unmodified to their intended destinations across an untrusted network, without requiring an
identity infrastructure, and without revealing the identities of the communication endpoints to untrusted parties.
3. Chapter 6 describes two address-free routing protocols for untrusted networks, which maintain unlinkability
between sources and destinations without requiring an identity infrastructure. The first protocol is shown to be
robust to active internal attacks against routing, while the second is shown to create an incentive for selfish users
to cooperate in message forwarding.
1.7 Previously Published Work
Some parts of the work presented in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6 were previously published as conference papers and a book
chapter [40, 41, 42, 43]. In all cases the author of the present work was the main author of the publications, which




“On those remote pages it is written that animals are divided into (a) those that belong to the Emperor,
(b) embalmed ones, (c) those that are trained, (d) suckling pigs, (e) mermaids, (f) fabulous ones, (g)
stray dogs, (h) those that are included in this classification, (i) those that tremble as if they were mad, (j)
innumerable ones, (k) those drawn with a very fine camel’s hair brush, (l) others, (m) those that have just
broken a flower vase, (n) those that resemble flies from a distance.”
– Jorge Luis Borges, The Analytical Language of John Wilkins
This chapter gives a brief survey of several fields that are relevant to private and censorship-resistant communication.
Some of the work reviewed here is directly related to the technical contributions described in later chapters, while
other work is included to demonstrate why the general approach of the present work was chosen over the alternatives.
It should be noted that much of the work surveyed here is based on goals and assumptions different from those
described in Chapter 1. Censorship-resistance involves an unusually strong threat model and requirements that would
unnecessarily constrain the design space of systems intended for other purposes. However, since the goal of this
chapter is to identify techniques that are suitable for censorship-resistant communication, existing work is evaluated
using the threat model and requirements described in Chapter 1.
We begin by reviewing some background issues concerning network structure and identity that are relevant to many of
the systems discussed in later sections. Section 2.2 discusses peer-to-peer networks, while section 2.3 describes sys-
tems for robust storage and routing. Anonymous communication is discussed in section 2.4, and section 2.5 describes
ways to encourage users to contribute resources to distributed systems. The chosen categories inevitably overlap, so
in some cases different aspects of a piece of work are discussed in different sections.
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Network Structure
Baran [44] was perhaps the first researcher to study the effect of a network’s structure on its robustness to attack. In his
seminal work on survivable communication networks, Baran distinguishes between centralised networks with a single
hub, decentralised networks with many hubs forming a tree-like structure, and distributed networks with redundant
links forming a mesh. To maximise survivability, Baran recommends building distributed networks from inexpensive,
unreliable, yet redundant components.
Large networks can be classified using statistics that summarise their structure. Three notable classes of distributed
network are random networks [45], in which every node is connected to every other node with equal probability; small
world networks, which are highly clustered; and scale-free networks, which have highly skewed degree distributions.
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Small World Networks
Watts and Strogatz [46] investigate the small world phenomenon, in which members of a large social network turn
out to be connected by a short chain of acquaintances [47, 48, 49]. Networks that replicate this effect can be created
by adding random connections to a regular lattice: like lattices, the resulting networks are highly clustered, but like
random networks, there is a small average distance between nodes. Watts [50] shows that this combination of clustering
and short paths appears in a wide range of natural and technological networks.
Kleinberg [51, 52] examines the problem of finding short paths in small world networks using only local information.
The networks in question are augmented lattices similar to those described by Watts and Strogatz: each node u has
short-range connections to every node within p lattice steps, as well as q long-range connections such that each long-
range neighbour v is selected with a probability proportional to r−α, where r is the lattice distance between u and v.
Kleinberg shows that no local greedy search algorithm can find a short path between two nodes in polylogarithmic
time unless α is equal to the dimensionality of the underlying lattice; such networks are called navigable small worlds.
Liben-Nowell et al. [53] find that the social network of the LiveJournal website is navigable using a greedy search
algorithm that only considers the geographic distance between users, suggesting that navigable small worlds may be
useful as synthetic models of social networks.
Scale-Free Networks
A scale-free network has a degree distribution that follows a power law. Many real networks, including social net-
works, exhibit highly skewed degree distributions that are often said to follow power laws, although the goodness-of-fit
may sometimes be overstated [54].
One simple way to generate a scale-free network is to simulate a growth process that attaches each new node to several
existing nodes such that the probability of attaching to a node is proportional to its degree [55]. This process is known
as preferential attachment. Sarshar and Roychowdhury [56] show that networks generated in this way do not retain
their scale-free structure if nodes are randomly deleted as the network evolves, so preferential attachment may not be
suitable for modelling networks with constantly changing populations. Bauke and Sherrington [57] describe a local
attachment rule that maintains a power law degree distribution regardless of the rate at which nodes are deleted: each
neighbour of a new node is selected by choosing a random neighbour of a randomly chosen node.
Albert et al. [58] show that scale-free networks are resilient to the removal of randomly chosen nodes, but vulnerable to
attacks that target high-degree nodes, since many links are removed by such attacks. Motter et al. [59] find that while
long-range links are responsible for the small average distance between nodes in the small world model of Watts and
Strogatz, the same is not true for scale-free networks: removing short-range links has a greater effect on the average
distance between nodes than removing long-range links, because short-range links tend to connect high-degree nodes
and therefore tend to be included in a large number of shortest paths. Thus scale-free networks may be vulnerable to
targetted attacks on either links or nodes.
2.1.2 Identity
The open membership policies of many distributed communication networks, such as peer-to-peer overlays and mobile
ad hoc networks, make it difficult to establish a one-to-one relationship between users and network identities, and this
uncertainty can be exploited by attackers.
Some systems use IP addresses to identify users, since most individuals have access to a limited number of addresses.
IP addresses are not secure identifiers, however: an attacker who is on the communication path between two hosts
may be able to spoof the IP address of each host when communicating with the other [60, 61]. Feamster et al. [62]
point out than an attacker who controls a firewall, such as the national firewalls discussed in section 2.3.4, can spoof
traffic from any address on the other side of the firewall. A powerful attacker might alternatively gain access to a large
number of IP addresses by using a botnet [63].
The Sybil attack involves the maintenance of multiple identities by a single user. Douceur [64] shows that such attacks
are possible in almost any system without a central administrative component. Introducing barriers to the maintenance
of multiple identities, such as computational puzzles [65, 66], can limit the extent of Sybil attacks, but cannot prevent
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them entirely: if there is significant heterogeneity in nodes’ capabilities, a single strong node can maintain as many
identities as several weak nodes.
SybilGuard [67] uses the structure of social networks to limit Sybil attacks. Users construct a web of trust in which
the nodes represent identities and the edges represent trust relationships. An attacker may create any number of Sybil
nodes with any number of edges between them, but if few users trust the attacker, the Sybil nodes will be linked to the
rest of the network by relatively few edges. SybilGuard uses long pseudo-random routes to sample the web of trust
and determine whether a given identity is likely to be a Sybil node.
SybilLimit [68] uses shorter random routes in parallel and provides tighter bounds on the number of Sybil nodes, while
Gatekeeper [69] tightens the bounds further. The random routes used by SybilGuard, SybilLimit and Gatekeeper must
be recalculated whenever the web of trust changes, and all nodes must be online to participate in the recalculation, so
these solutions may not be suitable for highly dynamic networks.
SybilInfer [70] uses random walks and Bayesian inference to detect Sybil nodes in social networks.
Viswanath et al. [71] show that SybilGuard, SybilLimit and SybilInfer all work by detecting a cluster of honest nodes
around the node performing the evaluation. Standard local clustering algorithms are shown to work equally well;
however, all of these approaches break down when the non-Sybil region of the network contains multiple clusters.
Apart from the Sybil attack, other identity-related attacks include whitewashing, in which a user changes identities
frequently to escape the consequences of past actions [72]; and the eclipse attack, which involves manipulating the
node discovery process so that victims are disproportionately likely to discover corrupt nodes [73]. Even if victims of
the eclipse attack initially have an unbiased view of the network, they can be surrounded by corrupt nodes over time.
Certified Identities
Many systems attempt to deal with identity-related attacks by introducing an online or offline certificate authority that
issues certified identities to authorised users after verifying their real identities. A centralised certificate authority may
be considered unsuitable for censorship-resistant communication, since it creates a single point of attack and relies on
all users trusting the same authority.
Zhou and Haas [74] describe a way to share responsibility for generating certificates among multiple nodes. The
certifying key is split into shares using a secret sharing algorithm [75]; each share can only generate partial signatures,
several of which must be combined to produce a valid certificate [76]. The key can be re-shared to invalidate the shares
of compromised nodes, assuming they can be detected and excluded from the re-sharing process.
Quercia et al. [77] show how groups of users can combine partial signatures to create a certified pseudonym for
each group member. To prevent an individual from obtaining more than one pseudonym, members verify the owner’s
identity out-of-band before signing. Certification requests are blinded so that a pseudonym cannot be linked to its
owner, except perhaps by observing a new pseudonym becoming active shortly after a new user joins the group.
2.2 Peer-to-Peer Networks
A peer-to-peer network is an Internet overlay composed of connections between autonomous nodes. Some peer-to-
peer networks use central servers to coordinate communication between nodes [78, 79]; others construct a multi-hop
overlay that allows indirect communication between any pair of nodes. In many systems the overlay is only used to
allow nodes that wish to communicate directly to find one another and establish a direct connection.
Peer-to-peer networks are often divided into two families: unstructured peer-to-peer networks, in which the topology
of the overlay is only loosely controlled, and structured peer-to-peer networks, which attempt to guarantee scalability
and performance through tighter control of the topology. Two further families have emerged in recent years: semantic
peer-to-peer networks, which use information about the contents of shared files to guide searches, and private peer-
to-peer networks, which are restricted to invited users.
Risson and Moors [80] give a comprehensive survey of the peer-to-peer search literature, while Androutsellis-Theotokis
and Spinellis [81] survey peer-to-peer content distribution networks. Lua et al. [82] provide a general survey of peer-
to-peer systems.
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2.2.1 Connectivity and Churn
Firewalls and network address translators create significant problems for peer-to-peer networks. As the number of
Internet-connected devices increases, a growing proportion of users are separated by ‘middleboxes’ of one kind or
another. Techniques for establishing connections across middleboxes are not perfectly reliable and often require
communication with a third party, which may have privacy implications [83, 84, 85].
The unreliability of nodes themselves is also an important design consideration for peer-to-peer networks – in large
networks there is constant churn as nodes join and leave. Measurement studies by Saroiu et al. [86] and Stutzbach et
al. [87] show that the distribution of session lengths is highly skewed; Bustamente and Qiao [88] and Guha et al. [89]
find that the distribution follows a power law. The mean session length is on the order of a few hours, with daily and
weekly cycles in the number of available nodes [86, 89].
Evans et al. [90] distinguish between join-leave churn, in which nodes join the network for a single session be-
fore leaving permanently, and leave-join churn, in which nodes leave the network temporarily and then rejoin. The
difference may be important if nodes have persistent identifiers or store information across sessions.
2.2.2 Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Networks
Nodes in the Gnutella file sharing network [91] form an unstructured overlay in which messages are flooded for
a limited number of hops. The overlay is primarily used for searching; files are transferred by direct connections
between requesters and responders. The original Gnutella software has been withdrawn, but many other file sharing
programs implement the Gnutella protocol.
The use of flooding limits Gnutella’s scalability: if the query rate is too high then low-capacity nodes begin to drop
messages, effectively causing the overlay to fragment [92]. Restricting the range of queries raises the query rate at
which fragmentation occurs, at the cost of giving each node access to only a fraction of the files available in the
network.
Techniques to improve the scalability of unstructured search overlays include constructing spanning trees [93, 94];
using random walks instead of flooding [95, 96, 97, 98, 99]; using flow control tokens and topology adaptation to
avoid forwarding queries to overloaded nodes [96, 97]; replicating information about the files held by neighbouring
nodes [100]; and iteratively searching small regions of the overlay [101, 102].
In YAPPERS [103], node and data identifiers are hashed into a small number of buckets, and publishers place pointers
to their data on local nodes with matching buckets. This reduces the number of nodes that need to be queried when
performing an exhaustive search. The protocol requires only local knowledge of the network and is suitable for use
over arbitrary topologies. LMS [104] similarly replicates data and queries across multiple locally optimal locations.
Each replica is randomly forwarded for a small number of hops and then deterministically forwarded to the nearby
node with the identifier that most closely matches its key.
Roussopoulos and Baker [105] propose that information about files should be ‘pushed’ across the search overlay
towards requesters. This will reduce traffic on an overlay connection if the pushed information would have been
requested at least once on that connection, so the decision to propagate should be based on expected popularity.
Konspire2b [106] uses a pure push model: nodes subscribe to authenticated broadcast channels and form ad hoc
distribution trees when broadcasters wish to send files.
BitTorrent [107] is a file distribution protocol in which nodes that are downloading the same file form an unstructured
overlay called a swarm to exchange pieces of the file. Nodes discover other members of the swarm through a central
server or a structured overlay. BitTorrent’s incentive mechanism is discussed in section 2.5.4.
Two-Tier Networks
Gnutella takes advantage of heterogeneity among nodes by using a two-tier structure [108]: nodes with high bandwidth
that are able to accept incoming connections join the upper tier, while low-bandwidth nodes and those behind firewalls
join the lower tier. Nodes in the lower tier only connect to nodes in the upper tier, reducing the load on low-capacity
nodes and minimising the impact of firewalls. The proprietary FastTrack protocol used by KaZaA, Grokster and
iMesh appears to have a similar two-tier structure [109], as does the Skype protocol [89]. Yang and Garcia-Molina
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[110] develop a detailed cost model for a Gnutella-like protocol and use it to derive rules of thumb for the design of
two-tier networks.
Ledlie et al. [111] describe a two-tier network that uses Bloom filters [112] to summarise the files held by each node;
files are identified by their hashes. Nodes organise themselves into trees, with the root of each tree maintaining a
combined Bloom filter summarising the files held by the entire tree. The filters are used to direct searches within and
between trees.
Scale-Free Peer-to-Peer Networks
Adamic et al. [113] present a search algorithm for scale-free peer-to-peer networks: each query contains a list of
previously visited nodes and is forwarded to the highest-degree unvisited neighbour of the current node. The algorithm
depends on high-degree nodes also having high capacity, since they carry most of the query traffic. The authors argue
that power law degree distributions in peer-to-peer networks reveal a power law distribution of capacity. Ripeneau
et al. [114] find a power law degree distribution in Gnutella, but Stutzbach et al. [115] show that this may be a
measurement error caused by crawling the network too slowly.
Sarshar et al. [116] describe a search algorithm for scale-free networks that uses random walks to propagate queries
and lists of files. It is shown that a short random walk on a scale-free network will usually reach a high-degree node,
and that the high-degree nodes will usually form a connected subgraph. Probabilistic flooding within this connected
subgraph can be expected to reach all of the high-degree nodes using a relatively small number of messages, allowing
any query to reach any list of files. As with the algorithm of Adamic et al., the high-degree nodes must have high
capacity.
2.2.3 Structured Peer-to-Peer Networks
Structured overlays aim to provide scalable and predictable performance by controlling the topology of the overlay,
typically by assigning each node a unique identifier that determines which nodes should be its neighbours.
Many structured overlays implement a distributed hash table abstraction for storing arbitrary key/value mappings: the
overlay is structured so that all lookups for a given key converge on the same small set of nodes, which are responsible
for storing the corresponding value. Lookups can be implemented recursively – the current node forwards the lookup
to the next node – or iteratively – the current node returns the address of the next node.
Tapestry [117] and Pastry [118] are structured overlays based on the prefix routing algorithm of Plaxton et al. [119].
Node and data identifiers are expressed as d-digit numbers in base b, and each node maintains connections to db
neighbours chosen so that any lookup can be forwarded to a node that matches the requested identifier in more leading
digits than the current node. Law and Siu [120] show how to construct and maintain regular random networks that can
be used for prefix routing.
Prefix routing allows considerable flexibility in the choice of those neighbours that have short matching prefixes.
Castro et al. [121] use this flexibility to match the topology of the overlay to the topology of the underlying network,
minimising the bandwidth overhead and latency of the overlay, while Kademlia [122] uses it to tolerate churn by
exploiting the discovery of Saroiu et al. [86] that old nodes are likely to remain in a peer-to-peer network for longer
than new nodes. Each Kademlia node sorts its potential neighbours by age, with new nodes added to the tail of the list
and unresponsive nodes flagged and eventually removed. Node addresses are learned from queries, so nodes that issue
large numbers of queries will tend to receive large numbers of queries in return, as long as they remain responsive.
This could allow Kademlia to benefit from heterogeneity in node capabilities, whereas most other distributed hash
tables aim for uniform load balancing. Kademlia overlays scale well in practice and are used in several large file
sharing networks [123, 124, 125].
Chord [126] is a distributed hash table in which node and data identifiers are hashed into a circular key space. Each
node is assigned a location by hashing its IP address, and takes responsibility for the arc of the key space between
itself and the nearest anticlockwise node. Each node maintains connections to the nodes responsible for O(logN)
keys chosen so that the clockwise distance to the first key is half the circumference of the circle, the distance to the
second is a quarter of the circumference, and so on. Nodes periodically use a stabilisation protocol to ensure they are
connected to the correct neighbours.
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CAN [127] uses a multidimensional key space corresponding to the surface of a torus rather than the perimeter of a
circle. Nodes take the latency of links into account when choosing locations, with the aim of decreasing the load on
the underlying network by assigning adjacent regions to nearby nodes.
Freedman and Vingralek [128] propose a distributed trie that caches key/value mappings on nodes that request them.
Routing information is updated lazily by piggybacking updates on responses to queries.
Most structured overlay designs assume that nodes join an established network by contacting an existing member; they
do not address the problem of merging multi-node components, which might be necessary if the network is temporarily
partitioned, or if a link is created between two established overlays. SkipNet [129] is a structured overlay that tolerates
network partitions by arranging nodes in the overlay according to their DNS names. Requests for an item located
within the same organisation as the requester do not pass outside the organisation, so local queries can be routed while
the organisation is disconnected from the rest of the network, and the disconnected segment can later reconnect to the
rest of the overlay.
Firewalls and other connectivity restrictions can be particularly problematic for structured overlays, which typically
require specific nodes to connect to one another. Sandberg [130] describes a way to assign node identifiers in any
navigable small world network to support efficient lookups without modifying the topology. Virtual Ring Routing
[131] implements a distributed hash table over an arbitrary topology by adding virtual links between nodes that may
be separated by multiple hops in the underlying network.
Unmanaged Internet Protocol (UIP) [132] uses a prefix routing algorithm for packet-switching over a mixture of
physical and overlay links. Each node is identified by the hash of its public key, as in the Host Identity Protocol [133],
allowing end-to-end authentication and encryption without a central certificate authority.
Techniques for coping with faulty or corrupt nodes in structured overlays are discussed in section 2.3.2.
2.2.4 Semantic Peer-to-Peer Networks
Semantic peer-to-peer networks use information about the content of shared files to improve the efficiency of searches,
for example by adapting the overlay to bring users with shared interests closer together [134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139],
by routing queries according to the keywords they contain [140, 141, 142], or by introducing additional metadata such
as directory trees [143, 144, 145] or topic hierarchies [146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152].
Because they rely on exposing information about users’ interests, semantic overlays are not generally suitable for
private, censorship-resistant communication. Two interesting exceptions, Clouds and UQDT, are described in section
2.4.8.
2.2.5 Private Peer-to-Peer Networks
The peer-to-peer networks discussed so far are designed to be open to the public: anyone can join a network simply
by obtaining the addresses of other participants, which in many cases are available from public servers. Even systems
designed to protect the privacy of their users often have open membership policies (see sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6). This
openness enables wide participation, ensuring that a large amount of content is available in file sharing networks, for
example, but it also allows attackers to monitor, join and disrupt peer-to-peer networks [153, 154, 155, 156, 157].
A private peer-to-peer network can be defined as an Internet overlay in which the resources and infrastructure are
provided by the users, and new users may only join the network by personal invitation. This definition excludes
systems that rely on public servers, but it does not necessarily imply decentralisation – some private peer-to-peer
networks use central servers, but access to those servers is restricted to invited users, and the servers are operated by
users of the network.
Several public peer-to-peer networks have been shut down by attacking their central servers [78, 79, 156], leading to
the perception that centralised designs are fragile and should be avoided. However, the risks may be different in private
networks, where servers can be hidden from untrusted parties. Centralisation can make it easier for users to manage
their identities, exchange cryptographic keys, and learn the current addresses of other users, provided all users trust
the operator of the server – a requirement that may become increasingly problematic as the network grows.
Some private peer-to-peer networks allow direct connections between any pair of users, while others only allow direct
connections between users who know one another. We refer to the former as group-based networks and the latter
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as friend-to-friend networks [158, 159]. This distinction becomes important in larger networks, because any user
may invite a friend into the network who does not know all of the other users. In a group-based network, the new
user will be able to connect to any existing user, so group-based networks become less private as they grow, whereas
friend-to-friend networks can remain private at any scale.
Biddle et al. [160] refer to private networks collectively as “the darknet” – not a single global network, but rather a
patchwork of local networks, technologically separate but socially connected through users who belong to more than
one network.
Middleboxes and dynamic network addresses are especially problematic for private peer-to-peer networks, since they
may prevent users from reconnecting to the network after spending time offline. In a group-based network, at least
one member of the group must have a stable address; the current addresses of other members can be learned from that
member. In a friend-to-friend network, every user needs at least one friend with a stable address. Some systems cope
with this problem by using internal or external lookup services, such as distributed hash tables, for middlebox traversal
and address discovery; others require users to exchange updated addresses out-of-band if they cannot reconnect. By
monitoring or participating in a lookup service, an observer may be able to discover who connects to whom, so the
decision to use such services involves a tradeoff between privacy and ease of use.
Confidentiality and authentication are areas where private peer-to-peer networks have an advantage over public net-
works. Because the users know one another, it is feasible for them to exchange cryptographic keys out-of-band; private
peer-to-peer networks could even be bootstrapped using existing keys and trust relationships, such as those recorded
in the PGP web of trust [161].
One serious disadvantage of friend-to-friend networks is that they reveal the users’ social relationships to anyone who
can observe the overlay topology; to a lesser extent the same is true of group-based networks. Social network analysis
can then be used to target important members of the network [22, 26, 162, 163]. Narayanan and Shmatikov [164] show
that many of the users in an anonymised social network can be identified by comparing the network’s structure to that
of a separate, non-anonymised network, even if there is limited overlap between the two networks’ sets of users.
Pouwelse et al. [139] identify five research challenges for peer-to-peer networks: decentralising functionality; main-
taining availability in the face of churn; ensuring the integrity of data and metadata; creating incentives to contribute
resources; and achieving network transparency across middleboxes. They suggest that all five challenges can be ad-
dressed by encouraging users to form cooperative social groups. Nagaraja [165] and Li and Dabek [166] also argue that
users of friend-to-friend networks will be more willing to contribute resources than users of public networks. Zhang et
al. [167] find that private BitTorrent servers can maintain higher sharing ratios than public servers, by evicting users
with low ratios and giving preferential treatment to users with high ratios.
Despite being limited to invited users, private peer-to-peer networks may be vulnerable to Sybil attacks and white-
washing. For example, an attacker might automatically ‘invite’ Sybil identities into a group more quickly than the
other users can evict them. Such attacks can be prevented by requiring a certain fraction of existing members to
approve each invitation [77], but this approach does not scale to large groups where not all users know one another.
Friend-to-friend connections are not a panacea for identity-related attacks, but they guarantee that every identity within
a local scope corresponds to a different individual, which prevents whitewashing; as discussed in section 2.1.2, it might
also be possible to use the structure of social networks to limit the impact of Sybil attacks.
The strongest protection against identity-related attacks comes from central servers, which allow the server’s operator
to verify that no individual uses more than one identity.
Group-Based Networks
One of the first private peer-to-peer networks was Groove [168], a group-based collaboration tool for creating ‘shared
spaces’. Each member of the group maintains a copy of the shared space’s state, and encrypted updates are transmitted
to other members when the state changes. Members who are unable to communicate directly can exchange messages
through dedicated relays. Users can only join groups by invitation, and any member can evict any other member from
a group by creating a new group key and transmitting it to all members except the evicted member.
WASTE [169, 170] is a group-based network that uses flooding and reverse path forwarding to implement file sharing
and chat. Nodes can relay one another’s messages if all-to-all connectivity is not possible. Links are encrypted and
optionally padded to a constant traffic level, but there is no end-to-end encryption or authentication, so users can
eavesdrop on one another and spoof messages.
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Strufe and Reschke [171] describe a peer-to-peer overlay that stores group information as well as file information,
so users can create authenticated groups for file sharing and instant messaging. Each group has a single owner who
is responsible for adding and removing members. Other group-based file sharing systems include Shinkuro [172],
PowerFolder [173] and Octopod [174].
N2N [175] is a group-based virtual private network that uses relay nodes for address discovery and middlebox traversal.
Direct Connect [176, 177] requires one member of each group to run a server, which is used for address discovery,
keyword searches and chat.
Friend-to-Friend Networks
Turtle [178] is a friend-to-friend file sharing network designed for censorship-resistance. Searches are flooded across
a multi-hop overlay, search results are forwarded back along the reverse path, and virtual circuits can be established
for anonymous file transfer. The virtual circuit architecture is also capable of supporting other applications [179].
Turtle uses a novel key agreement protocol in which friends exchange personal questions over an insecure channel, the
answers to which are assumed to be known to both friends but not to eavesdroppers. This avoids the need for out-of-
band key exchange, but the strength of the resulting keys will depend on the extent of the eavesdropper’s knowledge
about the users.
SockeToome [180] enables friend-to-friend file transfers between users with dynamic IP addresses, although it is
arguably not a peer-to-peer network since no overlay is constructed. Easter [181] uses email as a substrate for friend-
to-friend file sharing, which makes it possible to circumvent many firewalls.
In anoNet [182], virtual private network (VPN) connections between friends are used to construct an encrypted overlay.
The overlay uses standard Internet protocols such as BGP, and even has an internal DNS hierarchy. A reserved network
prefix is used to avoid accidentally routing packets between the overlay and the public Internet.
Figueiredo et al. [183] describe how to establish VPN connections between users of social networking websites. The
websites act as trusted third parties for key exchange, so it might be argued that this is not strictly a friend-to-friend
design. More recent versions of the system can use public or private servers for key exchange [184].
CSpace [185] is a general-purpose friend-to-friend connection service based on a distributed hash table. Participants
in the distributed hash table can observe who connects to whom, which may have implications for privacy. PeerSON
[186], a friend-to-friend social networking service, uses a distributed hash table for address discovery and to store
messages for users who are offline.
The Retroshare [187] instant messaging and file sharing network also uses a distributed hash table for address dis-
covery. Users can communicate indirectly through mutual friends, which may allow them to build up trust in one
another before requesting direct connections. Galet [188], Alliance [189], and Cryptic6 [190] allow friends-of-friends
to communicate in a similar way, but they do not use distributed hash tables or relay servers for address discovery, so
addresses and encryption keys must be exchanged out-of-band or through mutually trusted friends.
Tsnecv [191] is a private peer-to-peer system for local area networks in which users may assign different access levels
to friends, friends-of-friends and strangers. Gazzera [192] also supports different trust levels, allowing the friends of
highly trusted friends to connect directly. Users who are not directly connected can share files anonymously through
the friend-to-friend overlay. Tonika [193] is a distributed social networking service in which users may communicate
indirectly across a friend-to-friend overlay.
F2F [166] and Friendstore [194] are peer-to-peer backup systems in which friends store each other’s data.
Vasserman et al. [195] describe three membership-concealing overlays that support scalable communication while
revealing each user’s participation to only a constant number of other users, all of whom are the user’s friends or
friends-of-friends. The networks are double overlays: the upper overlay is a distributed hash table, each link of which
comprises one or more links in the lower, friend-to-friend overlay. Onion encryption (see section 2.4.3) conceals the
content of messages in the upper overlay from intermediate nodes in the lower overlay.
A central authority is required for identity management and overlay construction, which proceeds in two phases: first
the central authority builds the friend-to-friend overlay, then each node uses flooding to discover static routes to its
neighbours in the distributed hash table. The routes do not adapt to changes in the social network, so routing breaks
down if too many nodes go offline.
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To ensure a well-connected network and prevent targetted attacks against high-degree nodes, each node must have
between dk/2e and k neighbours in the friend-to-friend overlay, for some system-wide constant k. In a sampled
topology from the Orkut social networking website, this restriction prevented 15% of users from joining the overlay.
The peer-to-peer anonymity systems Freenet, GNUnet, MUTE and OneSwarm can be configured to connect only to
trusted friends (see section 2.4.6).
2.3 Availability
Censorship-resistance can be seen as an extreme example of the well-studied problem of availability: that is, ensuring
that information remains reachable in the face of intentional attacks and accidental failures. Availability requires robust
storage of information and robust communication between those who are storing the information and those who wish
to access it.
2.3.1 Robust Client-Server Storage
Anderson [196] describes the Eternity Service, a network of servers that store anonymously published files for a
publisher-specified period in exchange for anonymous payment in a digital currency. Publishers cannot discover
which servers are storing their files. Anderson argues that censorship-resistant systems should not allow files to be
modified or deleted by their publishers before their specified expiry times, since this would encourage censors to
identify publishers and force them to remove their files.
WikiLeaks [197] is a website that publishes leaked official documents, which can be submitted anonymously through
Tor (see section 2.4.4) or by postal mail. The WikiLeaks servers are spread across multiple jurisdictions. Martus
[198] enables human rights workers to store encrypted backups of their records on servers hosted around the world.
Publishers can ‘seal’ their records so that they cannot later be forced to delete them.
In Free Haven [199], publishers, readers and storage servers remain anonymous to one another by communicating
through a mix network (see section 2.4.3). Files are published by uploading them to any server, which splits them into
redundant shares that it trades with other servers. Download requests can be sent to any server; they are flooded to
all other servers, which send their shares through the mix network to the requester. Servers test each other to ensure
shares are not discarded before their publisher-specified expiry times, but since the servers are anonymous to one
another, any that are caught discarding shares may be able to re-enter the network under new identities. The use of
flooding to distribute download requests and server announcements could limit Free Haven’s scalability and expose it
to denial-of-service attacks.
In Publius [200, 201], a small number of servers store encrypted files on behalf of clients. To publish a file, a client
encrypts it with a secret key and then splits the key into n shares, any k < n of which can be used to reconstruct the
key. Each share is stored on a different server together with a copy of the encrypted file. No single server can decrypt
the file it is holding, but a client that retrieves enough shares (using a multi-part URL which is assumed to be unknown
to the servers) can reconstruct the key and thereby decrypt and verify the file. The list of servers must be known and
agreed by all clients, so central administration is required.
Servers in Tangler [202] can join and leave the network dynamically, but there must still be general agreement about
the list of participating servers. Server and data identifiers are hashed into a circular key space and each server takes
responsibility for several regions of the key space selected by hashing its public key and the date, so that each region
changes hands periodically. A server can make itself responsible for an arbitrary region if it can create a suitable public
key.
Tangler’s most interesting feature is document entanglement, a way of combining a new file with previously published
files using a secret sharing algorithm [75] so that reconstructing the new file requires access to the files with which it
was entangled. This makes it difficult to delete specific files from the system without affecting others, although a file
is not protected until newer files have been entangled with it. Dagster [203] and the Owner-Free File System [204] use
similar techniques to make it difficult to delete specific files.
Tahoe [205] is a distributed storage system that uses erasure coding [206] to provide robustness against failed or
corrupt servers. Cryptographic keys can be used to grant read-only or read-write access to files.
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Song et al. [207] describe methods for searching an encrypted file without revealing the search terms or the contents
of the file to the server performing the search. Blindfold [208] achieves a similar goal while preventing automated
dictionary attacks, by using two servers that do not communicate directly and which may be located in different
jurisdictions: the index server stores mappings from hashed keywords to captchas [209], while the content server
stores mappings from hashed captcha solutions to files encrypted with the captcha solutions and the original keywords,
which are not revealed to either server. The use of captchas prevents an attacker from enumerating all of the content
in the system, but a censor could force the index server to remove its mappings for certain keywords without needing
jurisdiction over the content server.
2.3.2 Robust Peer-to-Peer Storage
Usenet [210, 211] is a public discussion forum divided by topic into newsgroups. Messages are published, propagated,
and read using a simple peer-to-peer flooding mechanism. Back [212] describes a system loosely based on Anderson’s
Eternity Service design that uses Usenet to store anonymously published web pages.
Usenet’s message identifiers are not cryptographically secure, so a message can be prevented from propagating by
sending out a different message with the same identifier. Messages can also be ‘cancelled’ by their authors, and it
is possible to forge cancellation requests. Nodes generally store the most recent messages in each newsgroup and
discard old messages to save space, so an attacker may be able to force a message to expire by sending a large volume
of messages to the same newsgroup.
PAST [213] is a distributed storage system based on the Pastry structured overlay. Files are replicated across multiple
nodes to keep them available in the face of attacks and failures; requests are routed to the nearest replica according to a
metric such as geographic distance or network latency. To prevent nodes from using more storage than they contribute,
PAST has a quota system based on certified identities.
FARSITE [214] also uses a certificate authority to control access to a distributed file system, while OceanStore [215]
takes a federated approach in which multiple operators buy and sell capacity among themselves. CFS [216] enforces
a storage quota for each IP address, which could make it difficult to publish files anonymously, and would be open to
abuse by an attacker with access to a large number of IP addresses.
HiveCache [217] is a distributed backup system that uses content hashes to identify files on a local area network and
distributes copies of unique files to machines with free storage space. Mnet [218] is a wide-area distributed storage
system based on similar principles. Nodes in the Pastiche backup system [219] use a distributed hash table to find
‘backup buddies’ with which they have many files in common.
Mnemosyne [220] aims to give nodes plausible deniability regarding the files they are storing: files are divided into
blocks, redundantly encoded [221], encrypted, and stored in a distributed hash table. Blocks may collide, so files
will eventually be corrupted if they are not republished. Mnemosyne does not use certified identities and would be
vulnerable to Sybil attacks.
Serjantov [222] suggests publishing and retrieving encrypted files in PAST through a mix network (see section 2.4.3)
so that servers do not know what they are storing.
Castro et al. [223] consider attacks against distributed hash tables, such as a node adopting a particular identifier to
make itself responsible for a particular key, which would allow the node to delete, modify or monitor the corresponding
value. They propose a solution based on certified identities and redundant parallel lookups that is suitable for storing
values that can be verified by the requester.
Myrmic [224] uses neighbourhood certificates signed by a central authority to verify that structured overlay lookups
terminate at the correct nodes.
Kuhn et al. [225] describe a distributed hash table that is robust to the adversarial removal of O(logN) nodes, while
Awerbuch and Scheideler [226] present join and leave algorithms that prevent an attacker who can force any sequence
of nodes to leave and rejoin a distributed hash table from controlling arbitrarily large regions of the key space. Fiat
and Saia [227] describe a distributed hash table that uses clustering to survive the adversarial removal of up to half the
nodes; however, without certified identities the design would be vulnerable to a Sybil attack.
Sit and Morris [228] describe some security measures for distributed hash tables that do not require certified identities,
such as verifying node addresses to prevent IP spoofing, checking that iterative lookups make progress towards the
key at every hop, using multiple hash functions to store redundant copies of data under different keys, and assigning
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node identifiers in a verifiable way. Wang et al. [229] show that a popular implementation of Kademlia is vulnerable
to attack because nodes’ identifiers are not verifiable.
Halo [230] provides robust lookups over an unmodified distributed hash table by looking up nodes that are likely to
have direct links to the target node due to the structure of the overlay. Unlike simple parallel lookups, these lookups
are unlikely to converge on the same set of potentially corrupt nodes until the last hop.
SPROUT [231] augments a distributed hash table with connections between users who trust one another. Lookups use
trusted connections where possible, falling back to untrusted connections if necessary.
Danezis et al. [232] address Sybil attacks against distributed hash tables by considering the introduction graph of
the network, where an edge exists between two nodes if one of them introduced the other to the network. A node
performing a lookup attempts to avoid relying on nodes that are linked to it through similar paths in the introduction
graph.
Lesniewski-Laas [233] describes a Sybil-proof distributed hash table based on a social network. Each node keeps a
successor table containing its successors in the circular key space and a finger table containing random nodes selected
through short random walks on the social network. The nodes in the finger table are likely to be honest if the number
of social relationships between honest nodes and Sybil nodes is small (this is similar to the clustering-based Sybil
defenses described in section 2.1.2). To perform a lookup, the requester tries the nodes in its finger table in order of
increasing distance from the target until an honest node with the target in its successor table is found.
Another way to limit the number of Sybil identities is to introduce an artificial cost for creating or maintaining identi-
ties. Borisov [234] describes a protocol for distributing computational puzzles in a distributed hash table such that a
node performing an iterative lookup can verify that every node it contacts has recently solved a puzzle that was partly
determined by the requester. New nodes are avoided during lookups until they have had time to receive and solve
puzzles from the rest of the network.
Endsuleit and Mie [235] use the secure lookup scheme of Castro et al. in a censorship-resistant publishing system in
which files are identified by sets of keywords. A file is published by encrypting it with a key derived from its keywords
and splitting it into two fragments, both of which are needed to reconstruct it. The fragments are signed with the
publisher’s private key, which allows the publisher to update or delete the file, and are stored in a distributed hash table
at independent locations that are derived from the keywords. Readers only need to know the keywords to retrieve,
reconstruct and decrypt the file; however, unless a reader has the publisher’s public key there is no way to tell whether
a corrupt node has modified the file.
To prevent the certificate authority from linking users to their files or nodes, signatures of publisher and node identifiers
are blinded. Unfortunately this violates the requirement of Castro et al. that nodes should not be able to choose their
own identifiers.
The deterministic placement of data in distributed hash tables may be useful for censorship-resistance if it prevents
corrupt nodes from making themselves responsible for storing particular files. Danezis and Anderson [236] argue, on
the other hand, that users may have a greater incentive to participate in censorship-resistant systems if they can choose
to store and redistribute files that match their personal beliefs.
2.3.3 Robust Routing
Surviving external attacks has been a design goal since the first routing protocols were developed [44], yet many
protocols are vulnerable to internal attacks by participating nodes. In this section we consider internal attacks against
routing protocols and discuss protocols designed to resist disruption by faulty or misbehaving nodes.
2.3.3.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
A mobile ad hoc network is a group of wireless nodes that communicate among themselves without infrastructure or
manual configuration. Routing protocols for such networks must be able to cope with a constantly changing topology.
Most protocols use one of two approaches: table-driven or proactive protocols such as DSDV [237] and OLSR [238]
attempt to maintain an up-to-date route to every destination, while on-demand or reactive protocols such as DSR
[239, 240] and AODV [241] do not discover routes until they are needed. Hybrid protocols such as ZRP [242]
combine elements of both approaches.
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Many on-demand protocols use flooding for route discovery, which has the advantage that it finds the quickest route
from the source to the destination. However, flooding is inefficient in areas of high node density. Several probabilistic
and deterministic techniques have been proposed to reduce broadcast redundancy [243, 244, 245, 246]. Wu and Li
[247], and Das and Bharghavan [248], consider techniques for selecting sets of nodes to act as routing backbones for
ad hoc networks.
Perkins [249] and Hong et al. [250] survey the ad hoc routing literature, while Broch et al. [251] and Lee et al. [252]
compare the performance of various ad hoc routing protocols at different levels of mobility.
2.3.3.2 Probabilistic Routing Protocols
Another way to discover routes across a dynamic network is to forward packets probabilistically, using feedback to
adjust the probabilities in order to optimise some metric such as reliability or latency.
ARA [253] is a probabilistic routing protocol for ad hoc networks inspired by the collective foraging behaviour of
ants. Parallel routes are discovered on demand by flooding, and data packets are forwarded probabilistically along
them, reinforcing the routes they follow unless a loop or a broken link is detected.
Several other ant-based routing protocols have been proposed for wired and wireless networks [254, 255, 256, 257,
258, 259, 260]. MUTE, an anonymous peer-to-peer network, also uses ant-inspired routing (see section 2.4.6).
Q-routing [261] uses reinforcement learning to find fast routes across dynamic networks. Xie et al. [262] show that
a protocol based on Q-routing converges to an equilibrium where no source can unilaterally improve the latency of
its traffic by choosing a different route. Cognitive packet networks [263] use a variety of learning techniques to find
routes that meet user-specified quality of service constraints.
Electric routing [264] is a probabilistic protocol that calculates the ‘electric potential’ of each node and the ‘current’
on each link with respect to each destination. When a node needs to route a message towards a destination, it chooses
an outgoing link probabilistically according to the current flowing along each link. This is essentially a probabilistic
form of distance vector routing.
2.3.3.3 Attacks Against Routing Protocols
In all of the protocols described above, nodes base their decisions on the assumption that other nodes will behave
correctly, making the protocols unsuitable for use in adversarial environments.
Many on-demand protocols use flooding to discover routes; to reduce collisions, each node waits for a random period
before propagating a flooded route request packet. In the rushing attack, the attacker propagates flooded packets
immediately, causing a disproportionate number of routes to pass through corrupt nodes [265].
Other protocols use explicit distance or cost metrics to select routes; an attacker may be able to manipulate route
selection by advertising false metrics. Values that are implicitly used as metrics, such as the number of hops in a route,
can also be manipulated. In the tunnelling attack, two corrupt nodes encapsulate data passing between them to create
the appearance that they are neighbours [266]. The route between the corrupt nodes appears shorter than it actually is,
which will cause many routing protocols to prefer it.
In the related wormhole attack against wireless networks, the attacker relays signals from one point to another so that
two nodes believe themselves to be neighbours; unlike the tunnelling attack, this can be done without compromising
any nodes. Wormhole attacks can be prevented with tight clock synchronisation [267] or by accurately measuring the
round-trip time at the link layer [268].
In the black hole attack, the attacker behaves correctly during route discovery and route maintenance but silently drops
data packets [269].
2.3.3.4 Byzantine Robustness
Perlman [270] considers the problem of routing in the presence of faults that produce arbitrarily complex behaviour,
which are known as Byzantine faults [271]. A network layer is said to be Byzantine robust if it can deliver any packet
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provided there is a fault-free route between the source and the destination. This implies that faulty components must
not be able to interfere with the discovery or use of fault-free routes.
Perlman presents a Byzantine robust flooding protocol that uses reserved buffers, round-robin scheduling, non-wrapping
sequence numbers and digital signatures to ensure that the most recent packet from every authorised source reaches
every node to which a fault-free route exists. To allocate resources correctly, every node must have a complete list
of authorised sources and their public keys. These lists are distributed by one or more trusted nodes using the robust
flooding protocol; the public keys of the trusted nodes are manually installed at each node.
If a trusted node develops a Byzantine fault, the public key lists received from different trusted nodes may disagree.
The definition of Byzantine robustness used in this situation is more restrictive: a node is only considered non-faulty
if there is a non-faulty route from at least one non-faulty trusted node to the node in question. To limit the damage that
can be caused by faulty trusted nodes, a node will not accept a public key list that contains too many entries, or a list
that does not contain its own identity and public key.
Perlman’s flooding protocol is robust but inefficient – every packet must be transmitted and authenticated on every
link. A second protocol, robust link state routing, provides higher efficiency but lower robustness. Every node uses
the robust flooding protocol to broadcast a signed link state packet listing its neighbours. As with the robust flooding
protocol, the public key lists distributed by different trusted nodes may not agree, so each node constructs a separate
view of the network for each public key list. A link between two nodes is added to a view if both nodes report the link
and both nodes are in the view’s public key list. Each view is then used to find node-disjoint routes between the source
and the destination, and signed packets are source routed along these routes.
The link state protocol is less robust than the flooding protocol because a fault-free route will be rejected if it shares
one or more nodes with a faulty route.
2.3.3.5 Fault Detection
Avramopoulos et al. [272, 273, 274] propose using message authentication codes instead of digital signatures to au-
thenticate packets in Perlman’s robust link state routing. This decreases the computational overhead but increases the
bandwidth overhead, as a separate message authentication code is needed for each node along the route. Acknowl-
edgements, timeouts and fault announcements are proposed to detect and avoid faulty links. The timeout at each node
is based on the maximum round-trip time, which grows linearly with the number of nodes in the network because
every link has a reserved buffer for every node.
ODSBR [269, 275] uses probe messages to detect and avoid faulty links, protecting against black hole, rushing and
tunnelling attacks.
Sprout [276] uses Perlman’s robust flooding protocol to distributed signed link state packets for probabilistic source
routing. Every minimal route between the source and destination is chosen with non-zero probability, where a route
is minimal if no node can be removed from it without disconnecting the route. End-to-end signed acknowledgements
are used to find fast, reliable routes, which are subsequently selected with higher probability.
SMT [277] uses an information dispersal algorithm [221] to split packets into redundant pieces that are sent over
node-disjoint routes. The reliability of each route is measured using end-to-end acknowledgements and the encoding
is adjusted accordingly.
Awerbuch et al. [278] describe a protocol in which sources use reinforcement learning to select routes based on secure
acknowledgements from relays and destinations.
All of these protocols require certified identities to prevent an attacker from advertising an unlimited number of nodes
and links, which the attacker can then discard when they are detected as faulty.
2.3.3.6 Secure Ad Hoc Routing Protocols
There have been many proposals to improve the robustness of routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. Several
of the proposals use hash chains and delayed disclosure as security primitives.
Hash chains were first proposed by Lamport [279]; given a random value r and a one-way hash function h, the ith
element of the chain is hi(r). Due to the one-way nature of h, anyone can verify that a given element belongs to the
same chain as any later element, but no earlier element of the chain can be guessed.
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In delayed disclosure [280], each element of a hash chain is used as a secret authentication key for a single packet,
then revealed once the packet has been delivered. This allows message authentication codes to be used in place of
expensive digital signatures, but requires clock synchronisation between the sources and destinations of packets.
Link State Procotols
Hauser et al. [281] use hash chains to authenticate link state updates; separate chains are used to indicate whether a
link is active or inactive. Cheung [282] suggests using hash chains and delayed disclosure to authenticate link state
updates, which requires loose clock synchronisation and optimistic acceptance of unverified updates. Nodes in SLSP
[283] maintain topological information for a local zone; hash chains are used to prevent signed link state updates from
propagating out of the zone.
All of these protocols require certified identities, and all are vulnerable to tunnelling and black hole attacks.
Distance Vector Protocols
Smith et al. [284] suggest using digital signatures to authenticate the immutable fields of distance vector updates
and a signed predecessor field to authenticate the mutable hop count field. SAODV [285, 286] similarly uses digital
signatures to authenticate immutable fields. Hash chains are used to prevent corrupt nodes from decreasing the hop
count, although they cannot be forced to increment it. SEAD [287] uses hash chains in place of destination sequence
numbers.
As with the link state protocols, all of these protocols require certified identities and are vulnerable to tunnelling and
black hole attacks.
Source Routing Protocols
Ariadne [288] uses hash chains and delayed disclosure to authenticate an on-demand source routing protocol. This
requires loose clock synchronisation and certified identities.
Papadimitratos and Haas [289] describe an on-demand source routing protocol in which route requests and replies are
authenticated end-to-end using message authentication codes. The source and destination do not need to share keys
with intermediate nodes, so certified identities are not necessarily required. However, the protocol is vulnerable to
tunnelling and black hole attacks.
ARAN [266] is an on-demand protocol that finds the quickest (rather than the shortest) route from the source to the
destination, preventing tunnelling attacks. Certified identities are required, and black hole attacks are possible.
Jeong et al. [290] use hash chains to prevent an attack against on-demand route discovery in which an attacker replies
on behalf of the destination, which they call an I2 black hole attack. Their mechanism does not defend against black
hole attacks in general.
2.3.4 Circumvention Systems
Many governments have in recent years begun to filter international Internet traffic, preventing their citizens from
accessing certain IP addresses, domain names or URLs, and in some cases terminating connections that contain certain
keywords [35, 36]. In response, various systems for circumventing censorship firewalls have been devised, most of
which depend on users connecting to censored servers via proxy servers [291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299,
300, 301]. Roberts et al. [302] evaluate the security, performance and usability of several deployed circumvention
systems.
Since proxies can in turn be blocked by censors, circumvention systems face the problem of allowing users, but not
censors, to discover proxies, even though censors may pose as users. Feamster et al. [62] call this the proxy discovery
problem. Solutions include privately sharing proxy addresses with trusted friends [292, 297, 303, 304]; distributing
proxy addresses by email [292, 304]; requiring clients to solve computational puzzles [62]; requiring users to solve
captchas [305]; and using the structure of social networks to limit the number of proxies an attacker can discover
[306].
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Ko¨psell and Hillig [305] argue that designers of circumvention systems should start with simple designs and see how
censors respond before making improvements. This assumes, however, that users are not placed in danger when a
censor defeats a deployed design.
Infranet [303] disguises proxy connections as ordinary web browsing traffic, encoding clients’ requests for censored
information in sequences of requests for uncensored information and steganographically concealing the censored
responses in uncensored images. Haystack [307] appears to use similar techniques, although no details of its design
have been published.
Collage [308] avoids the need for proxies altogether by using steganography to pass messages through websites that
host user-generated content. Clayton et al. [309] show the keyword filter of the Chinese national firewall can be
circumvented without a proxy by ignoring TCP reset packets.
Many of the anonymous communication systems described in sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 can also be used for firewall
circumvention.
2.4 Anonymity
Even if a communication network is robust, it is not censorship-resistant if the people who wish to use it can be iden-
tified and punished for doing so. Anonymous communication systems aim to conceal the identities of communicating
parties and the relationships between them.
Pfitzmann and Ko¨hntopp [310] define anonymity as “the state of not being identifiable within a set of subjects, the
anonymity set”. A more general property, unlinkability, refers to an observer’s inability to connect actors or actions to
other actors or actions. In particular, sender-recipient unlinkability means that an observer cannot determine whether
two people have communicated [311].
Many anonymous communication systems support cryptographic pseudonyms, which allow users to establish long-
term relationships without knowing one another’s real identities. A pseudonym may allow an observer to link a series
of actions to the same unknown actor, which has important implications for anonymity, because observers can often
learn more from a series of linked actions than from any single action.
Dingledine and Mathewson [312] discuss the relationship between usability, configurability and security in anonymis-
ing networks. They argue that software that is more usable will tend to attract more users, increasing the size of each
user’s anonymity set. The anonymity set is said to be partitioned if an observer can distinguish between two sets of
users based on their behaviour. To avoid partitioning, it is argued that anonymous communication software should
have few configuration options.
Borisov et al. [313] show the effectiveness of selective denial-of-service attacks against a wide range of anonymity
systems. Their strategy is to block communication attempts that the attacker cannot monitor, forcing users to try again
until the attacker succeeds in monitoring them.
Danezis and Dı´az [314], and Edman and Yener [315], survey the state of the art in anonymous communication.
2.4.1 Measuring Anonymity
Several ways have been proposed to measure the degree of anonymity provided by a communication system. In all of
them, anonymity is measured from the perspective of a particular observer, and an action may have different degrees
of anonymity from the perspectives of different observers.
The simplest measure of anonymity is the size of the anonymity set – that is, the number of actors who may have
performed a given action [316]. A system may be described as k-anonymous if the anonymity set of every action
contains at least k actors [317]. Berthold et al. [318] measure the degree of anonymity in bits, as the base two
logarithm of the size of the anonymity set.
Reiter and Rubin [319] consider the degree of anonymity as a continuum between absolute privacy and provable
exposure. Two interesting points along this continuum are probable innocence, where the observer believes that a
given actor is less likely to have performed a given action than not, and possible innocence, where the observer
believes that there is a non-negligible probability that the actor did not perform the action.
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Dı´az et al. [320] point out that for a system with a large number of actors, the largest probability assigned to any
actor may be smaller than 1/2, which is the threshold for probable innocence, yet much larger than the probability
assigned to any other actor. Thus the absolute probability assigned to an actor may not be sufficient to describe the
actor’s degree of exposure. Serjantov and Danezis [321] suggest defining anonymity as “the amount of information
the attacker is missing to uniquely identify an actor’s link to an action” [321]. This is equal to the entropy of the
probability distribution assigned by the observer to the set of actors. The entropy of the distribution can be divided
by the base two logarithm of the number of actors, which is the maximum possible entropy, to give a value between
zero, meaning that the correct actor is identified with certainty, and one, meaning that all actors are assigned equal
probabilities [320].
To´th et al. [322] argue that the observer’s goal may simply be to assign a high probability to the correct actor,
regardless of how the other probabilities are distributed. They define a communication system as source-hiding with
parameter p if no possible sender of a message is assigned a probability higher than p, and destination-hiding with
parameter p if the same applies to recipients. In a system that is source-hiding with parameter p, the entropy of the
observer’s probability distribution is at least that of a uniform distribution over 1/p possible senders.
Moskowitz et al. [323] and Zhu and Bettati [324] view anonymous communication systems as covert channels [325]
that may leak information about anonymous actions to an observer. The mutual information between the anonymous
actions and the observations is a measure of how much the observer can learn, and the worst-case mutual information
gives the channel capacity. Chatzikokolakis et al. [326] present a simulation-based method for calculating the capacity
of such channels; the number of samples required is proportional to the number of possible hidden actions times the
number of possible observations, which makes the method impractical for large systems. Chen and Malacaria [327]
show how to incorporate prior knowledge about the probabilities of hidden actions into the calculation of channel
capacity.
If a communication system operates probabilistically, different runs of the system may provide different degrees of
anonymity for the same action. In such cases we may be interested in the probability distribution of the degree of
anonymity provided by the system across different runs (as distinct from the probability distribution the observer
assigns to the actors in a given run). In particular, we may wish to know the worst-case anonymity. Borisov [328] uses
Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the conditional entropy of anonymous actions given the adversary’s observations,
with a focus on the worst-case anonymity. This technique can be applied to systems that are too complex to analyse
mathematically.
If the observer has some prior knowledge about the probability of each actor performing a given action, relative entropy
can be used to quantify the amount of information the observer gains by observing the system [329].
Edman et al. [330] propose a system-wide anonymity metric that measures the degree of anonymity collectively
provided to all users of a communication system, where the observer’s goal is to measure the volume of communication
between each pair of users. The metric is based on counting the possible matchings between messages entering and
leaving the system. Gre´goire and Hamel [331] show how a similar metric can be calculated more efficiently by treating
all matchings that assign the same number of messages to each pair of users as equivalent.
2.4.2 Traffic Analysis
Even when all communication in a network is encrypted, an observer may be able to learn a considerable amount
from the timing, duration and volume of communication; this is known as traffic analysis. Danezis and Clayton [332]
review the history of traffic analysis and describe some current techniques.
Traffic analysis can be made more difficult by generating cover traffic to conceal the volume of genuine traffic on each
network link; by rerouting traffic through intermediate nodes; and by reordering or delaying traffic. Raymond [31]
refers to the property of completely concealing traffic patterns as network unobservability: “not only does the system
conceal who is communicating with whom, but it also hides which users sent or received a message during a period of
observation.”
Newman et al. [333] model cover traffic and rerouting as transformations on a traffic matrix representing all of the
traffic in an anonymity system during a period of observation. Given an observed traffic matrix representing the
volume of traffic sent across each link, an observer may attempt to determine the actual traffic matrix representing
the end-to-end communication between each pair of nodes. Absent cover traffic and rerouting, the matrices would be
identical.
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Even if the volume of traffic on every link is kept constant through cover traffic, an observer can learn something
about the actual traffic matrix from the observed traffic matrix: the actual traffic entering or leaving any node or
group of nodes cannot exceed the observed traffic. Whether or not the system uses cover traffic, the observer can
enumerate the actual traffic matrices that are possible given the observed traffic matrix, and may assign them different
probabilities using prior knowledge of likely communication patterns or concealment strategies. The entropy of the
resulting probability distribution can be used as a system-wide measure of anonymity.
Dependent link padding [334, 335] conceals traffic patterns without using constant rate cover traffic by disguising the
relationships between the flows entering and leaving a node. When a node needs to forward a received packet, it first
checks whether it has scheduled a cover packet for the same flow. If so, the received packet is sent instead. Otherwise,
the received packet is scheduled for later transmission, and a cover packet is scheduled for every other flow the node is
forwarding. Once a cover packet has been transmitted, it remains with the flow until it reaches its destination, and may
cause further cover traffic to be generated; Dı´az et al. [336] show that this can lead to feedback that results in links
being filled to capacity indefinitely. Dependent link padding only conceals packet forwarding: it does not conceal the
fact that a source node is generating traffic, so it does not provide unobservability.
Black Box Attacks
Long-term observation of an anonymity system may reveal communication patterns that are not apparent in the short
term. The intersection attack [31, 318] exploits the fact that users of an anonymising network are active at different
times. To identify the user responsible for a series of actions, an observer records which users are active each time
one of the actions is observed and intersects the sets. In the related disclosure attack [337] and hitting set attack
[338], an observer attempts to link pairs of communicating users by intersecting the sets of users who are active at the
same time as a target user. Statistical variants of the disclosure attack can identify the target’s correspondents with
high probability using fewer observations than the original attack [339, 340]. An observer can make better use of the
available information by considering all pairs of users at once [341], or by using Bayesian inference to incorporate any
prior expectations the observer may have about the users’ communication patterns [342].
Danezis and Dı´az [314] refer to this family of attacks as black box attacks because they are based on observing the
inputs and outputs of an anonymity system. Feamster and Dingledine [343] show that such attacks are not restricted
to global adversaries: traffic entering popular anonymity systems is often carried by the same Internet service provider
as traffic exiting those systems, creating a single point at which black box attacks could be carried out.
Ko¨psell and Hillig [305] point out that an attacker might use a firewall to mount active attacks on anonymity, for
example by cutting off a particular user’s traffic and looking for corresponding changes in anonymous traffic.
The Predecessor Attack
The predecessor attack [344] applies to networks where multiple communication paths can be linked to the same
anonymous initiator. The initiator must appear on all of the paths, whereas any other node will tend to appear less
frequently, so if every corrupt node on any of the paths records the identity of its immediate predecessor, the initiator
is likely to be recorded more often than any other node. The probability of false positives is lower in larger networks,
because nodes other than the initiator are less likely to appear more than once. Initiators can resist the predecessor
attack by always choosing the same first node for their communication paths; however, this will not always be possible
if nodes are unreliable [345].
Wright et al. [345] show that the number of times a given user visits a given website follows a power law: most
relationships between users and sites are short-lived, but long relationships, which would be susceptible to predecessor
and intersection attacks, are not uncommon.
Low-Latency Traffic
In many cases it is possible to identify the websites a user is visiting through an encrypted proxy, simply by comparing
the number of bytes transferred in each request with the sizes of the pages and images on each website [346]. Liberatore
and Levine [347] show that the same applies if packets are counted rather than bytes, which calls into question the
usefulness of padding packets to conceal their sizes.
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Partridge et al. [348] show that an external observer can determine how data is routed through an encrypted wireless
network without decrypting any packets. Adding random delays does not effectively prevent traffic analysis: the
delays appear as noise and can be filtered out using standard signal processing techniques.
Zhang and Paxson [349] use traffic analysis to detect stepping stones, where a user connects to a host, and from there to
a second host. Their algorithm looks for pairs of connections with correlated idle periods. Shmatikov and Wang [350]
apply similar techniques to low-latency mix networks (see section 2.4.4). Levine et al. [351] suggest adding cover
traffic that can be dropped by intermediate nodes to reduce the correlation between the traffic patterns on different
links.
Wang and Reeves [352] show that low-latency traffic can be watermarked by manipulating inter-packet delays. For-
ward error correction can be used to cope with queueing delays and other sources of noise, enabling watermarks to
survive across multiple hops. Kiyavash et al. [353] present a method for detecting and removing watermarks by com-
paring multiple flows, which can be defeated by an improved watermarking scheme [354]. Spread spectrum techniques
can be used to create watermarks with extremely small delays that are hard to detect [355].
Karagiannis et al. [356] show that traffic can be classified more effectively by examining the behaviour of nodes, or
groups of nodes, than by examining individual flows. Even unknown protocols can often be broadly classified based
on their connection patterns. Gong [357] presents some simple rules for identifying peer-to-peer traffic: a peer-to-peer
node typically produces a burst of equal-sized packets to different destinations as it connects to the network, followed
by traffic between a single local address and port and a large number of remote addresses and ports.
2.4.3 High-Latency Mix Networks
Much of the research into anonymous communication has focussed on sender anonymity for email. An anonymous
remailer is a server that delivers email while concealing the sender’s identity. The simplest kind of remailer just
removes the sender’s address and other identifying headers from the message before delivering it. To prevent an
observer from linking the incoming and outgoing messages, the incoming message (including the recipient’s address)
may be encrypted with the remailer’s public key. However, the remailer’s operator still knows the identities of the
sender and the recipient, and may be pressured to reveal them [358].
To avoid the risk of relying on a single party, a message can be relayed through a chain of remailers using onion
encryption: the message and the recipient’s address are encrypted with the public key of the last remailer in the chain,
the resulting ciphertext and the address of the last remailer are encrypted with the public key of the second-to-last
remailer, and so on. Each remailer removes a layer of encryption and delivers the revealed message to the revealed
address. Only the first remailer knows the sender’s identity, and only the last remailer knows the identity of the
recipient.
Chaum [359] described the first design of this kind, the mix, which pads messages back to their original size after
removing each layer of encryption and waits for several messages to arrive before processing and outputting them as a
batch, concealing the relationships between incoming and outgoing messages. Serjantov et al. [360] describe several
batching strategies for mixes and analyse the best and worse case anonymity provided by each. Dı´az and Serjantov
[361] propose an improved strategy in which each message is flushed independently with a probability that depends
on the number of messages in the mix.
Danezis and Dı´az [256] survey a number of mix-like systems and attacks against them, many of which involve manip-
ulating the inputs to a mix in order to identify a particular message among its outputs.
To prevent such attacks, Stop-and-Go mixes [362] delay each message for a period chosen by the sender from an
exponential distribution, so the sender can predict when his or her message will leave each mix, but to an observer the
departure times appear random. The expected time of arrival at each mix is encoded in the message, allowing mixes to
detect attacks that work by delaying or replaying messages, but not those that work by dropping messages altogether.
An RGB-mix [363] sends encrypted ‘heartbeat’ messages to itself through the mix network to detect when its input
messages are being delayed or dropped. If a mix detects an attack, it generates additional dummy messages to disguise
its genuine output messages.
Mix techniques can also be applied to other protocols; the rewebber network [364] uses onion-encrypted URLs to
retrieve onion-encrypted files through a chain of HTTP proxies, while Nonesuch [365] uses steganography to hide
messages intended for a mix network in Usenet newsgroups. The steganography scheme used by Nonesuch gives each
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mix a limited ability to distinguish hidden messages from background traffic, protecting against black box attacks even
if the attacker controls some of the mixes.
Reply Blocks
Chaum’s original mix design includes reply blocks, which allow the recipient of an anonymous message to reply
through the mix network by attaching a message to an onion-encrypted header created by the sender. The sender’s
identity and the route through the mix network are concealed from the recipient.
Reusable reply blocks can be used to carry out a replay attack in which many messages are sent with the same reply
block to trace the route back to the sender through traffic analysis. Mixminion [366] prevents replay attacks by
providing single-use reply blocks: a mix will not process two blocks with the same header even if they have different
bodies. Mixes can only store the hashes of previously seen blocks for a limited time, so to prevent long-term replay
attacks a mix must change its public key before discarding the hashes of previously seen blocks. This also provides
forward secrecy: if a mix is compromised, its current key cannot be used to decrypt old messages. Mixminion
uses encrypted, authenticated connections between mixes to prevent attackers from recognising their own outgoing
messages.
A nymserver [366, 367] is an email server that provides mailboxes to anonymous users, who register their accounts
and collect their email using a mix network. Each mailbox is associated with a reusable reply block, or with a public
key that can be used for authenticating single-use reply blocks.
Cascades and Restricted Routes
As an alternative to the free route mix networks described above, in which a message may pass through any sequence
of mixes, Berthold et al. [318] propose mix cascades, in which every message passes through the same sequence of
mixes. Unlike a free route network, a cascade remains secure when an attacker controls all but one of the mixes, and
because of the restricted topology it is feasible to provide cover traffic between mixes. However, users cannot choose
to avoid mixes they do not trust, and blocking or monitoring single entry and exit points may be easier than blocking
or monitoring every mix.
Danezis [368] investigates the possibility of restricting the available routes within a mix network, which would make
it feasible to provide cover traffic between mixes. Sparse expander graphs are shown to have good anonymising
properties, in the sense that a short random walk will reach any node with nearly equal probability. Nagaraja [165]
shows that the social network of the LiveJournal website approximates an expander graph and can be used to construct
a mix network, although more cover traffic is required than would be the case for an ideal expander graph, due to the
skewed degree distribution.
2.4.4 Low-Latency Mix Networks
The mixes described in the previous section introduce substantial delays that make them unsuitable for applications
that require low latency, such as web browsing and instant messaging. A parallel strand of research has focussed
on anonymising low-latency traffic, starting with Pfitzmann et al. [369], who describe a mix network for ISDN
communication.
Low-latency mix systems usually establish circuits that carry messages in both directions, so the terms initiator and
responder are used in this context instead of sender and recipient. Because low-latency mixes do not delay or reorder
messages, they generally provide weaker anonymity guarantees than high-latency mixes. In particular, most low-
latency mix systems do not aim to provide anonymity against a global observer.
Onion Routing [370] is a mix network for TCP communication between anonymous clients and non-anonymous
servers. A client creates a circuit through a series of mixes using an onion-encrypted message that establishes a
symmetric key at each mix. The last mix in the circuit makes an ordinary TCP connection to the server, and the
symmetric keys are used to onion-encrypt the data passing in both directions through the circuit. As with Chaum’s
mix network design, only the first mix knows the identity of the client and only the last mix knows the identity of the
server.
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Freedom [371] is a commercial anonymity system with a design similar to that of Onion Routing.
Tor [372], a second-generation Onion Routing system, constructs its circuits telescopically: the initiator contacts the
first mix in the circuit directly, then contacts the second mix through the first mix, and so on. This enables the use of
ephemeral keys that can be discarded when the circuit is torn down, providing forward secrecy in case a mix is later
compromised.
To prevent an observer from distinguishing between initiators based on their choice of mixes, which would partition
the anonymity set [373, 374], all initiators must update their lists of mixes regularly. Tor publishes the list on a small
number of trusted directory servers, which are a central point of failure for the system. They could also be attractive
targets for observation: if all initiators were to contact the directory servers directly, an observer monitoring the servers
would have an up-to-date list of active initiators that could be used for intersection attacks. Tor uses mixes as directory
caches to make such monitoring more difficult. Mittal et al. [375] suggest using private information retrieval to obtain
randomly selected mixes from the directory servers without downloading the complete list.
Mixes that report high uptime and bandwidth to the directory servers are selected more often to participate in circuits,
allowing attackers to increase the probability of their mixes being chosen. Bauer et al. [376] propose a reputation
mechanism for verifying uptime and bandwidth claims, but this would not protect against attackers who genuinely
controlled high-performance mixes.
Mutual Anonymity
As well as initiator-anonymous Internet access, Tor supports mutually anonymous hidden services. Contact details
for hidden services are currently published by the directory servers, but there are plans to decentralise this function
[377]. The protocol for contacting a hidden service uses four circuits: one between each party and an introduction
point chosen by the responder, and one between each party and a rendezvous point chosen by the initiator. This helps
to prevent denial-of-service attacks, because the responder can selectively ignore connection requests.
ScatterChat [378] and TorChat [379] use hidden services to implement decentralised, mutually anonymous instant
messaging.
Øverlier and Syverson [380] present a combined predecessor and traffic analysis attack against hidden services, and
show that the attack can be prevented if a service always chooses the same first mix for its circuits. Recent versions of
Tor select reliable mixes to act as entry guards, making such attacks more difficult; each client periodically chooses
three entry guards to use as the first mixes in all its circuits [381].
Cascades and Restricted Routes
Back et al. [382] describe two attacks against low-latency mix networks that depend on initiators being able to choose
which mixes their traffic will pass through. The first attack involves comparing the latency of a user’s circuits to the
latency of circuits built by the attacker, while the second involves manipulating the load on mixes and looking for
corresponding changes in the throughput of connections entering or leaving the mix network. Murdoch and Danezis
[383] demonstrate a similar attack against Tor: a corrupt server sends an identifiable traffic pattern to an anonymous
client and uses a one-hop probe circuit through each mix to look for corresponding changes in load. McLachlan and
Hopper [384] apply this attack to peer-to-peer mix networks (see section 2.4.5) and show that stochastic fair queueing
can make the attack more expensive by requiring more probe circuits.
As with high-latency mixes, some designers have advocated cascade topologies to prevent attacks of this kind. JAP
[385, 386] is a client for anonymous web access through AN.ON, a low-latency mix cascade. A cache-proxy at the exit
of the cascade parses the requested web pages, removes content that might compromise the client’s anonymity, requests
embedded objects such as images, and returns the entire page in a single response. This prevents fingerprinting of the
requested page (see section 2.4.2), but requires the cache-proxy to have access to every client’s unencrypted traffic.
Tor uses a client-side proxy called Privoxy [387] to remove content that might endanger the user’s anonymity.
All JAP initiators build and tear down their circuits at synchronised times to prevent an observer from using circuit
lifetimes to link initiators and responders. To prevent denial-of-service attacks, a certificate authority issues signed
tickets authorising initiators to send traffic through the mix cascade, although it is not clear how Sybil attacks could
be prevented without requiring users to prove their real identities to the anonymity system. The JAP design calls for
end-to-end cover traffic between the client and the cache-proxy, but this has not been implemented [315].
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Dı´az et al. [336] analyse the costs and benefits of providing cover traffic in four low-latency mix topologies: a free
route network; a cascade; a stratified topology where each mix serves as either an entry, middle or exit node; and a
restricted stratified topology where only certain combinations of entry, middle and exit nodes may be chosen. The
stratified and restricted stratified topologies are shown to provide better tradeoffs between anonymity and bandwidth
overhead than free routes or cascades. Modifications to the Tor protocol to support stratified topologies and cover
traffic are presented.
Blocking Resistance
When mix networks are used to circumvent censorship firewalls, they encounter the same proxy discovery problem as
the circumvention systems discussed in section 2.3.4: censors can block access to any mixes they can discover, and
to any means of discovering mixes. Ko¨psell and Hillig [305] describe a blocking resistance strategy for JAP in which
clients can volunteer as untrusted relays between other clients and the mix cascade. Captchas are used to prevent
censors from discovering relays automatically. Tor has recently added support for bridge relays, which are mixes that
are not announced through the directory servers but are revealed to users through a variety of other channels, such as
email and word of mouth [304].
Vasserman et al. [195] show that bridge relay addresses can be collected by running a mix: any connection from an
address not listed in the directory either comes from a client or from a bridge relay, and bridge relays can often be
distinguished from clients by connecting back to them on commonly used ports. McLachlan and Hopper [388] show
that the operators of bridge relays are exposed to additional attacks against their anonymity.
End-to-End Issues
If the first and last mixes in a circuit can recognise that they are participating in the same circuit, they can the link
the initiator to the responder. Bauer et al. [376] show that Tor’s telescopic circuit construction produces a distinctive
traffic pattern that can be used by corrupt mixes to determine whether they belong to the same circuit. Corrupt mixes
might also try to signal to one another that they belong to the same circuit by watermarking traffic (see section 2.4.2)
or by modifying packets [389]. In general it is very difficult to eliminate all covert channels from a system [325], so
it seems unlikely that low-latency mix networks can prevent corrupt mixes from realising that they are participating in
the same circuit.
Hopper et al. [390] show that the end-to-end latency of anonymised connections can be used to reduce the initia-
tor’s anonymity, while Manils et al. [391] describe an attack that identifies Tor users through information leaks in
application layer protocols.
An incident reported by Zetter [392] highlights an important weakness of systems that provide initiator-anonymous
Internet access: the connection between the last mix and the responder is not encrypted by the anonymity system, so
unless the initiator and responder use end-to-end encryption and authentication, the last mix can monitor and tamper
with their communication.
Another issue with anonymising access to existing Internet services is that clients may anonymously attack Internet
hosts; mix operators might even be held responsible for the actions of anonymous clients. Tor allows mix operators to
set exit policies that specify which services may be accessed through their mixes. Many operators choose not to allow
exit traffic at all [393].
Nymble [394] addresses this problem by issuing each user with a pseudonym that can be used to obtain single-use
tickets for accessing servers anonymously. If a server reports an abusive user to the ticket issuer, the user is warned
that she has been reported, and her subsequent connections to that server become linkable.
2.4.5 Peer-to-Peer Mix Networks
In the mix networks described so far, anonymity is provided to a large number of clients by a relatively small number
of servers. This approach has certain advantages: the servers can be maintained by experts, it may be possible to
exclude faulty or untrustworthy servers, and the servers are easy for clients to find. On the other hand, the servers
are obvious targets for attack, access to the servers can be blocked, the servers must contribute enough resources to
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support all of the clients, and clients only participate in the system when they are communicating, which provides a
starting point for intersection, disclosure and timing attacks.
Tarzan [395, 396] is a peer-to-peer low-latency mix network that aims to avoid these weaknesses by decentralising the
mix discovery process and requiring all users to run mixes, making it hard for an observer to distinguish initiators and
responders from relays.
Each Tarzan mix communicates with a small number of other mixes called its mimics, which are selected verifiably
at random. The restricted topology makes it feasible to use cover traffic between mimics. Circuits are constructed by
randomly choosing the next mix from among the current mix’s mimics. The last mix in the circuit acts as a proxy
that can establish outgoing connections to Internet servers and listen for incoming connections from Internet clients,
allowing anonymous users to act as initiators or responders.
To avoid building circuits that are entirely controlled by an attacker, IP addresses are hashed in such a way that a mix
and its mimics tend to have distinct network prefixes. The assumption is that an attacker may control any number of
machines but is likely to have access to a limited number of unique network prefixes; however, as discussed in section
2.1.2, this may not be true for powerful attackers.
Tarzan uses a gossip protocol for mix discovery. To prevent an observer from identifying initiators through their choice
of mixes, every initiator must know about every mix with high probability, and must validate every mix’s address and
public key before propagating them. This could make it prohibitively expensive to maintain the network in the face
of churn. It might also be unacceptable to users who do not want their use of the system to be widely known. Due to
the peer-to-peer nature of the network, the set of active mixes includes the set of active users, which could be used to
carry out intersection attacks.
The advantage of gossip is that a mix cannot partition the anonymity set by giving different public keys to different
mixes. However, a mix can behave differently when different mixes attempt to validate its address and public key. For
example, a corrupt mix might respond to validation requests from some mixes but not others, creating an inconsistent
view of the network that could partition the anonymity set.
MorphMix [397, 398] is a similar system that does not require every mix to know about every other. Instead, Mor-
phMix attempts to prevent a single entity from controlling the entire circuit by employing randomly chosen witnesses
during circuit construction, and by compiling statistics on how often mixes suggest one another for inclusion in cir-
cuits. Tabriz and Borisov [399] show that colluding mixes can avoid detection by modelling the internal state of the
collusion detection mechanism.
In Cebolla [400], initiators retrieve lists of mixes from one or more sources and check them for consistency, since
inconsistent lists could be used to partition the anonymity set. Encryption is optional, which provides a small perfor-
mance advantage to initiators with low anonymity requirements at the cost of reducing the size of the anonymity set
for encrypted traffic.
I2P [401] provides mutual anonymity in a similar way to Tor’s hidden services: each user constructs separate in-
bound and outbound circuits and publishes the entry point of the inbound circuit in a distributed hash table under a
pseudonym. The distributed hash table also stores the addresses and keys of mixes, removing the need for directory
servers. When constructing new circuits, users contact the distributed hash table through their existing circuits to
prevent their lookups from being observed. Circuits are rebuilt frequently, which might enable predecessor attacks if
the timing or other characteristics of encrypted traffic can be used to identify circuits that are likely to have the same
owner.
Coping with Churn
To prevent circuits from breaking when one of the participating mixes leaves the network, Zhu and Hu [402] suggest
anonymously storing the symmetric circuit keys in a distributed hash table. Any node responsible for storing a replica
of the first key can act as the first mix in the circuit, any node responsible for the second key can act as the second mix,
and so on. When a node leaves the network, any of the other replica-holders can take its place. Churn and replication
will reveal each key to more nodes over time, so initiators must replace their circuits periodically.
Cashmere [403] handles churn by replacing individual mixes with groups of nodes that share an identifier prefix in
a structured overlay. Each group is issued a public/private key pair by a central certificate authority. The first node
in each group to receive a given message removes a layer of encryption and broadcasts the message to the rest of
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the group; the destination may belong to any group along the path. End-to-end acknowledgements are used to route
around failed or corrupt nodes.
Selecting Random Mixes
Salsa [404] addresses the problem of selecting random mixes to participate in circuits without knowing the address of
every mix in the network. This can be achieved by looking up a random key in a structured overlay, but lookups may
be misdirected by corrupt nodes. The Salsa overlay is structured so that nodes that are near each other in the key space
are likely to have disjoint paths to any given key, so a node can use nearby nodes to perform redundant lookups. Every
node’s identifier is the hash of its IP address, so the initiator can check that the distance between the node returned by
a lookup and the requested key matches the density of nodes in its local region of the key space.
To prevent an observer from linking initiators to their chosen mixes, Salsa constructs parallel circuits where the nodes
in each layer perform redundant lookups for the nodes in the next layer. One node from each layer is then chosen
to participate in the circuit. Mittal and Borisov [405] show that the redundant lookups used by Salsa increase its
robustness to active attacks but leak identifying information to passive attackers, creating a tradeoff between robustness
to passive and active attacks.
Torsk [393] selects mixes at random using Myrmic, a secure distributed hash table (see section 2.3.2). Each node uses
random walks on the structured overlay to choose a series of buddies, which each perform one lookup on its behalf,
preventing the node from being linked to the mixes it selects. Wang et al. [406] describe a buddy exhaustion attack
that uses floods of lookup requests to prevent initiators from building circuits that are not controlled by the attacker.
NISAN [407] also uses a structured overlay to select mixes at random. Rather than relying on a certificate authority
as Myrmic does, NISAN uses the verifiable neighbour relationships of Chord (see section 2.2.3) to prevent lookups
from being captured by corrupt nodes. The key being looked up is not revealed to the nodes visited during the lookup;
instead, the initiator asks each node for its list of neighbours, verifies that they are close to the expected locations in
the key space, and selects those nearest the key for the next round. Wang et al. [406] show that this nevertheless leaks
information about the key.
ShadowWalker [408] is a structured overlay that uses shadow nodes to certify that each node’s neighbour list contains
the correct entries. A node’s shadows are chosen verifiably at random, making it unlikely that an attacker controls
a node and all its shadows; a mechanism for preventing Sybil attacks is assumed. As with Chord, each node must
periodically run a stabilisation protocol to find its correct neighbours; the addition of shadow nodes makes this more
expensive.
Tran et al. [409] describe selective denial-of-service attacks against mix networks based on structured overlays. By
blocking the construction of circuits for which the attacker cannot link the initiator and responder, the attacker is able
to link the initiators and responders of a disproportionate fraction of the remaining circuits. Attacks against Salsa and
Cashmere are demonstrated.
Friend-to-Friend Overlays
Mittal et al. [375] briefly describe two designs that use random walks to select mixes. The first design is based on a
degree-restricted friend-to-friend overlay; to prevent corrupt nodes from capturing random walks, a central authority
enforces symmetric neighbour relationships. The second design is based on a structured overlay, with neighbour
locations verified in a similar way to NISAN.
Drac [410] aims to provide unobservability for low-bandwidth applications such as instant messaging, meaning that
a global observer should not be able to tell whether a given user is communicating. Each user is assumed to have
a number of friends and a number of secret contacts; friends are known to the observer, while contacts must be
concealed.
Drac uses friend-to-friend connections carrying constant heartbeat traffic as signalling channels to set up onion-
encrypted circuits through which users can communicate with their friends and contacts. All circuits are constructed
and torn down in synchronised epochs; in each epoch, a user constructs a circuit for the following epoch by taking a
random walk on the heartbeat channels and exchanging ephemeral session keys with the mixes along the walk. The
last mix becomes the entry point of the circuit.
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To communicate with a contact, a user connects anonymously to a presence server and sends the contact an encrypted
message containing the entry point of her circuit for the next epoch. If the contact wishes to communicate, she prepares
a bridge connection between the entry points of the two users’ circuits. When the next epoch begins, the circuits and
the bridge connection become active and the users are able to communicate.
Circuits use constant rate cover traffic, so an observer can tell how many circuits each friend-to-friend connection
is carrying, but cannot trace individual circuits. Since bridge connections are created between arbitrary mixes, it is
assumed that an observer can distinguish them from other connections. This allows the observer to assign probabilities
to the possible initiators of the bridged circuits by enumerating the random walks that could have terminated at their
respective entry points. Over time, as pairs of contacts bridge different pairs of entry points, they may be revealed as
likely correspondents. The authors argue, however, that the probabilities assigned to users who are near one another
in the social network will tend to be correlated, so even when multiple entry points are considered it may be hard to
distinguish a communicating user from those near her in the social network.
This raises an important issue for anonymity systems based on social networks: whether it is more desirable to be
anonymous among a group of friends or among a group of strangers. It could be argued that a group of friends is
more resistant to coercion, while a group of strangers is more resistant to inference: friends are less likely to betray
one another’s anonymity, but an observer might learn more from the fact that a group of students contacted a group of
journalists, for example, than from mixed groups of the same size.
2.4.6 Other Peer-to-Peer Anonymity Systems
This section discusses peer-to-peer anonymity systems that do not use onion encryption.
Random Walks
Crowds [319] uses random walks to provide initiator anonymity for web browsing. Initiators form a peer-to-peer
crowd coordinated by a central membership server, and each initiator constructs a path through the crowd by sending
a request to a randomly chosen node, which decides randomly whether to forward the request to another member of
the crowd or to act as a web proxy, communicating with web servers on the initiator’s behalf.
All communication is sent along the same path until the initiator receives a synchronisation message from the mem-
bership server, which tells all nodes to construct new paths. Synchronisation has two purposes. First, it prevents new
nodes from being linked to new paths, because a new node does not construct its first path until it receives its first
synchronisation message, at which point all other nodes are also constructing paths. Second, it prevents initiators from
constructing paths too frequently, which would expose them to predecessor attacks.
Connections between nodes are encrypted using keys obtained from the membership server, but there is no end-to-end
encryption, and no reordering or padding to prevent traffic analysis. As with Tarzan, every user has a complete list of
other users, which may enable intersection attacks.
Hordes [411] is a similar system that uses IP multicast to return information to the initiator. The web server must run a
Hordes-aware proxy to handle the asymmetric communication. Unlike Crowds, each packet is routed independently,
so Hordes is vulnerable to predecessor attacks. Mantis [412] is a Crowds-like system that uses IP spoofing [60, 61] to
return information from anonymous responders to non-anonymous initiators.
Mun˜oz-Gea et al. [413] provide an alternative path selection algorithm for Crowds that reduces the variation in path
length, but Danezis et al. [414] show that this reduces anonymity and exposes the initiator to predecessor attacks.
Unstructured Overlays
MUTE [415] is an anonymous packet switching network based on an unstructured overlay; users may optionally
connect only to their friends. Each node is identified by a random overlay address, and packets are routed using a
probabilistic reverse path forwarding protocol inspired by the collective foraging behaviour of ants. Packets addressed
to unknown destinations are flooded to discover short routes.
Chothia [416] describes a spoofing attack that can be used to determine whether a given MUTE overlay address
belongs to a given neighbour. Version 0.5 of MUTE prevents this attack by deriving each node’s overlay address
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from the hash of its public key. All packets are timestamped and numbered to prevent replay attacks, the public key
is included in the packet header, and the packet is signed with the private key. This causes significant per-packet
processing and bandwidth overhead.
MUTE’s reverse path forwarding is vulnerable to selective filtering, because it implicitly assumes that a good route
from a node is also a good route to that node. If an attacker drops packets addressed to a target node but continues to
forward packets sent by the target, neighbouring nodes will not attempt to route around the attacker.
ANts P2P [417] adds end-to-end encryption to MUTE, but intermediate nodes can carry out a man-in-the-middle
attack unless one of the endpoints obtains the other’s public key out-of-band. ANts P2P uses a two-tier structure to
improve scalability (see section 2.2.2).
MuON [418] uses a gossip protocol to disseminate messages in an unstructured overlay. The header of every message
is gossiped to the entire network. With a certain probability, each node apart from the intended recipient retrieves
the message body from the sender and marks itself as the sender before gossiping the message header. The intended
recipient always retrieves the message body, so the sender and recipient of a series of messages can identify each other
using predecessor attacks. No other node can link the sender and recipient, however, because messages and headers
are encrypted end-to-end.
Sneakernet [419] uses small data-carrying devices such as mobile phones and memory sticks to pass encrypted mes-
sages between friends. A gossip protocol allows messages to travel over multiple hops between a trusted Internet
gateway and anonymous users.
OneSwarm [420] supports private file sharing between friends and anonymous file sharing through an unstructured
overlay. Users with high security requirements may choose to connect only to their friends, while those with lower
security requirements can discover peers from public or private servers, and may even join non-anonymous BitTorrent
swarms. To make it difficult for attackers to collect large numbers of addresses from public servers, each node is
consistently matched with a small number of others using the hash of its IP address. OneSwarm’s search protocol
uses pseudo-random delays to conceal the identities of nodes responding to searches; to prevent statistical attacks, a
responder always uses the same delay for a given file. Files can be downloaded from multiple sources in parallel,
reducing the impact of slow overlay paths.
SSMP [421] provides mutual anonymity for initiators and responders in an unstructured search overlay by splitting
each query into n shares, any k < n of which can be used to reconstruct the query. Each share is flooded proba-
bilistically, and any node that receives k or more shares reconstructs the query and floods it on behalf of the initiator.
Reverse path forwarding can then be used to deliver query results and transfer files. Rumor Riding [422] uses a similar
technique based on random walks.
Katti et al. [423] show that network coding [424] can be used as an alternative to onion encryption in anonymising
networks. The sender constructs a layered route with several relays in each layer, with the recipient at a random
position along the route. Each message is encoded into multiple slices that travel through different combinations of
relays. No single relay can decode the messages or identify any other node participating in the route, except the nodes
in the previous and next layers. However, a local observer who can monitor all of the recipient’s connections can
decode the received messages, and a local observer who can monitor all of the sender’s connections can also link the
sender to the recipient.
Structured Overlays
In many peer-to-peer anonymity systems it is possible for a node to learn the network address of any other node, and
some systems require every node to know every other node’s address. This information may be useful to an attacker:
a list of active nodes could provide information for intersection attacks, targetted surveillance or blocking. In some
jurisdictions mere participation in an anonymous communication network might be illegal.
Hazel and Wiley [425] describe Achord, a modified version of Chord in which each node only reveals its participation
in the overlay to O(logN) other nodes. An attacker cannot discover the address of the node that is responsible for
a given key unless the attacker is one of the node’s O(logN) neighbours, which can be checked by hashing its IP
address. However, this does not provide much protection against an attacker with access to a large number of IP
addresses. If some of the participants use dynamic IP addresses then the attacker can learn additional addresses over
time.
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The routing protocol used by Chord and Achord does not provide strong anonymity for initiators, because the clock-
wise distance to the requested key decreases at each hop, allowing each node to estimate the probability that the
previous node is the initiator. O’Donnell and Vaikuntanathan [426] show that the average size of the anonymity set
grows linearly with the size of the network, but Borisov [328] demonstrates that the worst-case anonymity set may
be much smaller than the average. The worst-case anonymity can be improved if each node adds a small amount of
randomness to the locations it uses to select its neighbours [427].
AP3 [428] uses random walks on a structured overlay to provide anonymity. To send a message anonymously, a sender
chooses a random key from the overlay’s key space and routes the message deterministically to the node responsible
for that key, which decides randomly whether to deliver the message to the recipient or forward it to another randomly
chosen key. As in Crowds, the probability of forwarding creates a tradeoff between efficiency and anonymity.
AP3 does not use onion encryption, so every node forwarding a message can see the identity of the recipient. Each
message follows an independent random path, so a predecessor attack can be used to identify a sender who sends a
series of messages to the same recipient.
To receive messages anonymously, a recipient creates a channel by sending a message to a randomly chosen key, which
becomes the channel’s address; messages sent to the channel are forwarded along the reverse path to the anonymous
recipient. Channels must be rebuilt periodically to cope with churn, exposing their owners to predecessor attacks.
AP3 uses the secure lookup protocol of Castro et al., which requires certified identities (see section 2.3.2). Mittal
and Borisov [405] show that the redundancy of the secure lookup protocol leaks information about the source of the
lookup.
Borisov [328] proposes an anonymising overlay in which each message follows a random walk before being routed de-
terministically to its destination. The overlay is based on Koorde [429], which is shown to provide optimal anonymity
using shorter random walks than any other structured overlay.
Safebook [430] is a social networking service based on a friend-to-friend overlay and a distributed hash table. A
central authority is required for identity management, but the authority does not have access to users’ data, which is
stored in encrypted form on their own nodes and mirrored by their friends. To communicate with untrusted parties,
users build paths through the friend-to-friend overlay and publish the entry points of their paths in the distributed hash
table; this is similar to the approach used by Drac, but the paths are not onion encrypted.
Distributed Caches
Freenet [431] is an anonymous publishing system based on a peer-to-peer distributed cache. Different versions of the
software use different routing and caching algorithms.
Freenet 0.5 [432, 433] is a loosely structured overlay where each file is identified by a unique key. Each node keeps
a limited number of routing hints associating keys with node addresses, and files are published and retrieved using
a depth-first search algorithm. When a node receives a request to publish or retrieve a file, it sorts its hints by their
lexicographic distance from the file’s key and forwards the request to the address associated with the closest hint. If
the request travels in a loop or reaches a dead end, the next-closest hint is tried. A probabilistic hop counter is used to
limit the range of searches.
Nodes cache the files that are published and retrieved through them, so popular files will tend to be widely replicated.
However, no single node is responsible for storing any file, so there is no way to ensure that a published file will be
retrievable in the future. In theory any node can store a permanent copy of any file, but requests for that file will not
necessarily reach that node.
When a file is successfully retrieved, each node that forwards the file back towards the requester stores a routing hint
associating the file’s key with the address where the file was found. Each node therefore tends to receive requests
for keys that are lexicographically close to those it has supplied in the past, causing its routing and data caches to
specialise in certain areas of the key space.
However, if every node knew the location of every file then searches would only travel one hop, destroying anonymity.
Similarly, if every node were to specialise in a few areas of the key space then any node sending a search for a key
outside its specialisation would be identifiable as the initiator, since no other node would send it such a search. To
ensure that paths do not become too short or nodes too specialised, occasionally a node that is returning a requested
file will replace the address where the file was found with its own address, hiding the true source of the file.
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Zhang et al. [434] propose that each Freenet node should actively specialise in a particular region of the key space.
This would improve the efficiency of routing and caching, but might also allow an attacker to censor particular keys
by becoming responsible for them. The proposed solution to this problem, in which a node’s neighbours collectively
choose its specialisation, is flawed because multiple nodes may be controlled by a single attacker.
Freenet 0.6 [435] aims to speed up searches by estimating which node will be able to respond to a search for a given
key most quickly. This involves incorporating many factors – such as the distance between keys, fluctuations in load,
and differences in capacity and reliability among nodes – into a single estimate of overall response time, which is then
used to guide the depth-first search.
Freenet provides some degree of anonymity against a local, internal observer, because a node receiving a search cannot
tell whether the search originated at the previous node or was forwarded on behalf of another node. However, Borisov
[328] shows that Freenet 0.5 and 0.6 provide little anonymity against a global eavesdropper, while Dhamija [436]
describes several attacks against routing, anonymity and node discovery.
Freenet 0.7 [437] is a distributed hash table that achieves efficient routing by changing the nodes’ locations in the key
space rather than by controlling the topology. Each node starts at a random location and uses a stochastic algorithm to
swap locations with other nodes until the network converges on a suitable arrangement for efficient routing [130]. The
location-swapping algorithm can create a distributed hash table from any navigable small world network (see section
2.1.1).
Evans et al. [90] show that in a network with a few long-lived nodes and a constant influx of short-lived nodes,
Freenet’s location-swapping algorithm causes the locations of the long-lived nodes to collapse into tight clusters. This
leaves a few nodes responsible for large areas of the key space, which may cause them to become overloaded. The
same effect can be produced by one or more corrupt nodes regularly resetting their locations to fixed values and then
swapping as normal. The problem can be mitigated if all nodes regularly reset their locations to random values, but
this prevents the swapping algorithm from converging.
Freenet 0.7 was originally intended to be a friend-to-friend network [437, 438], but the design does not allow groups of
friends to establish separate networks and merge them later – all new users must join the main network. Potential users
might not know any users of the main network, or their social connections might not have the small world structure
needed for efficient routing, so recent versions of Freenet optionally create additional connections between strangers
to produce a suitable topology [439].
FASD [440] is a distributed, anonymous search engine built on top of Freenet.
GNUnet [441, 442] is an anonymous file sharing system in which files are encrypted and broken into equal-sized
blocks, each of which is identified by a separate key. The overlay is unstructured; queries are routed using probabilistic
flooding, with blocks being returned and cached along the reverse path. Ku¨gler [443] describes a predecessor attack
that makes it possible to determine whether a series of related queries is likely to have originated at a neighbouring
node or to have been forwarded on behalf of another node. Similar attacks might be possible against Freenet 0.7,
which also stores each block under a separate key. Users of both networks can choose to connect only to their friends,
which might help to prevent predecessor attacks.
2.4.7 Anonymous Ad Hoc Routing Protocols
Several protocols have been proposed to provide unlinkability between sources and destinations in mobile ad hoc
networks. All of the proposed protocols have an on-demand structure similar to that of DSR or AODV (see section
2.3.3.1): a route request is flooded to discover a route from the source to the destination, which sends a route reply
back along the reverse path, and route identifiers established at the intermediate nodes during route discovery are used
to forward data packets.
Nodes in MASK [444] are issued with certified pseudonyms by an offline certificate authority, which they use instead
of their real identities, periodically changing pseudonyms so they cannot be tracked. A secret handshake protocol
enables neighbouring nodes to authenticate each other and establish pairwise keys for link encryption without exposing
their real identities or revealing their membership in the network to non-members.
Route requests in MASK contain the destination’s real identity; to avoid linking its identity to its current pseudonym,
the destination rebroadcasts the route request like any other node. Any node can send a route reply on behalf of the
destination, replacing any routes created by replies with lower sequence numbers; a corrupt node can therefore prevent
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route discovery by waiting for any genuine route replies to reach the source, then sending a false route reply with a
higher sequence number.
Route replies with equal sequence numbers establish parallel routes, and a node with multiple routes to the destination
selects one at random for each packet. This balances load and could also make traffic analysis more difficult. MASK
also uses random delays to hinder traffic analysis. Anonymous route error messages are used to report broken links;
these are not authenticated, so an internal or external attacker can use them to delete any route.
Nodes in SDAR [445] monitor the forwarding behaviour of their neighbours and classify them into three trust levels.
Each node distributes a link encryption key to all its neighbours in each trust level, and sources can request routes that
only use nodes at a certain trust level.
Route requests contain the destination’s identity encrypted with its public key, so every node must attempt to decrypt
every route request. Each route request also contains a single-use public key that is used to establish symmetric keys
between each relay and the endpoints. The destination uses the symmetric keys to onion-encrypt the route reply, and
the source uses them to onion-encrypt data packets.
AnonDSR [446] uses onion encryption and single-use public keys in a similar way to SDAR. There is no link encryp-
tion between neighbouring nodes, so an external observer can trace route requests through the network. Route replies
and data packets are onion encrypted, but all packets on a given route carry the same unencrypted route identifier on
each link.
AnonDSR also includes a protocol to establish shared secrets between sources and destinations. The protocol reveals
the identities of both endpoints, so unlinkability would be undermined unless every pair of nodes executed the protocol,
which would not be scalable. However, many other designs simply assume that a shared secret already exists.
In ANODR [447, 448] the first route request between a given source and destination contains the destination’s public
key, so other nodes need not attempt to decrypt it; however, this allows internal or external observers to identify the
destination. Subsequent route requests between the same endpoints are encrypted using a shared secret. Each relay
adds a single-use public key to the route request, which is used to establish a symmetric link encryption key during the
route reply phase. Route requests are not link encrypted, so they can be traced by an external observer. Like MASK,
ANODR uses anonymous route error messages that allow an internal or external attacker to delete routes.
Sources and destinations in ASR [449] are anonymous to relays and vice versa. The size of route request and reply
messages does not change along the route, so relays cannot tell how may hops separate them from the source or
destination, except perhaps by measuring the round-trip time. Parallel route replies are used to discover node-disjoint
routes, which the source can select between to avoid faulty nodes (see section 2.3.3.5). As in ANODR, single-use
public keys are used to establish symmetric link keys for each route, but route requests are not link encrypted and can
be traced. The link keys are also used to authenticate route error messages, preventing external attackers from deleting
routes.
ASR and ANODR delay and reorder packets and use cover traffic to make traffic analysis more difficult.
ARM [450] is broadly similar to AnonDSR, but it uses link encryption and a large amount of cover traffic: route
replies and data packets are flooded for a limited number of hops by nodes that are not on the route.
In ANODR, ASR and ARM, each route request contains a computational puzzle that can only be solved by the desti-
nation, so relays can verify that the route reply was generated by the intended destination. This is somewhat similar to
the unforgeable acknowledgement mechanism described in Chapter 5; however, the puzzle does not authenticate any
of the other fields in the route reply, so corrupt nodes can tamper with them to prevent route discovery.
All of the protocols described in this section are vulnerable to black hole attacks in which the attacker correctly
forwards route requests and route replies but drops data packets. MASK and ASR gain some protection by using
parallel routes, but such defences are vulnerable to Sybil attacks.
2.4.8 Anonymous Broadcast Networks
The systems described above provide anonymity by relaying messages so that the sender and recipient do not com-
municate directly. An alternative way to provide anonymity is to create broadcast groups in which every user receives
the messages sent by every other user.
The dining cryptographers protocol [316] provides provable sender and recipient anonymity within a broadcast group.
Each pair of users shares a secret key that is used to seed a pseudo-random number generator. In each round of the
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protocol, each user XORs the outputs of her generators. A user who does not wish to send a message transmits the
result, while a user who wishes to send a message transmits the XOR of the message and the result. Each user XORs
the values she receives and the value she transmitted. If no user sent a message, the result is all zeroes, because each
pseudo-random bit was transmitted twice. If one message was sent, it is received by all users but none of them can
identify the sender. If more than one message was sent, the result is unreadable.
The protocol provides perfect anonymity for senders and recipients, but scales poorly and is vulnerable to a simple
denial-of-service attack: any user can anonymously jam the channel by transmitting in every round.
A variant of the dining cryptographers protocol can be used to communicate over a spanning tree [451].
Herbivore [452] is a peer-to-peer network in which small cliques of nodes implement the dining cryptographers pro-
tocol. A structured overlay is used to route messages between cliques; an eavesdropper can observe communication
between cliques, but cannot tell which member of each clique is communicating. Anonymous connections can also be
made to Internet servers. (CliqueNet [453] is an earlier proposal by the same authors.)
Herbivore uses computational puzzles to prevent nodes from joining arbitrary cliques, but the average clique contains
128 nodes, so an attacker who controls a small fraction of the nodes in the network has a reasonable chance of having
a node in any given clique, allowing the attacker to jam the clique’s communication anonymously. For example,
in a network of 100 cliques (12,800 nodes), an attacker who controls 1% of the nodes can jam an expected 1 −
(99/100)128 = 72% of the cliques. Nodes move to new cliques if they cannot transmit, but this exposes them to
intersection attacks.
Golle and Juels [454] present a variant of the dining cryptographers protocol that makes it difficult for users to jam
the anonymous channel without being identified. Each round of the protocol is divided into several transmission slots.
Before each round, each user broadcasts a challenge that commits her to revealing the seeds of her pseudo-random
number generators for, on average, half the slots. If a user wishes to transmit in a given slot, she may search for a
challenge that does not commit her to revealing her seed for that slot, which would reveal that she had transmitted a
message. The difficulty of doing so grows exponentially with the number of slots she wishes to use, so an attacker can
only jam a limited number of slots in each round without being exposed.
P 5 [455] uses broadcast groups to provide mutual anonymity, but does not use the dining cryptographers protocol.
Each node joins several randomly chosen broadcast groups with variable-length identifiers. Messages are addressed to
prefixes, and are received probabilistically by every group with an identifier matching the prefix. This allows each user
to choose a suitable tradeoff between anonymity and efficiency: by revealing a longer prefix to a sender, a recipient
reduces the size of her anonymity set, but also reduces the number of groups that will receive the sender’s messages,
improving the signal to noise ratio.
P 5 also supports onion encryption, allowing messages to be forwarded through multiple groups to hide the sender’s
identity. Public keys are distributed by broadcast, which might allow man-in-the-middle attacks.
In Agyaat [456], each node in a structured overlay joins one or more unstructured clouds, and messages are addressed
to clouds rather than nodes. Routing begins with a random walk in the sender’s cloud to conceal the initiator’s identity;
the message is then forwarded through the structured overlay to the rendezvous node of the recipient’s cloud, which
broadcasts the message through the cloud, concealing the identity of the recipient. To balance load among cloud
members, Agyaat uses multiple structured overlays with independent key spaces; a given cloud may have a different
rendezvous node in each overlay.
Nodes in Clouds [457] use profiles describing the files they are sharing to find nodes with similar content, which
become their neighbours in a semantic overlay (see section 2.2.4). As in Agyaat, queries, responses and download
requests are routed between clouds rather than individual nodes, making it hard to censor queries and providing
anonymity for requesters and responders. Randomness in the cloud formation protocol prevents attackers from sur-
rounding targetted nodes, but the protocol is vulnerable to Sybil attacks. While queries and responses cannot be linked
to particular nodes, profiles are public knowledge: some users might not wish to publish profiles describing the content
they are sharing.
UQDT [458] uses overlay multicast trees to route keyword queries to relevant nodes; each node maintains a Bloom
filter [112] describing the files held by the nodes in its subtree. Parallel trees are used to balance load, with each node
serving at different levels in different trees. The leaves of the trees are broadcast groups whose members calculate a
collective index of their files using secure multi-party computation [459] such that no single user can be associated
with any file, although a Sybil attack could defeat this protection. Responses are sent back through an anonymous
channel, the design of which is not described.
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Beimel and Dolev [460] describe a family of anonymous communication protocols based on the metaphor of buses
touring a network. Each seat on a bus is assigned to a sender and contains either random data or an onion-encrypted
message from that sender; a layer of encryption is removed at each node the bus visits, and if the result is a valid
message then it is intended for the current node, which replaces it with random data.
The use of a reserved buffer for each sender somewhat resembles Perlman’s scheme for Byzantine robust routing (see
section 2.3.3), and indeed one of the bus protocols is shown to protect against a limited number of Byzantine faulty
nodes. All of the protocols require nodes to have global knowledge of the network, although one of them is suitable
for a dynamic topology over a known set of nodes.
2.5 Cooperation
Any system in which the infrastructure is provided collectively by the users faces the problem of encouraging users to
contribute resources as well as consuming them.
Nielson et al. [461] classify the various ‘rational attacks’ that might be carried out by self-interested nodes in a
communication network. The authors distinguish between altruistic or obedient nodes, which obey the system’s
protocols regardless of their own self-interest; malicious nodes, which attempt to damage the system; and rational
nodes, which attempt to benefit from the system, possibly by disobeying its protocols.
Adar and Huberman [462] show that the majority of Gnutella nodes make no files available for download, and the
majority of downloads are from a tiny minority of nodes. It is suggested that this free riding will eventually lead
to the collapse of the network, although the large number of downloads observed could also be seen as evidence of
the network’s continuing health, albeit at the expense of a small number of altruists. Hughes et al. [463] argue that
Gnutella developers have little incentive to solve this problem, since implementations that do not force their users to
cooperate will become more popular than those that do. Krishnan et al. [464] show that sharing files is not necessarily
altruistic: it is rational for some users to share files if doing so reduces the load on nodes from which they wish to
download.
Huang et al. [465] question the usefulness of incentive mechanisms in mobile ad hoc networks. They argue that
incentives to cooperate are unlikely to be necessary during the early stages of adoption, when most users are likely
to be enthusiasts who will not mind incurring costs to use a new technology; incentive mechanisms may even hinder
adoption by increasing complexity and adding unnecessary performance overheads. It is suggested that incentives
could be implemented later at the application layer if they turn out to be necessary.
It is not clear, however, that application-layer incentives could achieve network-layer goals such as encouraging nodes
to forward packets, since nodes sharing the same network layer may be involved in a variety of different applications
[466]. Application-layer incentives for network-layer cooperation would seem to imply the construction of a separate
network for each application, whereas network externalities suggest that a single shared network would be more
valuable [467].
Four main approaches have been taken to the problem of encouraging resource contribution in distributed communi-
cation networks:
1. Micropayments: nodes pay one another for services using a digital currency.
2. Reputations: nodes report one another’s behaviour and combine other nodes’ reports with their own direct
observations.
3. Audits: nodes test one another’s behaviour and punish or exclude misbehaving nodes.
4. Reciprocation: nodes adjust the level of service they provide to one another based on the level of service they
receive.
2.5.1 Micropayments
Buttya´n and Hubaux [468] propose a virtual currency called nuglets to encourage nodes to forward packets in mobile
ad hoc networks; the currency is implemented with tamper-resistant hardware and certified identities. Chandan and
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Hogendorn [469], Crowcroft et al. [470], Anderegg and Eidenbenz [471], and Xue et al. [472] develop traffic pricing
models for mobile ad hoc networks. Feldman and Chuang [473] point out that if a packet fails to reach its destination
in a multi-hop network, the source of the packet may not know which node is responsible for dropping it. Nevertheless
they show that if the source offers a payment to each relay that is conditional on the end-to-end delivery of the packet,
it is in the interest of rational nodes to forward packets.
Micropayments have also been used to support cooperation in peer-to-peer networks, starting with Mojo Nation [474],
which used micropayments to encourage users to share files. Golle et al. [475] describe a micropayment system for
peer-to-peer file sharing, while Ioannidis et al. [476] propose micropayments for peer-to-peer storage. Li et al. [477]
use micropayments to encourage message forwarding in peer-to-peer overlays. KARMA [478] is a general-purpose
micropayment framework for peer-to-peer networks. Osipkov et al. [479] suggest using randomly chosen witnesses
and an offline certificate authority to prevent double spending in a peer-to-peer environment.
Some digital currencies support anonymous payments; Figueiredo et al. [480], Androulaki et al. [481], and Jansen et
al. [482] describe anonymous micropayment systems to encourage resource contribution in anonymity systems.
To prevent double spending, micropayment systems require some combination of centralised banks, certified iden-
tities and tamper-resistant hardware. The Trusted Computing Group [483] aims to make tamper-resistant hardware
widely available, but this solution might be considered unsuitable for censorship-resistant communication because it
is centrally controlled [484].
2.5.2 Reputations
Resnick et al. [485] provide an overview of reputation systems on the Internet and identify three requirements for a
successful reputation system:
1. Long-lived entities that inspire an expectation of future interaction.
2. Capture and distribution of feedback about interactions.
3. Use of feedback to guide trust decisions.
As discussed in section 2.1.2, the first requirement is perhaps the hardest to guarantee in an open system; positive
reputations may be vulnerable to Sybil attacks, while negative reputations may be vulnerable to whitewashing. Another
potential problem is slander, in which an attacker makes false negative reports about nodes in order to harm their
reputations.
CONFIDANT [486] is a reputation system for mobile ad hoc networks in which nodes exchange observations of
good and bad behaviour with their neighbours. To prevent slander, each node will only accept negative reports from
a manually configured list of trusted friends. CORE [487] uses positive and negative direct observations, but only
accepts positive reports from other nodes. Buchegger and Le Boudec [488] propose a system in which nodes combine
others’ reports with their own observations using a Bayesian rule designed to minimise the effect of slander. A more
recent proposal from the same authors uses separate performance and honesty metrics [489]: a node is considered
honest if its reports of other nodes’ performance are consistent with first-hand observations. If a node does not meet a
certain threshold of honesty, its reports are not incorporated.
P-Grid [490] is a peer-to-peer network incorporating a reputation system [491]. Performance reports are stored in a
structured overlay and can be retrieved by any interested node. Each report is weighted according to the reporter’s
trustworthiness, which is based on first-hand experience of its performance, and the weighted reports are aggregated
using maximum likelihood estimation.
EigenTrust [492] is a distributed algorithm for calculating a global reputation value for each node in a peer-to-peer file
sharing system.
Marti et al. [493] describe a reputation system for mobile ad hoc networks in which nodes monitor the wireless
channel to overhear their neighbours forwarding packets. Nodes that forward less than a certain fraction of packets
are reported to the source, and routes are selected so as to avoid uncooperative nodes. It might be argued that this
is exactly what uncooperative nodes want, since they will save bandwidth and battery power by being excluded from
forwarding. However, cooperative nodes also benefit because they avoid retransmitting lost packets.
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None of the reputation systems described above is designed to deal with attackers who collude or use multiple iden-
tities. Cheng and Friedman [494] show that any reputation system that attempts to calculate a global value for each
node’s reputation is vulnerable to Sybil attacks. However, some systems in which each node makes its own evaluation
of other nodes’ reputations can resist such attacks; Cheng and Friedman present an example based on maximum flow.
Feldman et al. [495] evaluate a reputation system of this kind and find that it is robust to collusion and whitewashing,
although reputations must be discounted over time to prevent an attacker from building up a good reputation and then
exploiting it.
Dell’Amico [496] shows how to use a local, partial view of a reputation graph, in which a directed edge between two
nodes represents a report of an interaction, to approximate the reputation values that would be calculated from the
complete graph.
2.5.3 Audits
Ngan et al. [497] describe a peer-to-peer storage system in which every node publishes a signed list of the files it is
storing for other nodes and the files other nodes are storing on its behalf. Random audits are used to detect and evict
nodes that publish false claims.
Blanc et al. [498] propose an incentive mechanism for peer-to-peer networks in which a node that fails to cooperate is
punished for a certain period, during which it must always cooperate and tolerate defection by other nodes, otherwise
the period restarts. It is shown that if the punishment period is long enough, rational nodes can be induced to cooperate.
However, the mechanism is vulnerable to noise and assumes regular traffic patterns: if a node can compress its traffic
into bursts, it can defect at the end of each burst and then wait for the punishment period to expire before sending
another burst.
Catch [499] is a protocol that encourages forwarding in multi-hop wireless networks by making it risky for nodes to lie
about their connectivity to avoid forwarding. Nodes use anonymous challenges to test their neighbours’ connectivity;
nodes that fail to retransmit challenge messages are permanently evicted from the network. Similarly, nodes in ARA
[500] monitor their neighbours to ensure that they are forwarding packets, and misbehaving nodes are evicted.
SHARP [501] is a general framework for peer-to-peer resource trading: digitally signed tickets are used to reserve and
claim resources such as storage, bandwidth and computation. If a node fails to provide the resources it has promised,
the tickets it has signed can be used as evidence to evict it from the network.
Punishment and eviction depend on the assumption that nodes cannot rejoin the network under new identities. Even if
a node only has access to a limited number of identities, it may be able to avoid temporary punishment by using those
identities in rotation, leaving each identity idle until its punishment is over.
2.5.4 Reciprocation
Reciprocation between neighbouring nodes does not require central record-keeping or identities with global scope,
making it attractive from a privacy perspective. However, as with reputations and audits, there must be an expectation
of future interaction, and it may be difficult to sustain cooperation if nodes can easily generate new identities.
Reciprocation in Download Swarms
BitTorrent [107] uses reciprocation to encourage nodes in file sharing swarms to upload as well as downloading. Each
node maintains a small active set of connections, with all other connections choked, meaning that nothing is uploaded.
Nodes update their active sets periodically, unchoking those connections that have recently provided the best download
speeds, so nodes that upload more quickly are more likely to be unchoked by their neighbours. The active set also
includes one randomly chosen connection; when all connections appear to be choked at the other end, additional
connections are randomly unchoked to avoid deadlock. The size of the active set must be chosen carefully: if the set
is too small, a large fraction of the node’s upload bandwidth will be spent on randomly unchoked neighbours, but if
the set is too large it may include poorly performing neighbours.
The average download speed in BitTorrent swarms is often higher than the average upload speed, because nodes that
have finished downloading may remain in the swarm as seeds, uploading to other nodes in round-robin order [502].
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This altruistic behaviour seems to indicate that many users are willing to repay the network for resources they have
used, even if they may be reluctant to contribute resources in advance.
BitTyrant [503] is a modified BitTorrent implementation designed to obtain the maximum download speed for a given
upload speed, which can be seen as a form of utility-maximising behaviour (see Chapter 4). BitTyrant exploits the
observation that a standard BitTorrent node uploads at the same speed to every unchoked neighbour, so beyond a
certain threshold it is not possible to obtain a faster download from a standard node by uploading to it more quickly.
BitTyrant calculates this threshold for each of its neighbours, sorts the neighbours according to their thresholds, and
uploads to as many neighbours as necessary to saturate its upstream connection.
BitTyrant performs well in swarms of standard BitTorrent nodes and in single swarms of other BitTyrant nodes, but
when each node is allowed to participate in more than one swarm, the average performance decreases as high-capacity
nodes allocate their resources efficiently across several swarms to the detriment of the low-capacity nodes in each
swarm.1
Tribler [139] achieves faster BitTorrent downloads through cooperative downloading: collectors who are interested in
obtaining a file ask their friends to act as helpers, downloading pieces of the file on their behalf. It is not clear whether
this benefits the swarm as a whole – seeds upload to other nodes in round-robin order, so a collector with helpers will
receive more from the seeds than an ordinary node, to the detriment of other downloaders. This could even be viewed
as a form of Sybil attack. However, cooperative downloading could be beneficial in the longer term if the helpers
remain in the swarm as seeds.
The eDonkey2000 [504] and eMule [505, 506] file sharing networks also allocate bandwidth in a reciprocal fashion.
Payment Balances
GNUnet’s excess-based economic model [507] aims to allocate resources in such a way that people with no resources
to offer can use the network’s spare capacity, without making the network vulnerable to resource-depletion attacks.
Nodes ‘pay’ their neighbours to forward queries, but unlike micropayment systems, no currency is required: payment
balances exist between pairs of nodes but are not transferable. Priority is given to paid queries, while spare band-
width and storage are allocated to unpaid queries. Thus a denial-of-service attack can only use the network’s excess
resources, unless the attacker maintains a positive payment balance by contributing resources to the network, which
would defeat the purpose of the attack.
SWIFT [508] uses payment balances to encourage file sharing nodes to upload. Each node counts the bytes sent and
received on each of its connections and uploads in round-robin order to those neighbours with positive credit balances.
Simulations show that nodes benefit by distributing a small fraction of their bandwidth equally among all neighbours
because this helps to avoid deadlock.
Ostra [509] uses payment balances to limit the amount of data that can be sent across each link of a social nework
before receiving an acknowledgement from the destination that the data was wanted. In the centralised variant of the
scheme, a trusted server finds routes from sources to destinations across the social network; the decentralised variant
uses a distributed routing protocol. Unacknowledged messages tie up credit until they expire, so it might be possible
for an attacker to disable links by continually sending messages to nonexistent destinations.
Reciprocal Storage
Cooper and Garcia-Molina [510, 511] describe a reciprocal backup system in which nodes bid for storage space on
other nodes by offering space in return. There is no mechanism for dealing with nodes that delete the files they have
agreed to store.
Storage relationships in the Samsara backup system [512] do not have to be symmetric – instead, each node that
is asked to store a block of data issues an equal-sized claim in return. Each claim contains pseudo-random data
generated using a secret key, so the owner can regenerate it on demand and does not need to keep a copy. Nodes that
are storing blocks periodically test the holders of the corresponding claims, discarding the blocks if the claims have
been discarded.
1There is an interesting parallel here with the free movement of international investment capital, where swarms are analogous to countries.
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Claims consume up to half of Samsara’s storage capacity, so to save space a node can forward an existing claim when
it is asked to store a block, rather than creating a new claim. If a claim is forwarded in a loop then it occupies no space
because the owner does not need to store it, but simulations show that this rarely happens in practice. Samsara’s claim
mechanism is implemented in the Fluˇd distributed backup system [513].
Reciprocation in Rings
Ackemann et al. [514] describe how reciprocation can be extended to multiple services by looking for bartering rings
in which each node provides a service to the next node at a level determined by the quality of service received from the
previous node. Gauthier et al. [515] suggest a similar scheme, while Anagnostakis and Greenwald [516] and Bocek
et al. [517] describe protocols for finding suitable rings in peer-to-peer networks.
PledgeRoute [518] combines rings with payment balances to enable indirect reciprocation. Each node uses biased
random walks to sample the contribution graph between nodes. When a node i wants to request a service from a node
j that does not owe it any reciprocation, i uses its local view of the contribution graph to find a path to j in which every
node owes a debt to the previous node. These debts are then reduced by an equal amount, and a new debt is created
from j to i for the same amount, without any node’s overall wealth changing. i can then request a service from j to
cancel the debt. Since this process removes debt from the graph and thus makes subsequent paths harder to find, nodes
also look for rings in the contribution graph where each node can create an artificial debt to the next node without any
services being exchanged.
Contribution Ratios
SLIC [519] is an incentive mechanism for peer-to-peer search overlays in which each node allocates capacity to its
neighbours’ queries based on the number of search results they have supplied in the recent past. Simulations show
that malicious nodes cannot flood the network by allocating most or all of their capacity to their own queries, since by
doing so they decrease their neighbours’ satisfaction with their performance and thus decreases the capacity allocated
to them. However, rational nodes can increase the number of results they receive by sending slightly more queries
than the average. It is not clear what determines the level at which the number of results starts to decrease again due
to decreased cooperation from neighbours, or what would be the effect of all nodes gradually increasing their query
rates.
SLIC addresses the problem of whitewashing by assigning a value to new connections that depends inversely on the
node’s level of satisfaction with its current connections: a node that is satisfied gives a low value to new connections,
while a dissatisfied node is more likely to take a risk on an unknown neighbour. This would seem to create a risk of
positive feedback, with dissatisfied nodes becoming increasingly vulnerable to whitewashers.
OneSwarm [420] uses BitTorrent’s reciprocation algorithm to encourage cooperation between members of anonymous
download swarms who may be separated by multiple hops. However, this does not create an incentive for intermediate
nodes to forward data between the members of the swarm. Nodes allocate capacity to their neighbours in proportion
to their contribution ratios, but the authors note that while forwarding data from one neighbour to another increases
a node’s contribution ratio at the downstream neighbour, it harms the node’s ratio at the upstream neighbour, so the
ratios may not create any incentive to forward data.
Feldman et al. [495] investigate a reciprocative decision function in which a node providing and requesting services
in a peer-to-peer network uses its own generosity to judge the generosity of other nodes. If pi and ci are the number
of services provided and consumed, respectively, by node i, then g(i) = pi/ci is i’s generosity, and gj(i) = g(i)/g(j)
is i’s normalised generosity as perceived by node j, which can use gj(i) to decide whether to provide services to i.
Simulations show that this decision function performs well in small networks, but cannot scale to large networks with
high node turnover; when the expected number of interactions with a given node is low, reciprocation does not provide
a strong enough incentive to outweigh the cost of cooperating.
Three techniques for mitigating this problem are described. First, nodes selectively request services from nodes
with which they have successfully interacted in the past, either as providers or consumers. Second, nodes share
information about their past interactions – a reputation system based on maximum flow is presented and shown to be
robust to collusion. Third, nodes adapt their behaviour towards strangers, becoming less generous in the presence of
whitewashers. This can cause cooperation to collapse, as reciprocative players become unwilling to risk cooperating
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with one another. However, when combined with the reputation system, it is shown that a small number of altruistic
nodes can sustain cooperation by allowing reciprocative players to earn good reputations.
Lai et al. [520] find that reciprocation cannot sustain cooperation in large networks where any node is free to request
service from any other. Cooperation can be maintained through a combination of reputations for established identities
and an adaptive policy towards new identities that reduces cooperation in the presence of whitewashers.
Friedman and Resnick [72] show that rational nodes have an incentive to keep the same identities if established nodes
can force newcomers to “pay their dues” by providing resources without reciprocation. Newcomers can later regain
some but not all of the dues they have paid by demanding dues from others. This scheme requires agreement about
which nodes are newcomers, however; if a new connection is created between two established nodes, it is not clear
which of them should pay dues, but if neither pays then neither has an incentive to risk cooperating.
Reciprocation in Packet Forwarding
Srinivasan et al. [521] ask whether it is rational for nodes in multi-hop networks to forward packets. Nodes are
assumed to benefit from the delivery of the packets they generate and to incur a cost when they forward packets.
Each node uses its own throughput to decide probabilistically whether to cooperate with forwarding requests, without
distinguishing between cooperative and uncooperative neighbours. Under these assumptions it is shown to be rational
for all nodes to cooperate, since any defection causes cooperation to collapse throughout the network, harming the
defector’s throughput. (It follows that malicious nodes can deliberately cause throughput to collapse.)
Fe´legyha´zi et al. [522] use a similar model: each node divides the number of packets delivered on its behalf by the
number of packets it has forwarded, and cooperates if the result is above a certain threshold. Again, cooperation is
sustained by the threat of universal defection. Higher thresholds are needed to sustain cooperation in topologies that
place uneven forwarding load on the nodes; in a simulated mobile ad hoc network, the required threshold is shown to
decrease as mobility increases, since mobility reduces the likelihood that a node will have to forward more than its fair
share of packets for a long period.
In the model of Urpi et al. [523], nodes can distinguish between cooperative and uncooperative neighbours. Mobility
has a different effect here than in the model of Fe´legyha´zi et al.: the incentive to cooperate decreases with increased
mobility, as nodes interact for shorter periods, reducing the probability that they will be rewarded for cooperating or
punished for defecting. Urpi et al. assume that nodes can tell whether their neighbours are forwarding packets, which
may not be possible in real wireless networks due to interference, variable-power transmitters and hidden terminals.
They also use a utility function that could be said to beg the question: a node benefits from the delivery or further
forwarding of the packets it forwards, regardless of their origin, as well as from its own throughput.
An important observation made in this paper is that a rational, resource-limited node can benefit not only by avoiding
forwarding packets for other nodes, but by avoiding sending its own packets if there is a low probability that they will
reach their destinations.
Game theoretic models of reciprocation are discussed further in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Analysis and Proposed Design
“Persecution, then, cannot prevent independent thinking. It cannot even prevent the expression of inde-
pendent thought. For it is as true today as it was more than two thousand years ago that it is a safe venture
to tell the truth one knows to benevolent and trustworthy acquaintances, or more precisely, to reasonable
friends.”
– Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing
This chapter assesses the extent to which the systems surveyed in Chapter 2 are suitable for private, censorship-resistant
communication, and outlines the design of a new censorship-resistant communication system based on friend-to-friend
networks. The technical contributions presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 could serve as building blocks in the design
outlined here, or in other designs.
3.1 Evaluation of Existing Work
The systems surveyed in Chapter 2 are intended for a range of different purposes, but when assessing their suitability
for private and censorship-resistant communication, a number of common issues become apparent.
• Certified identities. Many designs rely on certified identities to prevent Sybil, eclipse and whitewashing attacks.
It is possible for small groups of users to employ certified identities without relying on a central certificate
authority, but this depends on every user being able to verify every other user’s identity out-of-band (see section
2.1.2). In networks where such verification is impractical due to scale or undesirable due to privacy concerns,
certified identities require centralisation.
• Address harvesting. By collecting the IP addresses of the people participating in an Internet-based communi-
cation system, an adversary may be able to block access to vital parts of the system, or may intimidate or punish
its users. With enough effort, a global observer may be able to enumerate the participants in any Internet-based
system, but some systems, such as friend-to-friend networks, make this task more difficult than others.
• Verifiability. Many of the attacks described in the previous chapter, from black hole attacks against routing
protocols to lookup capture in structured overlays, are caused by nodes relying on unverifiable information
supplied by other nodes, or making unsupported inferences from verifiable information. For example, victims
of the black hole attack assume that nodes that participate in route discovery will also participate in data delivery
(see section 2.3.3). Recent work on secure lookups in structured overlays demonstrates the difficulty of making
distributed protocols verifiable at every step (see section 2.4.5).
• Long-term traffic analysis. Even in the strongest anonymity systems, long-term intersection and disclosure
attacks can eventually link communicating users (see section 2.4.2). In client-server systems these attacks can
be carried out externally by monitoring the servers, while in some peer-to-peer systems they can be carried out
internally by collecting the addresses of active nodes. The best current defence against such attacks would seem
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to be latency: to the extent that communicating users do not have to be active at the same time, they are harder
to link.
• Short-term traffic analysis. With the exception of the high-latency mix networks discussed in section 2.4.3,
few systems attempt to disguise the timing or volume of traffic from a global observer. In a system with a
restricted topology, such as a cascade, it is feasible to use cover traffic to conceal the volume of genuine traffic
on each link, but anonymity systems with entry and exit points are still vulnerable to end-to-end traffic analysis.
• Resource contribution. Four approaches to encouraging resource contribution were described in section 2.5:
micropayments, reputations, audits and reciprocation. Of these approaches, only reciprocation appears to be
suitable for private, censorship-resistant communication: micropayments require certified identities, centralised
infrastructure or special hardware, while reputations and audits reveal information about users’ interactions that
they may wish to keep private.
3.2 Outline of the Proposed Design
In this section we sketch the high-level design of a censorship-resistant communication system motivated by the issues
with existing systems that were summarised above. The design sketch provides a frame of reference for the technical
contributions presented in later chapters, although they could also be used in other contexts.
3.2.1 Roles
The proposed system is a peer-to-peer network consisting of autonomous nodes. Each node is a software process
running on an Internet-connected computer on behalf of an individual user, who is referred to as the node’s owner. As
stated in section 1.3, each user is assumed to have one or more friends, whom she trusts not to reveal her participation in
the censorship-resistant communication system. Each node maintains application-layer connections across the Internet
to the nodes of its owner’s friends, which are referred to as the node’s neighbours.
3.2.2 Infrastructure
The infrastructure required by the proposed system consists of Internet-connected computers and standard transport-
layer protocols for establishing connections between processes running on those computers.
Each user must have access to an Internet-connected computer, such as a personal computer or workstation, and the
ability to run software on that computer. We do not mandate any particular transport-layer protocol for the connections
between neighbouring nodes; standard protocols such as TCP and UDP would be suitable. Privileges that are usually
granted only to administrators, such as accessing raw sockets or binding low-numbered TCP or UDP ports, are not
required.
It is assumed that any computer may be offline for a significant fraction of the time, and that the node software may
not be running at all times. Whenever a node is online, it will attempt to maintain connections to its neighbours by
initiating outgoing connections and accepting incoming connections.
3.2.3 Security Contexts
Each pair of friends must establish a shared secret in order to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of
the communication between their nodes. Similarly, a shared secret must be established between each pair of users who
wish to communicate indirectly, to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of their communication.
Any computer on which a node is running must ensure the secrecy and integrity of the keys used by the node and its
owner in the above contexts. As discussed in section 1.3, this may be difficult to guarantee in practice, but solutions
to the huge and varied problems of secure computer administration are outside the scope of the present work.
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3.2.4 Features of the Proposed Design
• Friend-to-friend overlays. The connections between neighbouring nodes in the proposed system form one or
more friend-to-friend overlays. As noted in section 1.3, we do not assume that all users of the system belong to
a single social network, so the system may consist of many separate overlays, but any two users who wish to
communicate with one another are assumed to belong to the same social network.
When two users first decide to create a connection between their nodes, they must establish a shared secret. To
do this, each user generates a public/private key pair and gives the public key to the other user, either face-to-face
or through a mutually trusted third party. The users then follow a standard protocol such as Station-to-Station
[524] to calculate a shared secret, and encryption and authentication keys for the connection are derived from
this secret. The calculation of the shared secret is only necessary the first time a connection between two users
is established.
The proposed system does not provide a lookup service, such as a distributed hash table, for nodes to discover
the current addresses and ports of their neighbours, so friends must initially exchange these details out-of-band.
If two neighbouring nodes go offline simultaneously, their owners may need to exchange updated addresses
out-of-band when their nodes come back online. Unlike the initial exchange of public keys, this exchange does
not need to happen face-to-face or through a mutually trusted third party; encryption and authentication keys
derived from the shared secret can be used to send the updated addresses securely across any available channel,
such as email, even if the channel does not provide its own confidentiality, integrity or authenticity guarantees.
• Cover traffic. Each node in the proposed system transmits packets1 to its neighbours in round-robin order at
a constant rate. The size of each packet and the rate at which packets are transmitted are independent of the
amount of data waiting to be sent.
When a packet is being prepared for transmission, as much waiting data as possible is added to the packet.
Any remaining space is then filled with padding before encrypting and authenticating the packet. A packet may
consist entirely of padding if there is no data waiting to be sent.
Padding cannot be distinguished from data by an external observer, but a node receiving a packet can recognise
and discard the padding after authenticating and decrypting the packet. Padding is not forwarded across the
overlay.
The round-robin policy means that each node divides its outgoing bandwidth equally among its online neigh-
bours. Due to variations in the number of online neighbours, a node’s transmission rate to each neighbour may
vary even though its overall transmission rate remains constant.
• Address-free routing. We introduce the term address-free routing to denote any protocol that delivers data
across a multi-hop network without relying on identifiers with global scope or explicit knowledge of the topol-
ogy. The proposed system uses address-free routing to enable any two users who belong to the same friend-
to-friend overlay to communicate across the overlay. Any node can act as a source, destination or relay in the
address-free routing protocol.
As mentioned in section 3.2.3, users who wish to communicate indirectly must first establish a shared secret.
As with the direct connections between friends, this is done by exchanging public keys out-of-band or through
a mutually trusted third party and then following a standard protocol such as Station-to-Station to calculate a
shared secret, from which encryption and authentication keys are derived. The shared secret only needs to be
calculated once, the first time two users communicate.
• Private file sharing. Like many of the systems described in section 2.2.5, the proposed system supports private
file sharing between neighbouring nodes. File transfers are assumed to be latency-insensitive, so they are given
lower priority than the messages of the address-free routing protocol when selecting data for transmission to
neighbouring nodes.
• Reciprocation. To prevent resource-depletion attacks and to encourage users to contribute the resources needed
for communication, the proposed system uses an incentive mechanism based on reciprocation between neigh-
bouring nodes. The incentive mechanism allocates resources in such a way that contributors receive better
service from the system than non-contributors.





The friend-to-friend structure of the proposed system contributes to achieving the goals defined in section 1.2 in four
ways:
1. By restricting their direct connections to people they know and trust, users reveal their participation in the
censorship-resistant communication system to as few people as possible, which helps to protect them from
intimidation and coercion, as well as protecting the system as a whole from attacks based on address harvesting.
2. By running their own autonomous nodes, users minimise their dependence on infrastructure that is outside their
control, and do not need to place their trust in any single entity.
3. Because friend-to-friend connections are based on the identities of known individuals, they are not susceptible
to whitewashing or eclipse attacks.
4. Because friend-to-friend connections are based on long-term relationships, reciprocative incentive mechanisms
can be used to encourage resource contribution.
In principle, a friend-to-friend overlay can be constructed over any mixture of networks to which the users have access,
such as the Internet, the telephone system, and local wireless networks – a possibility we call a hybrid overlay. We
assume, however, that connections across the Internet will be the easiest for users to set up and maintain, and we
concentrate on Internet-based overlays in the present work.
Freenet’s experiment with a global friend-to-friend structure shows that the potential users of a communication system
do not necessarily belong to a single, well-connected social network, especially during the early stages of the system’s
adoption. Network designers must therefore choose between building a single global network that may require con-
nections between strangers, as Freenet has done, or allowing users to build separate local networks that can later be
merged if their memberships overlap. Both approaches have their advantages: a global network may increase the size
of each user’s anonymity set, while a local network can retain a purely friend-to-friend structure and may attract less
attention. In this work we choose the local approach, which restricts our design choices somewhat – for example, we
cannot use protocols that would break down if connections were created between two mature networks.
Middleboxes, dynamic IP addresses and churn are likely to make strict friend-to-friend overlays fragile: neighbouring
nodes may not be able to locate each other after moving to new IP addresses, or they may not be able to traverse a
firewall or network address translator. However, relying on an internal or external lookup service, such as a distributed
hash table, could undermine the privacy advantages of the friend-to-friend approach, so the proposed system does not
use such a service.
3.3.2 Cover Traffic
Each node in the proposed system sends traffic at a constant rate to prevent an external observer from determining the
volume of genuine traffic passing across any friend-to-friend connection. The size and timing of packets is kept inde-
pendent of the amount of data waiting to be sent, preventing an external observer from recognising the correspondence
between traffic entering and leaving a node.
This is an expensive defence, but less so in a friend-to-friend network than in many other kinds of network: the
restricted topology means that it is only necessary to provide cover traffic on a limited number of links, while private
file sharing provides a plentiful source of latency-insensitive traffic that can be used to keep the volume of traffic
constant without using padding, whenever a file transfer is in progress. The true cost of cover traffic will therefore
depend on the popularity of private file sharing and other forms of direct communication between friends, relative to
indirect communication.
Due to variations in the number of online neighbours, a node’s transmission rate to each neighbour may vary even
though its overall transmission rate remains constant. Neighbours and external observers may thereby be able to tell
when a node’s number of online neighbours changes, and the throughput or latency of any traffic the node is generating
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or forwarding across the overlay may be affected. In future work we plan to investigate whether this variation reveals
any information to an observer that would be concealed by keeping the transmission rate on each link constant, which
would be a less efficient strategy than keeping each node’s overall transmission rate constant, since bandwidth allocated
to neighbours that are currently offline cannot be reallocated to other links.
Further work is also needed to determine whether fixed or random packet sizes and inter-packet delays provide better
protection against an observer attempting to trace messages through the overlay by combining internal and external
observations.
Limitations of Cover Traffic
The cover traffic strategy described above is designed to ensure that an external observer learns nothing about the
volume of genuine traffic on any friend-to-friend connection from the observable traffic on that connection. There
are some limits to what cover traffic can achieve, however. First, the observer knows that the genuine traffic on a
connection cannot be greater than the observable traffic. Second, as noted by Newman et al., the genuine traffic
entering or leaving any node or group of nodes cannot exceed the observable traffic (see section 2.4.2). Third, nodes
that are offline cannot send or receive traffic, so the observer can use nodes’ periods of uptime and downtime for
coarse-grained timing analysis – for example, two users whose nodes are never online at the same time cannot be
communicating by any low-latency protocol.2
Traffic Classification
Encryption and cover traffic may not prevent an observer from recognising that an individual is using a censorship-
resistant communication system: encrypted protocols usually have an unencrypted handshaking phase during which
encryption and authentication parameters are negotiated [525, 526, 527], and traffic characteristics such as the number
and duration of connections can be used to distinguish between application classes (see section 2.4.2).
It is probably impossible to prevent a human observer who can examine an individual’s Internet traffic from determin-
ing whether that person is using a given application, but we should aim to make automatic determination as difficult
as possible, by disguising the individual connections as well as the fact that the connections belong to the same appli-
cation.
Individual connections can be disguised by encrypting all application-layer data, including handshaking messages and
headers; however, this requires the encryption and authentication parameters to be agreed in advance, and the absence
of unencrypted headers might in itself help to identify the protocol. Alternatively, connections can be disguised as
other applications with similar traffic patterns, such as peer-to-peer file sharing or video conferencing, which often use
long-lived encrypted connections with little variation in the transfer rate. If each connection is disguised as a different
application and uses a different port number, it might also be hard for an observer to determine that the connections
belong to the same application.
In the long term, however, any attempt to conceal the system’s traffic can only result in an arms race between conceal-
ment techniques and detection techniques, and since we cannot be sure that we are ahead in the race, we must assume
that the adversary can identify the system’s traffic.
3.3.3 Address-Free Routing
A friend-to-friend overlay only permits direct communication between users who are friends; in order to allow users
who are not friends to communicate, the proposed system must support indirect communication across the friend-to-
friend overlay.
We approach this as a routing problem: the challenge is to find paths across a network with an unknown structure that
is subject to constant change due to churn and the evolving social relationships between users. In an unusual twist, we
would like to avoid discovering the structure of the overlay during routing, because if such information were available,
it could be used by an internal adversary to carry out long-term traffic analysis and to identify important members of
the social network.
2Users should therefore be encouraged to keep their nodes online even when they are not communicating.
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The systems described in Chapter 2 use six methods to find routes across restricted topologies: structured overlay
routing, source routing, table-driven routing, probabilistic routing, on-demand routing, and flooding.
1. Structured overlay routing, as used by Sandberg (see section 2.2.3) and by Vasserman et al. (see section 2.2.5),
builds a structured overlay across a restricted topology and uses the structured overlay’s routing algorithm to
connect sources and destinations. There are three issues with using this approach in friend-to-friend networks.
The first is that the topology may not be suitable: Vasserman et al. require every node to have between dk/2e
and k neighbours, for some system-wide constant k, while Sandberg requires the network to be a navigable
small world (see section 2.1.1).
The second issue is that the structured overlays used by Vasserman et al. and Sandberg do not allow mature
networks to be merged, although the example of SkipNet suggests that it might be possible to overcome this
problem by using hierarchical identifiers (see section 2.2.3).
The third and most serious issue is that Sybil attacks can be used to occupy an arbitrarily large fraction of the
structured overlay’s key space, thus capturing an arbitrarily large fraction of routes.
2. Source routing is used in Perlman’s robust link state protocol (see section 2.3.3), and in the restricted stratified
mix topology described by Dı´az et al. (see section 2.4.4). In source routing, the source needs to discover
the topology between itself and the destination in order to select a route. However, as shown in section 2.3.3,
without certified identities it may not be possible to discover the topology in a robust way: tunnelling attacks
can create the appearance of short routes through corrupt nodes, while Sybil attacks can defeat fault detection
mechanisms and the use of redundant routes.
3. Table-driven routing, which is used by certain ad hoc routing protocols (see sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.6),
maintains a table at each node indicating the best next hop for each destination. The difficulty with this approach
in an adversarial context is that the routing tables are based on information provided by other nodes, which may
not be trustworthy. Even if the information in the routing tables is correct, table-driven routing is vulnerable to
black hole attacks.
4. Probabilistic routing, which includes ant-inspired protocols such as ARA and learning-based protocols such
as Q-routing and Cognitive Packet Networks, uses exploration and feedback to guide a probabilistic forwarding
process (see section 2.3.3.2). As with table-driven routing, the difficulty is that nodes may disrupt routing by
supplying false information about the network. MUTE uses digital signatures and timestamps to authenticate
source addresses in a probabilistic routing protocol, but this only proves that the path is reliable in the direction
leading away from the node in question.
5. On-demand routing, which is used by anonymous ad hoc routing protocols such as ASR, does not require
explicit knowledge of the topology: routes can be discovered by flooding without identifying the endpoints
to the relays or vice versa, making global identifiers unnecessary and thus limiting the scope of identity-related
attacks (see section 2.4.7). The private peer-to-peer network WASTE uses flooding in a similar way, while Turtle
uses flooding to establish virtual circuits (see section 2.2.5). However, all of these protocols are vulnerable to
black hole attacks.
6. Flooding can also be used on its own – it requires no knowledge of the topology and is robust to black hole
attacks, since there is no distinction between route discovery and data delivery. Unfortunately, its scalability is
poor. This motivates our search for a routing protocol that is more scalable than flooding and more robust than
on-demand routing, while sharing their resistance to identity-related attacks.
We refer to the process of routing without relying on global identifiers or explicit knowledge of the topology as
address-free routing. Flooding and on-demand routing are examples of existing techniques for address-free routing.
The proposed system uses an address-free routing protocol to support indirect communication across the friend-to-
friend overlay. Any node can act as a source, destination or relay in the protocol, making it difficult for external
observers to distinguish sources and destinations from relays through traffic analysis. Because the protocol does not
use identifiers with global scope, it maintains unlinkability between sources and destinations.
The end-to-end principle suggests that networks should provide a simple, general-purpose communication service,
minimising the complexity of relays and allowing new applications to be deployed incrementally [466]. The proposed
system therefore uses address-free routing to provide an unreliable datagram service similar to that provided by the
Internet Protocol. We leave the design of higher protocol layers for future work.
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Onion Encryption
Unlike many existing systems that aim to provide anonymity or unlinkability (see sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4), the pro-
posed system does not use onion encryption. If the adversary controls more than one node on a path used by the
address-free routing protocol, the corrupt nodes will be able to tell that they are on the same path.
Onion encryption provides two benefits in existing systems: it prevents an external observer from recognising the
correspondence between traffic entering and leaving a mix, and it prevents corrupt mixes from recognising that they
belong to the same communication path.
The first benefit is already provided by the proposed system because each friend-to-friend connection is encrypted and
authenticated using a different shared secret. The second benefit is only worthwhile if there is no other way for corrupt
mixes to recognise that they belong to the same communication path. In low-latency mix networks, corrupt mixes may
be able to use the timing or volume of traffic to distinguish between circuits, or they may be able to manipulate those
characteristics – for example, by embedding watermarks in inter-packet delays – to signal to one another that they
belong to the same circuit (see section 2.4.2). We therefore consider it doubtful whether onion encryption provides
sufficient benefits in a low-latency system to outweigh the problems of key distribution and mix selection that it
introduces.
3.3.4 Private File Sharing
The samizdat publishing network in the Soviet Union has shown that censored information can spread through social
networks even when copying is laborious [21], which suggests that secure friend-to-friend connections could be useful
for censorship-resistance even if they only allowed users to share documents with their friends. To take advantage of
this possibility, the proposed system supports private file sharing between directly connected friends. As files are
re-shared and disseminated through the overlay, anonymous or pseudonymous authors may be able to reach audiences
beyond their immediate friends. Because files are stored at intermediate nodes, authors and readers who are not
directly connected need not be active at the same time, protecting them against long-term traffic analysis.
As a method of indirect communication, however, disseminating files in this way has several disadvantages: it is likely
to be slow, it depends on each author’s readers forming a connected subgraph in the social network, and it does not
provide end-to-end confidentiality. These shortcomings indicate the need for a general-purpose method of indirect
communication across the overlay, such as the address-free routing described above, in addition to private file sharing.
3.3.5 Reciprocation
Of the four approaches to encouraging resource contribution discussed in section 2.5, reciprocation is the most suitable
approach for the proposed system: it relies on long-term relationships between neighbouring nodes, which friend-to-
friend networks are likely to provide, but it does not require global identities or centralised infrastructure.
There are two problems to be solved in the design of a reciprocative incentive mechanism, however. First, a node must
be able to measure the level of service received from each neighbour, and second, the incentive mechanism must resist
manipulation by selfish users.
In the case of private file sharing the first problem is straightforward: the level of service received can be measured
either by the amount of data received from each neighbour, as in SWIFT, or by the rate at which data is received, as
in BitTorrent (see section 2.5.4). In the case of forwarding data across the overlay, however, it is more difficult to
tell whether a neighbour is cooperating. Even in unencrypted wireless networks it may not always be possible to tell
whether a neighbour has retransmitted a packet, due to effects such as interference, and in an Internet overlay with
encrypted connections there is no direct way to monitor a neighbour’s forwarding behaviour.
The second problem – designing an incentive mechanism that resists manipulation by selfish users – is difficult even
in the case of file sharing, where cooperation is easily measured: the success of BitTyrant and Tribler at outperforming
standard BitTorrent implementations (see section 2.5.4) demonstrates that robust incentive mechanisms cannot be
based on heuristic methods of reciprocation.
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3.4 Design Strategy
Two major problems remain unsolved in the proposed design outlined above: we require an address-free routing
protocol that maintains unlinkability between sources and destinations, and a reciprocative incentive mechanism that
can measure the cooperation received from neighbouring nodes and reciprocate in a way that resists manipulation.
Both solutions must be robust to arbitrarily complex behaviour by faulty nodes and selfish users.
Our general strategy for solving these problems is failure mode reduction: we try to reduce complex faults to simpler,
detectable faults. We then avoid relying on faulty nodes, and limit the resources they can consume. This minimises
the impact of any attacks faulty nodes might carry out, while creating an incentive for selfish users to operate reliable
nodes.
The first building block of this strategy is information restriction: by limiting the information available to nodes we
attempt to restrict the complexity of the faulty behaviour they can exhibit. Information restriction also helps to protect
privacy.
The second building block is verifiability: by making correct behaviour verifiable, we enable nodes to measure the
reliability of their neighbours. Crucially, we do not attempt to distinguish between a neighbour that is itself faulty, and
a neighbour that is unreliable because it depends on faulty nodes.
The third building block is reciprocation: by preferentially allocating resources to reliable neighbours, we prevent
faulty nodes and selfish users from exhausting the network’s resources.
In Chapter 6 these building blocks are combined in the design of two address-free routing protocols, both of which use
the unforgeable acknowledgement mechanism described in Chapter 5 for reliability measurement, and one of which
uses the model of reciprocation developed in Chapter 4 to allocate resources preferentially to reliable nodes.
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Chapter 4
Cooperation in Distributed Networks
“Hence I learn to do a service to another, without bearing him any real kindness; because I foresee, that
he will return my service, in expectation of another of the same kind...”
– David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature
4.1 Game Theoretic Models of Cooperation
Many researchers have used game theory to study the problem of encouraging cooperation in networks that depend on
resources provided collectively by the users. If a network is viewed as a group of self-interested individuals interacting
according to rules specified by the protocol designer, then game theory provides tools for modelling the behaviour of
rational participants, and mechanism design can be used to create protocols that reward cooperation, encouraging
rational participants to behave in ways that benefit the network [528, 529, 530].
It might seem reductive to regard the participants in a communication network as simple egoists, but when modelling
a communication network we are concerned with the behaviour of nodes rather than the intentions of users: game
theory is not appropriate for modelling all human interactions, but it is well suited to modelling those interactions
in which humans delegate routine decisions to software, reducing complex social considerations to a choice between
programmatic ‘strategies’. Programs might not be capable of fully or accurately reflecting their users’ intentions, but
since it is programs rather than users that implement the network’s protocols, it is the concrete behaviour of programs
that we must attempt to model.
While game theory is useful for reasoning about the behaviour of self-interested individuals, it does not depend on the
assumption that everyone is selfish. Even if most participants in a network are not selfish, game theory allows us to
assess the network’s vulnerability to exploitation by a selfish or malicious minority.
4.1.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma
Simple games can embody surprisingly complex problems, and perhaps no simple game has received more attention
than the prisoner’s dilemma, a single-round game for two players. Each player chooses between two actions, coop-
eration and defection, and receives a payoff that depends on the choices of both players: T is the ‘temptation’ payoff
for unilateral defection, R is the ‘reward’ payoff for mutual cooperation, P is the ‘punishment’ payoff for mutual
defection, and S is the ‘sucker’ payoff for unilateral cooperation [531].
The dilemma arises because T > R > P > S, which means a rational player will defect regardless of her opponent’s
choice. The players cannot escape the dilemma by communicating about their intentions, because a rational player
will claim that she intends to cooperate, but then defect. Thus rational players always defect, leading to a suboptimal
payoff P < R for both players.
The prisoner’s dilemma has been used to model a wide range of situations in nature and society where the benefit of
cooperation is greater than the cost. Wahl and Nowak [532] describe the prisoner’s dilemma in terms of the cost of
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cooperating, c, and the benefit of receiving cooperation, b. The restriction b > c > 0 leads to the payoff structure
described above. Roberts and Sherratt [533] describe the dilemma using a single parameter k = b/c.
Public goods problems, social dilemmas [534] and reciprocal altruism [535] find natural expression in the form b >
c > 0, but not all prisoner’s dilemmas can be expressed in this way: for example, many studies use the payoffs
T = 5, R = 3, P = 1, S = 0. In this chapter we will only consider dilemmas that arise from the costs and benefits of
cooperating, and can therefore be expressed in the form b > c > 0.
4.1.2 The Shadow of the Future
Although rational players always defect in the single-round prisoner’s dilemma, it may be possible to establish coop-
eration if the game is repeated for more than one round. Players who expect to interact for many rounds must consider
the long-term effects of their short-term decisions: automatic defection is no longer necessarily the best strategy, be-
cause players have the chance to recognise cooperative opponents and gain a higher payoff through mutual cooperation
(although each player will still be tempted to defect once her opponent has started to cooperate).
Simple strategies for the repeated prisoner’s dilemma include Tit For Tat, which cooperates in the first round and
thereafter copies its opponent’s action from the previous round [536]; Win Stay Lose Shift, which cooperates in the
first round and thereafter repeats its previous action if it receives cooperation, or switches to the other action if it
suffers defection [537]; and Stochastic Tit For Tat, which cooperates with a probability equal to the fraction of rounds
in which the opponent has cooperated [538]. Each of these strategies creates an incentive for rational opponents to
cooperate while minimising losses against uncooperative opponents.
4.1.3 Multi-Player Dilemmas
When a dilemma involves more than two players, the model must specify which actions affect which players. If each
player chooses one action that affects all her opponents, the situation is a social dilemma [534]; encouraging cooper-
ation in such situations is harder than in two-player games, because it is not possible to cooperate with cooperators
while defecting against defectors [521, 522, 539].
In a networked social dilemma, each player chooses one action that affects her neighbours in a spatial lattice or other
network [540, 541, 542, 543]. Cooperation can succeed if cooperative players’ interactions with other cooperators
sufficiently outnumber their interactions with defectors.
Finally, if each player can choose a different action for each opponent, the situation can be modelled as a network of
two-player games. Several networked variants of the prisoner’s dilemma have been developed [544, 545, 546, 547],
all based on the assumption that a player’s choices and payoffs in her pairwise games are independent. However, if the
payoffs represent the costs and benefits of cooperating, we may ask whether the assumption of pairwise independence
is always realistic: there may be situations in which a player has limited resources for cooperation, but can allocate
them freely among her pairwise interactions. In such cases no two-player strategy indicates how best to allocate her
scarce resources.
We argue that many of the situations modelled as networked dilemmas fit this pattern: players can allocate their
resources unevenly, cooperating more with some opponents than with others. Hunters sharing food, animals grooming
one another, and peer-to-peer nodes uploading files are all faced with opportunities to strengthen or weaken cooperative
relationships by choosing how much to share, and with whom.
4.1.4 The Sharer’s Dilemma
To explore the problem of allocating resources in networked dilemmas we propose a simple extension to the prisoner’s
dilemma, incorporating scarcity into the game by limiting the number of times a player can cooperate in each round.
We call this new game the sharer’s dilemma. The prisoner’s dilemma can be viewed as a special case of the sharer’s
dilemma in which the limit is high enough that cooperation with every opponent is possible in every round. Strategies
from the prisoner’s dilemma can be adapted to the sharer’s dilemma by specifying how to choose between opponents
when multiple opponents are eligible for cooperation.
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As with the prisoner’s dilemma, many variants of the new game are possible, but here we will only consider the
simplest case: in each round, a player can either cooperate with one chosen opponent or defect against them all. While
simple, this starting point captures the essential problem of cooperation under scarcity: when resources are limited, the
question is not only how to establish and sustain cooperation with each opponent, but how to prioritise the demands
of different opponents in order to maximise the total cooperation received.
In this initial exploration of the sharer’s dilemma we make the following assumptions, which are also commonly used
when studying networked variants of the prisoner’s dilemma:
• Players can recognise opponents with whom they have interacted in the past. Players cannot change their
identities at will or maintain multiple identities.
• The structure of the network is stable enough to provide a reasonable expectation that any two players who
interact in a given round will interact again in the next round.
• Players always carry out their chosen actions, and a player’s actions can always be correctly recognised by her
opponents.
Analysing the sharer’s dilemma is, unfortunately, more difficult than analysing the prisoner’s dilemma, precisely
because the sharer’s dilemma captures that fact that under conditions of scarcity, a player’s pairwise interactions
are connected. Her chosen action in a given round may therefore depend on the actions of all her opponents in
previous rounds, which may in turn depend on the actions of all their opponents in previous rounds, and so on.
Standard analytical tools such as game dynamics [548] that make the simplifying assumption of independent pairwise
interactions cannot be applied to such situations: to model the dynamics of the sharer’s dilemma we would need to
consider not only the history of a given interaction, but the history of the entire network. Such an approach would be
practical only for very small networks.
Since analytical results are difficult to obtain, we explore the sharer’s dilemma from two alternative directions: rea-
soning from first principles about the behaviour of self-interested players, and simulating networks of players who
follow various strategies. The first approach leads to the expected utility strategy described in the next section, which
demonstrates an interesting connection between the sharer’s dilemma and rational decision theory, while the second
leads to the simulations presented in section 4.2, which allow us to study the game dynamics on a scale that would not
be feasible through analysis.
4.1.5 The Expected Utility Strategy
Savage [549] introduced the concept of subjective expected utility as a basis for rational decision-making. When an
agent is considering an action x with several possible outcomes, the agent’s subjective assessments of the probability,






If we assume that it is possible to express costs and benefits in the same units then the utility of an outcome can be





In Savage’s model of decision-making, when more than one action is available to an agent, the rational choice is the
action with the highest expected utility. The application of this principle to the sharer’s dilemma is clear: in each
round, a rational player should calculate the expected utility of cooperating with each neighbour and the expected
utility of defecting, and choose the action with the highest expected utility. If a player expects that cooperating with
an opponent will result in a higher level of cooperation in return, she can weigh the benefit of the opponent’s expected
reciprocation against the cost of cooperating, comparing the incentives offered by different opponents to obtain the
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greatest benefit in return for her cooperation. This idea is the basis of our expected utility strategy for the sharer’s
dilemma.
A player using the expected utility strategy estimates the benefit of cooperating with each opponent under the assump-
tion that all of the benefit received from the opponent so far is a result of reciprocation – in other words, she attributes
the cooperation received to the cooperation given. The benefit of all the cooperation received in previous rounds di-
vided by the number of times the player has cooperated in previous rounds is the expected benefit of cooperating in the
current round. The player cooperates with whichever opponent offers the highest expected benefit, unless the highest
expected benefit is less than the cost of cooperating, in which case she defects.
More formally, consider a player with n opponents, o1 . . . on. In round t of the game, the player may cooperate with
any opponent oi, an action that we denote ai(t), or she may defect, which we denote a0(t). As in Wahl and Nowak’s
formulation of the prisoner’s dilemma, we use b to represent the benefit of receiving cooperation and c to represent
the cost of cooperating. The cost of defecting is 0, and the restriction b > c > 0 creates the dilemma. The cost of
cooperating is the same for any opponent, so u(ai(t)) = b(ai(t))− c,∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}, while u(a0(t)) = b(a0(t)).
We now consider the expected utility strategy. Let cij = 1 if the player cooperated with oi in round j, otherwise
cij = 0. Let bik = b if the player received cooperation from oi in round k, otherwise bik = 0. Then bi(t), the expected






The assumption made by the expected utility strategy that cooperation received is a result of cooperation given can
be expressed as b(ai(t)) = bi(t) and b(a0(t)) = 0, from which it follows that u(ai(t)) = bi(t) − c and u(a0) = 0.
Thus, if cooperation received is attributed to cooperation given, it is rational to cooperate with whichever opponent
maximises the value of bi(t), unless bi(t) < c,∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}, in which case it is rational to defect.
When comparing her opponents in this way, a player does not need to know the cost or benefit of cooperation from
any opponent’s point of view – she only needs to estimate the cost to herself of cooperating, and the benefit to herself
of the expected reciprocation. Costs and benefits in this model can therefore be subjective.
The expected utility strategy’s attribution of cooperation received to cooperation given implies that continuing to
cooperate with the same average frequency as in past rounds can be expected to result in receiving cooperation with
the same average frequency as in past rounds, while increasing or decreasing the frequency of cooperation can be
expected to result in a comcomitant increase or decrease from the opponent. In a sense, this amounts to an assumption
that the opponent is also playing the expected utility strategy, or something very like it. We should therefore expect
the strategy to perform well when most or all of its opponents are, in fact, playing the same strategy.
4.1.6 Bootstrapping Cooperation
Like any cooperative strategy, the expected utility strategy faces the problem of bootstrapping: when two players first
meet, one or both of them must risk cooperating without knowing how much reciprocation (if any) will result. In the
prisoner’s dilemma, the successful strategies Tit For Tat and Win Stay Lose Shift take the simple approach of always
cooperating in the first round, but this may not be possible in the sharer’s dilemma, due to the limit on the amount
of cooperation per round. One possible solution would be for the expected utility strategy to assign a high expected
benefit to first-time interactions, but this might be vulnerable to exploitation by whitewashers who can continually
change identities [550]; alternatively, the benefit of a first-time interaction could be estimated using the average benefit
of previous first-time interactions [520].
Uncertainty about the duration of the game can be incorporated into the strategy by applying a discount factor to future
payoffs, reducing the expected benefit of reciprocation if games tend to be short-lived [550]. The discount factor need
not be the same for all opponents; if old players can be expected to outlive new players, as in many peer-to-peer














































Figure 4.1: Fixed population proportions. The payoff received by each strategy as a function of b, the benefit of
receiving cooperation, averaged over 20 runs. The large figure shows a population containing all six strategies; the
small figures show populations containing AC, AD and each of the four reactive strategies.
4.2 Simulations
This section describes simulations to compare various strategies for the sharer’s dilemma. Our model is a population
of n players connected uniformly at random so that each player has d neighbours on average. In each round of the
game, each player either cooperates with one of her neighbours, increasing the neighbour’s payoff by b, or defects,
increasing her own payoff by c. The players make their choices in a random order each round. In all of the simulations
presented here, n = 1, 000, d = 10 and c = 1. Three different values of b are simulated, as explained below.
We simulate two strategies adapted from the prisoner’s dilemma: the first, Tit For Tat (TFT), cooperates with a
neighbour chosen uniformly at random from those that cooperated with it in the previous round, or defects if no
neighbours cooperated in the previous round. The second, Stochastic Tit For Tat (STFT), cooperates with a randomly
chosen neighbour, choosing each neighbour with a probability proportional to the fraction of rounds in which the
neighbour has cooperated. To bootstrap cooperation, TFT and STFT treat new neighbours as if they cooperated in the
previous round.
We also simulate a strategy based on BitTorrent’s incentive mechanism (see section 2.5.4). In each round the BitTorrent
(BT) strategy cooperates with a randomly chosen member of its active set, which contains one randomly chosen
neighbour and the s other neighbours that have provided the most cooperation in recent rounds. A new active set is
chosen every r rounds, using an exponentially weighted moving average to measure the cooperation received from
each neighbour. The results presented here use s = 1 and r = 5, which appear to give the best payoff for the BT
strategy in this setting.
Finally, we simulate the expected utility (EXU) strategy described in the previous section, which cooperates with
whichever neighbour provides the greatest expected benefit in return for cooperation, unless the cost of cooperating
exceeds the expected benefit, in which case it defects. Cooperating with a neighbour lowers the expected benefit
of cooperating with it in subsequent rounds, while receiving cooperation raises the expected benefit. To bootstrap
cooperation, EXU treats new neighbours as though they have cooperated once and received cooperation once.
4.2.1 Fixed Population Proportions
Each simulation consists of 20 independent runs of 2,000 rounds each. At the end of each round a randomly chosen
player is removed and replaced with a new player using the same strategy, who is connected to d randomly chosen
neighbours. To prevent the initial conditions from influencing the results, no measurements are taken during the first
half of the run. The payoff received by each strategy is averaged over the second half of the run.
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In the first set of simulations, the population contains equal proportions of the four reactive strategies described above,
along with the simple strategies Always Cooperate (AC) and Always Defect (AD). We vary the strength of the dilemma
by simulating three different values of b, the benefit of cooperation; the cost c = 1 is held constant. The first frame
of Figure 4.1 shows the payoff received by each strategy for b = 1.5, b = 2.5 and b = 3.5. When b is close to c,
meaning that there is little benefit to be obtained by establishing cooperation, AD narrowly outperforms all of the
reactive strategies except EXU. Increasing b favours the cooperative strategies at the expense of AD. For all values of
b, EXU receives the highest payoff of any strategy.
We also evaluate each reactive strategy separately against AC and AD, as shown in the small frames of Figure 4.1.
Each population contains equal proportions of AC, AD and the strategy being tested. Once again the outcome depends
on the value of b. For b = 1.5, none of the reactive strategies does better than AD, although EXU comes close.
However, as b increases, all of the reactive strategies except TFT do better than AD.
The poor performance of TFT can be ascribed to its short memory: even in a perfectly cooperative population, the
probability of receiving cooperation from a given neighbour in a given round is only 1/d. TFT only considers the
previous round, so it is often unable to distinguish defectors from cooperators that happen to have cooperated with
another player in the previous round. The other reactive strategies evaluate their neighbours over longer periods.
All of the results shown in Figure 4.1 are significant at the 99% level using the two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test.
Student’s t-test would not be suitable for making comparisons between strategies because the samples are not inde-
pendently and randomly drawn from normally distributed populations. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test was
chosen instead because it depends on fewer assumptions about the population distribution [551].
4.2.2 Evolutionary Simulations
To further investigate how each strategy fares in a mixed population, we now allow the population proportions to
evolve. As before, at the end of each round a single player is chosen uniformly at random and replaced with a new
player, but now the new player’s strategy is chosen using the roulette wheel method: the probability of the new player
adopting each strategy is proportional to the total payoff received by that strategy in the previous round. Thus the
mixture of strategies in the population evolves according to the payoffs received: a player’s payoff can be interpreted
as her reproductive fitness [552].
To prevent any strategy from becoming extinct, if the strategy of the player being replaced is used by five or fewer
players, the new player always adopts the endangered strategy. This allows strategies that are unsuccessful under
certain conditions to re-emerge later in the game, and prevents strategies from being eliminated by random drift.
Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of the population for b = 1.5, b = 2.5 and b = 3.5, averaged over 50 independent
runs of 100,000 rounds each. AC is quickly pushed to the edge of extinction: by cooperating equally with all of its
neighbours, it wastes resources on AD that could have been used to earn reciprocation from reactive neighbours. TFT
has trouble distinguishing between cooperators and defectors due to its short memory, and it too is quickly defeated.
This is not a weakness of the Tit For Tat strategy as such, but only of our method of adapting it to the sharer’s dilemma;
STFT, which is also based on the Tit For Tat strategy from the prisoner’s dilemma, does not have the same weakness.
Once AC has been eliminated, the other reactive strategies all outperform AD. It might seem paradoxical that any
strategy would benefit from the elimination of altruists, but in evolutionary simulations it is relative payoffs, rather
than absolute payoffs, that are decisive: the defeat of AC makes the environment harsher for the reactive strategies,
but harsher still for AD, which receives most of its cooperation from AC.
Despite their selfishness, BT, EXU and STFT succeed in establishing almost full cooperation: after 20,000 rounds
the fraction of players cooperating in each round is always above 95%. As in the simulations with fixed population
proportions, EXU outperforms all of the other strategies for all values of b.
To test the significance of the results we use the two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test to compare the number of players
using each strategy at the end of the 50 runs. All of the differences between strategies are significant at the 99% level,
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the population. The number of players using each strategy as a function of the number of
rounds, averaged over 50 runs, for b = 1.5 (left), b = 2.5 (top right) and b = 3.5 (bottom right).
4.2.3 Invasion Simulations
The results so far have shown that the expected utility strategy performs well when played by a substantial fraction
of the population, but we would also like to know whether it is suitable for use in populations dominated by other
strategies. To find out, we simulate the evolution of six populations, each containing 975 players of one strategy and
five players of each of the other strategies. As before, no strategy is allowed to drop below five players. The results
are averaged over 50 runs of 100,000 rounds each.
The results for b = 1.5 are shown in Figure 4.3. EXU is able to invade any strategy except STFT. This is a strong result
– clusters of Tit For Tat players can invade other strategies in networked variants of the prisoner’s dilemma [536], but
in our simulations there are no clusters: a new player is connected to each existing player with equal probability.
STFT and EXU can each resist invasion by any other strategy. In 50 longer runs of one million rounds each (not
shown here), EXU stabilises at 80% of the population when it starts as the dominant strategy, while STFT stabilises at
90% when it is initially dominant. Informally we might say that both strategies appear to be evolutionarily stable, at
least among the strategies considered here. Formally speaking, however, existing definitions of evolutionary stability
are based on the assumption of independent pairwise encounters, such as those that occur in the prisoner’s dilemma
[548, 552]. A formal analysis of evolutionary stability in the sharer’s dilemma will require a new and more general
definition of evolutionary stability, a task that we leave for future work.
4.3 Discussion
So far we have only made a preliminary exploration of the sharer’s dilemma – many interesting aspects of the game
remain to be investigated. For example, we have assumed that all players possess equal resources for cooperation, but
the dynamics of cooperation may change when some players have more resources than others. Piatek et al. have shown
that when high-capacity BitTorrent nodes are able to participate in multiple swarms they benefit from allocating their
resources between swarms, to the detriment of the low-capacity nodes in each swarm (see section 2.5.4). The sharer’s
dilemma gives us a theoretical framework for investigating whether such issues apply to cooperation under scarcity in
general. We can simulate differences in capacity by updating the players at different rates, with high-capacity players


























































































































(f) TFT is invaded by BT, EXU and STFT.
Figure 4.3: Invasion simulations. The number of players using each strategy as a function of the number of rounds,
averaged over 50 runs, for b = 1.5. EXU can invade any strategy except STFT; EXU and STFT both resist invasion.
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Similar issues arise when we consider moving beyond the simple random networks simulated here to more realistic
models of social or other networks. Like variation in capacity, variation in degree could benefit some nodes relative
to others. High-degree players will have more opponents from whom to receive cooperation than low-degree players,
but on the other hand they will have to share their own resources among a larger number of potential beneficiaries; it
is possible that this might cause difficulties with bootstrapping, since it will take a high-degree player many rounds to
cooperate at least once with every potentially cooperative opponent.
Another simplifying assumption we have made concerning network structure is that a new player is connected to each
existing player with equal probability. This rules out the formation of clusters, for example, which might help to
establish cooperation in otherwise hostile networks; on the other hand, if players are able to choose their neighbours
then defectors might be able to exploit the first-time cooperation of reactive strategies by continually connecting to
new neighbours. The structure and dynamics of the network are clearly relevant to the outcome of the game, so when
using the sharer’s dilemma to model any scenario we will need to make sure that we are modelling the network, as
well as the individual players, realistically.
In the simulations presented here we have also assumed that all players assign the same subjective cost to cooperating
and the same subjective benefit to receiving cooperation. This restriction is not required by the model, and we would
like to explore the effect of variation within the population: for example, free riding might be an appealing strategy to
players who consider the cost of cooperating to be high, while altruism might appeal to those who consider the cost to
be low. However, when players can receive different payoffs from the same outcomes, it becomes difficult to compare
the success of different strategies in a meaningful way, and the use of evolutionary simulations becomes problematic;
we will need to consider new ways of comparing strategies before we can explore subjective payoffs.
4.4 Extensions to the Model
4.4.1 Incommensurable Costs and Benefits
In section 4.1.5 we assumed that the cost of cooperating and the benefit of receiving cooperation could be expressed
in comparable terms. Even in situations where costs and benefits are not commensurable, a player can still use the
expected utility strategy to maximise the benefit obtained for a given cost – or, equivalently, to minimise the cost of
obtaining a given benefit – by cooperating with whichever opponent will provide the greatest benefit in return for her
cooperation.
Whereas in section 4.1.5 we subtracted the cost of cooperating from the expected benefit, in the case of incommensu-
rable costs and benefits we consider the expected benefit/cost ratio instead, defined as the total benefit received from








where bij = b if the player received cooperation from oi in round j, otherwise bij = 0, and c′ik = c if the player
cooperated with oi in round k, otherwise c′ik = 0. When costs and benefits are incommensurable, the expected utility
strategy defines u(ai(t)) = b′i(t)/c. The value of u(a0(t)) is a parameter of the strategy, because the cost of defecting
is zero and therefore the benefit/cost ratio is undefined. Comparing benefit/cost ratios cannot tell a player whether to
cooperate or defect; it can only tell a player who chooses to cooperate which opponent to choose.
To express the concept of expected benefit/cost ratio in more general terms, let b(xi) and c(xi) denote the benefit and
cost, respectively, of outcome xi of some action x. Following Savage’s definition of expected utility, we define the
expected benefit/cost ratio of x, u′(x), as the ratio of the sum of the benefits of all possible outcomes, weighted by






Note that the expected benefit/cost ratio of an action with no possible cost is undefined: when costs and benefits are




So far we have assumed that there is only one form of cooperation – that is to say, only one service that players can
provide to one another – and that any player can in principle provide that service to any neighbour. We have therefore
used an undirected network to represent the possible interactions between players. To model more complex situations
in which players can provide services of different kinds, we can use networks with directed, labelled edges, such that a
player who is capable of providing a service X can only provide it over outgoing edges labelled X , and a player who
is capable of receiving a service Y can only receive it over incoming edges labelled Y . The problem that then arises
is how to sustain cooperation between neighbours who cannot provide the same service to one another.
The existing work reviewed in section 2.5.4 takes two approaches to this problem. The first is to look for rings in
which each player provides a service to the next player in the ring and receives a service, possibly of a different kind,
from the previous player in the ring. A ring can make use of a directed edge even when there is no edge with any
label in the opposite direction, potentially creating an incentive to cooperate with a neighbour who cannot directly
reciprocate in any way, as long as a ring can be found that supports indirect reciprocation.
The second approach taken by existing work is delegation: a player who is asked to provide a service may either
provide it herself or delegate the request to another player, who may provide the service or delegate the request again.
A player receiving a request may not know whether her upstream neighbour is the original requester, and likewise a
player requesting a service may not know whether her downstream neighbour is the final provider. Message forwarding
in multi-hop networks can be seen as a form of delegation in which the service being delegated is the delivery of a
message to a particular destination.
We can model the delegation of requests by creating a directed, labelled edge from each player who is capable of
requesting a given service to each player from whom she can request it, even if the latter player cannot directly
provide the service. If a path exists from a given player to a provider of the service then a request from that player can
in principle be delegated to that provider, although in practice the player may not know that the path exists, or may not
be able to find it.
Unlike a player in a ring, the final provider of a delegated request does not immediately receive any benefit from pro-
viding the requested service: instead, neighbours balance their contributions over time, as in the original, undirected
model of reciprocation, although possibly by exchanging services of different kinds. Payment balances and contribu-
tion ratios have been proposed to ensure fairness between neighbours providing delegated services (see section 2.5.4),
but as we have argued previously, incentive mechanisms must be grounded in the self-interest of players if they are to
resist manipulation. Rather than insisting on fairness, it is rational for a player to consider the expected benefit and
cost of cooperating with each neighbour, and to allocate her resources accordingly.
In order for a service to support delegation, any player who originates or delegates a request must be able to tell whether
the requested service has been performed. Each player can then reciprocate with her immediate neighbours without
needing to determine whether they are the original requesters or final providers of the services being exchanged.
GNUnet and OneSwarm use cryptographic hashes for this purpose: each request contains the hash of a block of
data, so anyone who has seen the request can verify that the correct data has been sent in response. Ostra uses
digital signatures: each request identifies the recipient of a message, who sends a signed response to show that the
message was wanted. The acknowledgement mechanism presented in the Chapter 5 combines the advantages of both
techniques: like a hash, it can be verified without identifying the requester or provider, and like a signature, it can be
used in situations where the requester wishes to send data rather than receiving it. For the present discussion, however,
we only need to assume that the final provider of a service is able to create some abstract proof of service that can be
verified by the original requester, as well as by any player who has delegated the request.
1For example, imagine that a student is given a choice of two wagers, each based on the toss of a fair coin. In the first wager, if the coin comes
up heads then the student will receive a cabbage; if it comes up tails, she will have to spend three years writing a PhD thesis. In the second wager,
if the coin comes up heads, the student will receive two cabbages; if tails, she will have to spend eight years writing. Even if the student cannot
express the value of her time in terms of cabbages, the expected benefit/cost ratio tells her to prefer the first wager; it cannot, however, tell her
whether to decline both wagers.
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4.4.3 Indirect Utility
Given a proof of service mechanism, we can extend the sharer’s dilemma to encompass delegation. In the original
model, a player considers the cost of cooperating and the benefit of the reciprocation she expects to receive in return.
In the extended model, a player may have the option of delegating a request rather than fulfilling it herself, in which
case she must consider the cost of forwarding the request and the response, rather than the cost of performing the
service. The possibility that the delegated request will not be fulfilled must also be taken into account; recall that the
concept of expected utility allows a player to assign a probability, as well as a utility, to each possible outcome.
Let x denote the action of delegating a request to a neighbour, where x1 is the outcome that the request is fulfilled
and x2 the outcome that it is not. Let p(x1) and p(x2) denote the subjective probabilities the player assigns to the
outcomes, where p(x1) + p(x2) = 1, since the outcomes are exhaustive. We represent the cost of forwarding the
request by cx, the cost of forwarding the response by cx1 , and the benefit of the reciprocation that is expected if the
request is fulfilled by bx1 .
If costs and benefits are commensurable then we can use Equation 4.2 to calculate the expected utility of x, u(x), by




(b(xi)− c(xi))p(xi) = (bx1 − cx − cx1)p(x1)− cxp(x2) = (bx1 − cx1)p(x1)− cx. (4.6)
If costs and benefits are not commensurable then we can use Equation 4.5 to calculate the expected benefit/cost ratio












Extending the model in this way raises the interesting possibility of a rational player cooperating with a neighbour
in order to receive a service that has no direct benefit to herself, but which enables her to cooperate with another
neighbour in order to receive another service, eventually obtaining a service that has a direct benefit. We might say
that some services have direct utility or use value, while others have indirect utility or exchange value. Although it is
not a currency, a proof of service mechanism enables the transition from use value to exchange value.
Under some circumstances a player may need to choose between actions that have direct utility and actions that have
indirect utility, and the expected utility strategy can encompass such decisions.
4.5 Conclusion
We have seen that a simple extension to a well-known game can provide a new perspective on the problem of coopera-
tion in networks: incorporating scarcity into the prisoner’s dilemma reframes the problem of cooperation as a problem
of prioritisation and suggests new strategies based on maximising expected utility. The sharer’s dilemma provides a
game theoretic model for many situations in nature and society where the benefit of cooperation is higher than the
cost, and where resources for cooperation are scarce.
It is easy to see how the strategies described in this chapter could be applied to peer-to-peer file sharing networks
such as BitTorrent. Our simulations, although simple, show that the expected utility strategy performs well in a mixed
population of other strategies, indicating that it may be possible to deploy it incrementally in existing networks.
We are also interested in the possibility of using the expected utility strategy to create incentives for selfish nodes to
forward messages in multi-hop networks. In the next chapter we describe an unforgeable acknowledgement mech-
anism that can be used to create proofs of service for message forwarding, and in Chapter 6 we develop a routing
protocol that uses the unforgeable acknowledgement mechanism and the expected utility strategy to create incentives




“Outside our small safe place flies Mystery”
– A.S. Byatt, Possession
This chapter describes a mechanism for proving that a message has been delivered unmodified to its intended destina-
tion across an untrusted network, without relying on any identity infrastructure to establish the identities of the nodes
or links of the network. We assume that only the source and destination of each message trust each other, that there is
no other trust relationship within the network, and that the source and destination may not be able to see or verify the
identities of any other nodes in the network. Nodes that forward a message but are not the source or the destination
are termed relays. We assume that any node may act as a source, destination or relay.
Unlike existing end-to-end acknowledgement mechanisms that only provide proof of delivery to the source of an
acknowledged message, the mechanism described in this chapter provides proof of delivery to the source and to every
relay that forwarded the message.
Previous work in this area has relied on establishing a certified identity for each node (see section 2.3.3). However,
in many environments it may not be practical to insist on establishing the identity of every member of the network.
For example, the membership of the network may be changing constantly, a certificate authority may be unavailable
or may not be trusted by all users, or users may wish to remain anonymous. Our mechanism can operate in networks
with unknown or varying membership and with no limits on the creation of new identities, and it does not reveal any
information to relays about the identities of the endpoints.
The mechanism is based on end-to-end (destination to source) unforgeable acknowledgements (U-ACKs) that can be
verified by any node that has seen the acknowledged message. Unlike a digital signature scheme, relays do not need
to share any keys with the source or destination, or to know their identities. Nodes perform only relatively lightweight
operations per message.
In Chapter 6 we use the U-ACK mechanism as a building block in two address-free routing protocols. However, U-
ACKs are a general mechanism that could be used in other contexts, in conjunction with a suitable application-specific
dependability metric based on the messages sent and the U-ACKs received.
5.1 The Unforgeable Acknowledgement Mechanism
The U-ACK mechanism involves two kinds of data: messages and acknowledgements. A message is a general-
purpose unit of communication consisting of a header and a data payload. Depending on the application and the layer
of operation in the communication stack, a message could be a frame, a packet, or an application data unit such as a
block in a file transfer. Each acknowledgement confirms delivery of a single message.
The source and destination of each message must share a secret key that is not revealed to any other node, and each
message sent between the same endpoints must contain a unique serial number or nonce to prevent replay attacks. This
number need not be visible to intermediate nodes, and indeed the U-ACK mechanism does not reveal any information
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Figure 5.1: The U-ACK mechanism: relays use the hash attached to the message to verify the acknowledgement.
that can be used to determine whether two messages have the same source or destination, although such information
might be revealed by traffic analysis or by other protocol layers.
We assume that the source and destination have some way of establishing a shared secret key before they begin
communicating. The U-ACK mechanism does not rely upon or mandate any particular key management scheme or
key exchange mechanism; any existing scheme appropriate to the application can be used.
5.1.1 Description of the Mechanism
Unforgeable acknowledgements (U-ACKs) make use of two standard cryptographic primitives: message authentica-
tion codes (MACs) and collision-resistant hashing. Before transmitting a message, the source computes a MAC over
the message using a secret key, k, shared with the destination. Instead of attaching the MAC to the message, the source
attaches the hash of the MAC to the message. Relays store a copy of the hash when they forward the message. If the
message reaches its destination, the destination computes a MAC over the received message using the secret key, k,
shared with the source. If the hash of this MAC matches the hash received with the message then the message is
valid, and the destination sends the MAC as an acknowledgement, which is forwarded back along the path taken by
the message. Relays can verify that the acknowledgement hashes to the same value that was attached to the message,
but they cannot forge acknowledgements for undelivered messages: they lack the secret key, k, to compute the correct
MAC from the message, and they cannot invert the hash function to derive the correct MAC from the hash.
More formally, let H(x) denote the hash of x, let MAC(y, z) denote a message authentication code computed over
the message z using the key y, and let {a, b} denote the concatenation of a and b. Let k be the secret key shared by
the source and destination, and let d be the data to be sent. The relays between the source and destination are denoted
r1 . . . rM . The U-ACK mechanism works as follows:
1. The source first attaches a unique nonce or serial number, s, to the data, to produce the payload p1 = {s, d}.
2. The source calculates h1 = H(MAC(k, p1)). The source stores h1 and sends {h1, p1} to relay r1.
3. Each relay ri stores an identifier (such as the network address) of the previous node under the hash hi, and
forwards {hi+1, pi+1} to the next node, where hi+1 = hi unless ri modifies the header, and pi+1 = pi unless
ri modifies the payload.
4. On receiving {hM+1, pM+1} from rM , the destination calculates H(MAC(k, pM+1)) and compares the result
to hM+1. If the result does not match, then either hM+1 6= h1 or pM+1 6= p1 – in other words either the header
or the payload has been modified by one of the relays – and the destination does not acknowledge the message.
5. If the message has not been modified, the destination returns the acknowledgement aM+1 = MAC(k, pM+1)
to relay rM .
6. Each relay ri calculates H(ai+1). If the result matches a stored hash then ri forwards ai to the previous node
stored under the hash, where ai = ai+1 unless ri modifies the acknowledgement; ri then discards the hash.
7. On receiving a1 from r1, the source checks that H(a1) = h1. If so, the message has been acknowledged.
When a relay receives an acknowledgement whose hash matches the stored hash corresponding to a message it previ-
ously forwarded, it knows that the message was correctly delivered, and that neither the header, the payload, nor the
acknowledgement was modified by any node between itself and the destination.
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Likewise, when the source receives an acknowledgement whose hash matches the stored hash corresponding to a
message it previously generated, it knows that the message was correctly delivered to the destination, since only the
destination could have generated the acknowledgement.
5.2 Security
In this section we examine the security properties of the U-ACK mechanism.
5.2.1 Unforgeability
We begin by showing that relays cannot forge acknowledgements as long as the underlying cryptographic primitives
are secure. Four specific properties of the underlying primitives are listed below. These properties are commonly
accepted, and are based on the design goals of those primitives:
1. It is not feasible to recover the secret key k by observing any sequence of authenticated messages,
{MAC(k,m1),m1} . . . {MAC(k,mn),mn}.
2. It is not feasible to calculate MAC(k,m) for a given message m without knowing the secret key k.
3. It is not feasible to find the preimage x of a given hash H(x).
4. It is not feasible to find a second preimage y 6= x for a given preimage x, such that H(y) = H(x).
The first two properties are standard requirements and design goals for MAC functions, while the last two properties
(inversion resistance and second preimage resistance) are standard requirements and design goals for cryptographic
hash functions. These properties are not affected by recent collision search attacks on cryptographic hash functions
[553]. As long as these properties are true for any specific MAC and hash function used to implement the U-ACK
mechanism, we argue that U-ACKs are unforgeable.
First we show that the U-ACK mechanism does not reveal the secret key, k. If an eavesdropper could recover the secret
key from some sequence of messages, {H(MAC(k,m1)),m1} . . . {H(MAC(k,mn)),mn}, and their acknowledge-
ments, MAC(k,m1) . . .MAC(k,mn), then the attacker could also recover the key from
{MAC(k,m1),m1} . . . {MAC(k,mn),mn} by hashing the MACs, contradicting the first property above.
Next we show that an attacker cannot forge acknowledgements without the secret key. Assume that an attacker suc-
ceeds in forging an acknowledgement. Either the forged acknowledgement is identical to the genuine acknowledge-
ment or it is different. If it is identical then either the attacker has succeeded in calculating MAC(k,m) from m
without knowing k, which contradicts the second property above, or the attacker has inverted H(MAC(k,m)) to ob-
tain MAC(k,m), which contradicts the third property. On the other hand if the forged acknowledgement is different
from the genuine acknowledgement, the attacker has found a second preimage y 6= x such that H(y) = H(x), which
contradicts the fourth property.
5.2.2 Faulty Nodes
Although they cannot forge acknowledgements, faulty nodes can interfere with the operation of the U-ACK mechanism
in other ways. Here we consider the most general class of faults: Byzantine faults, in which the faulty nodes may
exhibit arbitrarily complex behaviour, including collusion.
A faulty source may replay a message that it previously generated, or may generate a message that cannot be acknowl-
edged by any destination.
A faulty destination may replay an acknowledgement; may fail to acknowledge a message; may create an invalid
acknowledgement for a message for which it is, or is not, the intended destination; may send an acknowledgement to a
neighbour that did not send it the corresponding message; or may, in collusion with another faulty node, create a valid
acknowledgement for a message for which it is not the destination.
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A faulty relay may replay a message or acknowledgement; may fail to forward a message or acknowledgement; may
modify a message or acknowledgement before forwarding it; may forward an acknowledgement to a neighbour that did
not send it the corresponding message; or may, in collusion with another faulty node, forward a valid acknowledgement
for a message that it did not forward.
The U-ACK mechanism does not attempt to prevent or even distinguish between the faults listed above; nor does it
attempt to identify faulty or non-faulty nodes – it only attempts to provide non-faulty nodes with proof that specific
messages have been delivered.
While messages may in principle carry source or destination addresses, the U-ACK mechanism does not authenticate
such addresses. If source and destination addresses are used, faulty nodes upstream and downstream from a given
relay may collude to generate and acknowledge messages with spoofed addresses.
Similarly, faulty nodes upstream and downstream from a given relay might collude to replay messages and acknowl-
edgements generated by themselves or by other (faulty or non-faulty) nodes. The U-ACK mechanism does not prevent
such behaviour: if the messages that a non-faulty node receives from a neighbour are not unique, then the acknowl-
edgements returned to that neighbour are not guaranteed to be unique either.
As noted above, a faulty relay may modify the header of a message before forwarding it. However, since the destination
will not acknowledge the modified message, the faulty relay will be unable to provide a suitable acknowledgement
to its upstream neighbour, and thus from its neighbour’s point of view the faulty relay will effectively have dropped
the message and transmitted one of its own instead, albeit one with an identical payload. The faulty relay’s upstream
neighbour will not consider it to have delivered the message.
Likewise, if a faulty relay modifies the payload instead of the header, the destination will not acknowledge the message
and again the faulty relay will be unable to provide an acknowledgement to its upstream neighbour. Thus with regard
to proof of delivery, any modification to a message or acknowledgement is equivalent to dropping the message. This
is in line with the strategy of failure mode reduction described in section 3.4.
5.3 Applicability
The U-ACK mechanism is not a complete routing protocol, but rather a building block that provides proof of deliv-
ery. The method by which sources and destinations establish shared secret keys is not specified here, because the
acknowledgement mechanism is independent of the key exchange mechanism; similarly, end-to-end encryption is not
discussed, although we would expect it to be used by parties requiring confidentiality and unlinkability.
In principle, unforgeable acknowledgements can operate at the network layer instead of the application layer. There
are no dependencies between messages, only between a message and its acknowledgement, so each message can be
treated as an independent datagram; retransmission, sequencing and flow control can be handled by higher protocol
layers.
5.3.1 Reverse Path Forwarding
We have assumed that the forward path of the message is the same path that will be followed, in reverse, by the
U-ACK. This may not be possible in all networks – for example some wireless networks may contain unidirectional
links. Where the assumption of reverse path forwarding does not hold, acknowledgements may still be delivered by a
different path. In that case there may be some relays that receive proof of delivery, while others do not, at least not for
all messages. This information may be sufficient for some applications.
Note that routing asymmetries such as those commonly found in the Internet do not prevent reverse path forwarding
at the application layer: each relay stores the identity of the previous node when forwarding a message, so provided
bidirectional communication is possible between each pair of nodes, the acknowledgement can always pass through
the same nodes as the message.
Asymmetric link bandwidth does not prevent reverse path forwarding as long as it is possible to return one acknowl-
edgement for each message sent in the opposite direction.
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5.3.2 Gateways, Proxies and Middleboxes
The U-ACK mechanism does not require the source or destination to share keys with the relays, but it can easily be
generalised to situations where the source wishes to direct traffic through a certain trusted gateway, proxy, or other
middlebox. To set up forwarding through a trusted gateway, the source must exchange keys with the gateway and
the gateway must exchange keys with the destination. The gateway then acknowledges messages from the source and
forwards them to the destination with new headers, while the destination acknowledges messages from the gateway.
The key shared by the source and the gateway is independent from the key shared by the gateway and the destination,
so it is possible for the gateway to re-encrypt the messages before forwarding them. Indeed, onion encryption could be
combined with the U-ACK mechanism to provide anonymity for the source as well as proof of delivery. If the source
trusts the gateway to deliver messages then the source and destination can remain mutually anonymous.
5.3.3 Non-Unicast Communication
So far we have only considered unicast communication, but there may be further considerations if non-unicast mech-
anisms are used for message delivery. For example, in protocols that use flooding or gossiping, multiple copies of a
message may reach a destination or relay node by different paths. The source only requires one acknowledgement
for each message, so one possibility would be to acknowledge the first copy of each message and discard duplicates
(the protocols described in Chapter 6 follow this approach). Another possibility would be to maintain a one-to-one
association between messages and U-ACKs by returning a copy of the acknowledgement to every neighbour from
which a copy of the message was received.
Another issue to consider is one-to-many or many-to-many communication, such as network-layer or application-
layer multicast. Here, a single message may have many destinations, and a naive application of our mechanism would
require each of those destinations to send an acknowledgement. Reliable multicast is an area of ongoing research
[554, 555, 556], but it is known to be impractical to use per-destination acknowledgements for large groups.
In a tree-based multicast scheme, one possibility would be for certain nodes in the tree to act as trusted gateways, as
described in the previous section. Each gateway would be responsible for receiving U-ACKs from nodes below itself
in the multicast tree and sending aggregate U-ACKs to a node above itself in the tree. An aggregate U-ACK would
indicate delivery of a message to all intended recipients.
We consider the use of U-ACKs in non-unicast communication to be a topic for further study.
5.4 Engineering Considerations
5.4.1 Timeouts
Relays cannot store hashes indefinitely while waiting for acknowledgements – at some point, unacknowledged hashes
must be discarded. A relay that receives an acknowledgement after discarding the corresponding hash cannot verify
or forward the acknowledgement, so there is no reason for a relay to store a hash for longer than its upstream or
downstream neighbours. The most efficient solution would be for all relays along the path of a given message to discard
the associated hash at the same time, after waiting an appropriate amount of time to receive a U-ACK. However, using
a separate synchronisation protocol to determine when to discard hashes could be very complicated in an untrusted
scenario, and adding a time-to-live field to messages would undermine source-destination unlinkability by allowing
relays to estimate the distance to the source.
Fixed timeouts avoid these problems while ensuring that adjacent relays discard each hash at approximately the same
time. The length of the timeout creates a tradeoff between the maximum end-to-end latency the network can tolerate
and the number of outstanding hashes each relay must store, so the choice of an appropriate timeout will depend on




The computation and bandwidth overheads of the U-ACK mechanism are modest, particularly when compared to the
normal cost of using MACs for end-to-end authentication. The source and destination must each perform one hash
computation per message in addition to the normal cost of using MACs, and each relay must perform a single hash
computation and table lookup per acknowledgement. Every message requires a separate acknowledgement, but since
acknowledgements are small and there is at most one per message they could be piggybacked on messages travelling
in the other direction to reduce transmission costs.
The storage overhead, on the other hand, may be considerable. The source and each relay must store one hash per
outstanding message, so the storage overhead depends on four factors: the bandwidth of the node’s outgoing link, b;





So, with a 60 second timeout and a minimum message size of 100 bytes including headers, a typical peer-to-peer node
with a 64 kB/s outgoing link may need to store up to 38,400 outstanding hashes. If each record occupies 50 bytes,
that would require nearly 2 MB of memory. This represents the worst case, however, when all messages have the
minimum size and all acknowledgements time out; in a more realistic scenario with a mean message size of 500 bytes
and an average round-trip time of five seconds, the storage overhead would be just 32 kB. Nevertheless it is clear that
this overhead could make the U-ACK mechanism unsuitable for use on resource-constrained devices such as wireless
sensors.
An attacker might attempt to exhaust a relay’s memory by flooding it with messages, forcing it to store a large number
of hashes. This attack could be mitigated by allocating a separate storage quota to each neighbour; a neighbour that
exceeded its quota would then simply cause its own hashes to expire early.
In some applications it may be acceptable to reduce the bandwidth and storage overheads of the mechanism by trun-
cating the output of the hash function – this is often done with the hash-based message authentication code HMAC
[557], for example. Truncation will weaken the inversion resistance and second preimage resistance properties of the
hash function, but these properties only need to be strong enough to resist an attack during the short time before the
hash expires.
5.5 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the cost of the U-ACK mechanism in a realistic setting, we created a simple, unoptimised implementation
in Java, using HMAC-MD5 as the MAC algorithm and SHA-1 as the hash algorithm. HMAC-MD5 has a 128-bit
output and SHA-1 has a 160-bit output, so the bandwidth overhead is 20 bytes per message for the hash and 16 bytes
per acknowledgement for the preimage.
We also created two alternative implementations against which to compare the U-ACK mechanism: a plain implemen-
tation with no acknowledgement mechanism, and a sequence number implementation in which each message carries
a unique four-byte sequence number and is acknowledged by echoing the sequence number in a four-byte selective
acknowledgement. These two alternatives allow us to isolate the overhead of using acknowledgements from the over-
head of the U-ACK mechanism specifically. Apart from the generation and handling of acknowledgements, all of the
implementations use the same code. Each message and acknowledgement is sent as a separate UDP datagram. We do
not include the overhead of UDP or IP headers in our results.
To simulate packet loss, the receiver side of each implementation randomly drops a configurable fraction of messages
without acknowledging them; we call this fraction the loss rate. Unacknowledged messages are not retransmitted.
For the sequence number and U-ACK implementations, a cleanup task runs every five seconds on the sender side to
discard state associated with messages that have not been acknowledged after ten seconds.
In our experiments, each implementation was used to transfer 1 MB of random data at an average rate of 50 kB/s across
a wide-area link with a round-trip time of 14 ms (standard deviation 0.4 ms). The loss rate and payload size were varied













































































Figure 5.2: The effect of payload size. Bandwidth overhead (left), memory usage (centre), and processor time (right),
as functions of the data payload per message. Smaller payloads increase the number of messages that must be trans-
mitted and therefore increase the overhead of using acknowledgements.
the results were averaged over ten runs. Memory usage was measured by the Java virtual machine every ten seconds
after invoking the garbage collector; for each run we recorded the maximum memory usage measurement taken during
the run. Processing time was measured by the operating system, including time spent executing system calls.
The experiments were conducted on a 32-bit Acer AS1410 notebook running Linux 2.6.31 and Sun Java 1.6.0 20. This
is a low-end consumer device, but the experiments show that it is easily capable of supporting the U-ACK mechanism.
5.5.1 Results
Figure 5.2 shows the effect of payload size on the bandwidth, memory and processing costs of the three implementa-
tions. The error bars indicate the maximum and minimum values obtained in any of the ten runs. For this experiment,
the loss rate was set to zero and the payload size was varied from 100 to 3,000 bytes per message. The sequence num-
ber implementation adds four bytes to each message, while the U-ACK implementation adds 20. Acknowledgements
use another four bytes for the sequence number implementation and 16 for the U-ACK implementation.
The left frame of Figure 5.2 shows the bandwidth overhead of each implementation, defined as the ratio of non-data
bytes sent and received to data bytes sent. The ratio is always zero for the plain implementation, since it only sends
data. For small message sizes, the overhead of using acknowledgements is high: when the payload size is 100 bytes,
the U-ACK mechanism uses an additional 0.36 bytes for every byte of data (36% overhead). As the payload size
increases, however, the overhead drops, reaching 0.012 bytes per byte of data (1.2% overhead) at a payload size of
3,000 bytes. The overhead of sequence numbers is smaller by a constant factor, but scales in the same way.
The central frame of Figure 5.2 shows the memory usage of the three implementations. Smaller payload sizes cause
higher memory usage for all of the implementations, but the U-ACK implementation uses consistently more memory
than the others at all payload sizes. The difference is approximately constant and appears to be caused by loading
cryptographic libraries that are not required by the other implementations. While this overhead is not specific to the
U-ACK mechanism, it should be borne in mind as a cost of cryptographic solutions in general.
The processor time used by each implementation is shown in the right frame of Figure 5.2. Again, smaller payloads
lead to higher costs for all of the implementations, but the U-ACK implementation has the highest cost, using 1.6 times
as much computation as the plain implementation at a payload size of 100 bytes and 3.6 times as much computation
at a payload size of 3,000 bytes. While the U-ACK mechanism is expensive in comparison to the plain and sequence
number implementations, it is lightweight in comparison to other cryptographic proof of delivery mechanisms. Ac-
cording to the OpenSSL benchmarking tool, the test machine takes 6.7 µs to calculate the MD5 digest of 1024 bytes
of data followed by the SHA-1 digest of 16 bytes of data, which gives us a rough idea of the cost of creating a U-ACK
for a 1 kB message using a fully optimised implementation. In contrast, the OpenSSL benchmark’s 1024-bit DSA
signature operation takes 1.7 ms on the same machine, while the 1024-bit RSA signature operation takes 3.7 ms – 549
times as long as creating a U-ACK.
We would expect packet loss to increase the memory usage of the sequence number and U-ACK implementations,
since they keep state for each unacknowledged message for at least ten seconds, but surprisingly the data show that a
loss rate of up to 10% does not cause a significant change in the memory usage of any of the implementations (p > 0.01
using the two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test). This suggests that either the cost of keeping state for each message is not
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significant in comparison to the fixed costs of the implementation, or the virtual machine is not immediately reclaiming
the memory associated with acknowledged messages.
5.6 Related Work
The cryptographic primitives used in the U-ACK mechanism – message authentication codes and one-way hash func-
tions – have previously been used in a variety of ways for authenticated communication and proof of delivery.
5.6.1 Authenticated Acknowledgements
IPSec [558] uses message authentication codes for end-to-end authentication at the network layer, which makes it
possible to authenticate transport-layer acknowledgements as well as data. Unlike U-ACKs, however, the MACs used
by IPSec can only verified by the endpoints, not by third parties such as relays.
TLS [526] uses MACs at the transport layer. TCP headers are not covered by the MAC calculation, however, so it
is possible for relays to forge TCP acknowledgements for TLS connections. As with IPSec, the MACs used by TLS
cannot be verified by relays.
In the 2HARP routing protocol [559], each relay or destination node that receives a packet sends a signed acknowl-
edgement to the previous two nodes on the path, allowing each node to verify that its downstream neighbour forwarded
the packet. It is assumed that each node has only one identity, so nodes cannot create acknowledgements on their own
behalf. As discussed above, the computational cost of using signatures is much higher than that of using U-ACKs,
although keys of less than 1024 bits might be sufficient for an application of this kind, which would reduce the cost of
creating and verifying signatures.
Some of the robust routing protocols discussed in section 2.3.3.5 use MACs to acknowledge messages and to detect
faulty links and nodes. Fault detection requires some way to limit the creation of identities, such as issuing a certified
identity to each user, to prevent attackers from creating arbitrary numbers of node and link identifiers. The use of
MACs for fault detection also rules out source-destination unlinkability, since the endpoints must identify themselves
to the relays in order to establish MAC keys with them.
5.6.2 Authentication Using One-Way Functions
Gennaro and Rohatgi [560] describe two methods for authenticating streams using one-way functions. The first scheme
uses one-time signatures [279, 561]: each block of the stream contains a one-time public key, and the corresponding
private key is used to sign the next block. The first block carries a conventional asymmetric signature. One-time
signatures are large, so this scheme has a considerable bandwidth overhead. The computational cost of verifying a
one-time signature is comparable to that of an asymmetric signature, but signing is more efficient.
The second scheme uses chained hashes: each block contains the hash of the next block and the first block carries an
asymmetric signature. In this scheme, the entire stream must be known to the source before the first block is sent.
The Guy Fawkes protocol [562] also uses chained hashes. The source does not need to know the entire stream in
advance, but each block must be known before the previous block is sent. Each block carries a preimage and a hash
that are used to verify the previous block, and a hash that commits to the contents of the next block. The first block
carries a conventional signature. To prevent forgery, each block must be received before the next block is sent.
Several of the ad hoc routing protocols described in section 2.3.3.6 use hash chains to reduce the number of asymmetric
signature operations. Others use delayed disclosure, in which a hash and its preimage are sent by the same party at
different times, requiring loose clock synchronisation. In the U-ACK mechanism the preimage is not sent until the
hash is received, so no clock synchronisation is required.
The signature schemes described above use similar cryptographic techniques to the U-ACK mechanism, but their aims
are different. Whereas the aim of a signature scheme is to associate messages with a source, the aim of the U-ACK
mechanism is to associate an acknowledgement with a message without identifying the source or destination of the
message. The signature schemes mentioned above therefore require an initial asymmetric signature to identify the
source, whereas the U-ACK mechanism does not require asymmetric cryptography.
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GNUnet [443] uses a private search protocol in which the requester searches for a keyword that has been hashed
multiple times; the responder returns the preimage of the requester’s query, proving that the responder knows the
requested keyword. The protocol is vulnerable to dictionary and replay attacks, since a given keyword will always
produce the same request and response. The U-ACK protocol, in contrast, uses each hash and preimage only once,
and does not generate them from guessable keywords.
5.7 Discussion
5.7.1 The Puzzle-Solution Pattern
While we have described the U-ACK mechanism in terms of a particular implementation based on message authen-
tication codes and one-way hash functions, the principle underlying the mechanism is more general: it consists of
associating each message with a puzzle that only the intended destination can solve, but for which any trusted or
untrusted party can recognise the correct solution.
Using a MAC algorithm to generate puzzles has the advantage that the destination can recognise modified messages
without an additional authentication mechanism, but if another end-to-end authentication mechanism is already in use
then we may not need this feature, and other implementations of the puzzle-solution pattern can be considered. We
have used cryptographic hash functions for their one-way properties, but there are many other functions that are hard to
calculate by brute force but easy to verify, which might serve in place of hash functions in the puzzle-solution pattern.
For example, the pattern can be implemented using a block cipher: each puzzle is a ciphertext produced by encrypting
some well-known plaintext with a single-use key, and the solution to the puzzle is the single-use key. Given the
ciphertext and the well-known plaintext, it is a standard design requirement of block ciphers that nobody can determine
the key, but once the key is revealed, anyone can verify that it encrypts the well-known plaintext to produce the
previously seen ciphertext. We do not consider this implementation of the pattern in any further detail here, but merely
offer it as an example.
5.7.2 Key Management
The U-ACK mechanism requires the source and destination of each message to establish a shared secret key before
communicating. Although the manner in which this is done does not affect the design of the mechanism itself, it raises
some issues that must be addressed by any complete system that uses U-ACKs. These issues are key negotiation, key
compromise, and key replacement.
Key Negotiation
In general, key negotiation may be conducted in-band or out-of-band – that is to say, using the same channel over
which the key will be used or some other channel. If the channel used for key negotiation is susceptible to monitoring
by an adversary then the negotiation protocol must not send the key in the clear, and if the adversary can tamper with
the channel then the negotiation protocol must also detect man-in-the-middle attacks.
The simplest form of out-of-band key negotiation involves a face-to-face meeting between the communicating parties,
but that may not be practical for all applications, or for all users. A more commonly used approach is to exchange
public keys in-band, verify them out-of-band, then use the public keys to authenticate an in-band key negotiation
protocol that establishes a secret key. If a public key infrastructure is available then a certificate verification step may
replace the out-of-band key verification step. This is the approach used by TLS with X.509 certificates, for example
[526].
The secure shell protocol [527] makes out-of-band key verification optional, but caches public keys so that man-in-
the-middle attacks against subsequent connections can be detected. PGP uses a web of trust [161] for key verification:
users sign each other’s public keys, ideally after verifying them face-to-face, which makes it possible to obtain a key
from an untrusted source and verify it with a degree of confidence that depends on the verifier’s trust in the users who
have signed the key. ZRTP [563] verifies keys in-band by relying on the communicating parties’ ability to recognise
each other’s voices.
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Any of these approaches would be suitable for use with the U-ACK mechanism, depending on the application in which
the mechanism is used. Once the source and destination have verified each other’s public keys, a standard authenticated
key negotiation protocol such as Station-to-Station [524] can be used in-band to establish a shared secret key.
We briefly sketch a procedure for augmenting a key negotiation protocol with U-ACKs, if the application requires key
negotiation messages to be acknowledged:
1. The source of each key negotiation message creates a unique temporary key for use with that message.
2. The source encrypts the temporary key with the destination’s public key and attaches the encrypted temporary
key to the message.
3. The source uses the temporary key to compute a MAC over the message, including the encrypted temporary
key, and attaches the hash of the MAC to the message.
4. On receiving the message, the destination decrypts the encrypted temporary key and computes a MAC in the
same way.
5. If the hash of the resulting MAC matches the hash attached to the message, the destination sends the MAC as
an acknowledgement.
This procedure is much more computationally expensive for the endpoints than the ordinary use of U-ACKs, since
it involves asymmetric encryption, but we emphasise that it is only necessary the first time two users communicate,
and only if the application requires key negotiation messages to be acknowledged. The procedure involves no greater
overhead for relays than the ordinary use of U-ACKs, and does not provide any way for relays to determine that the
messages being exchanged are key negotiation messages.
Key Compromise
If the shared secret key used in the U-ACK mechanism becomes known to any party other than the source and desti-
nation, that party will be able to carry out two attacks. First, the attacker will be able to forge U-ACKs, causing the
source and relays to believe that the destination is receiving messages when it is not. Second, the attacker will be able
to forge MACs, causing the destination to believe that messages created or modified by the attacker were created by
the source. It is therefore vital to protect the shared secret key.
We argued in section 5.2.1 that the U-ACK protocol does not leak any more information about the shared secret key
than MACs used in the standard way, but even so, it is generally considered good practice to replace keys periodically
to protect against possible information leaks in cryptographic primitives and to limit the damage caused by exposed
keys. We return to the issue of key replacement below.
Another way for an attacker to obtain the key would be to compromise one of the endpoints’ computers. Protecting
against threats of this kind is a task that goes far beyond the scope of this thesis, and includes testing and exam-
ining software to detect security flaws, keeping third-party software up-to-date with the latest security patches, and
controlling physical access to the devices on which keys are stored.
Key Replacement
To prevent replay attacks, no two U-ACKs should be generated for identical payloads using identical keys. The
description of the U-ACK mechanism given in section 5.1 specifies that a unique nonce or serial number should be
attached to the data to ensure that each payload is unique; if the range of the serial number is not sufficient to prevent
it from wrapping during the lifetime of the relationship between the communicating parties then the key must be
replaced before the serial number wraps. This is a standard requirement for encryption and authentication protocols,
and the standard solution is for both endpoints to use the shared secret key to generate matching sequences of keys,
each of which is used until the serial number is about to wrap, at which point the key is replaced with the next key in
the sequence [525]. Replacing keys periodically can also help to limit the damage caused by information leaks and
exposed keys, as discussed above.
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A related issue that requires consideration is how to manage the nonces or serial numbers themselves. Unlike keys,
serial numbers do not need to be agreed between sources and destinations, but each source must ensure that it does
not reuse the same combination of key and serial number. If a node crashes then it may lose track of which keys and
serial numbers it has already used. In such a scenario it may be necessary to repeat the key negotiation procedure to
obtain a new shared secret key, from which a new sequence of keys can be derived as described above. Any sequence
number can then be safely used with the keys from the new sequence.
5.8 Conclusion
We have described the U-ACK mechanism, a lightweight technique for proving that a message has been delivered
unmodified to its intended destination across an untrusted network. The acknowledgements created by the mechanism
are unforgeable but can be verified by untrusted third parties. The only nodes that need to be able to verify one
another’s identities are the source and destination of each message.
The mechanism has broad applicability: it can operate at the network layer or in a peer-to-peer overlay, and does
not require relays to establish a security association with the endpoints, or to be aware of the details of higher-layer
protocols. U-ACKs can be seen as an instance of a more general puzzle-solution pattern for proving that a message
has been delivered to its intended destination.
In the next chapter we will use the U-ACK mechanism as a building block in two address-free routing protocols
designed for robust, unlinkable communication across untrusted networks.
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Chapter 6
Routing Protocols for Untrusted Networks
“Wanderer, your footsteps are the road, and nothing more;
Wanderer, there is no road, the road is made by walking.”
– Antonio Machado, Proverbs and Songs
This chapter describes two routing protocols, Darknet and Exu, that use the U-ACK mechanism described in Chapter 5
to discover reliable paths across untrusted networks. Nodes in the Darknet protocol attempt to optimise the probability
that the messages they transmit will be delivered, regardless of whether those messages were generated locally or are
being forwarded on behalf of other nodes, while nodes in the Exu protocol attempt to optimise the benefit they obtain
from the messages they transmit, by prioritising their own messages and those of cooperative neighbours.
Both protocols are examples of address-free routing, an approach to communication across multi-hop networks that
does not require identifiers with global scope or explicit knowledge of the network topology. The protocols combine
path discovery with data delivery, so that every message produces feedback about the reliability of the path it follows.
We use extensive simulations to compare the Darknet and Exu protocols to two existing methods of address-free
routing: on-demand routing and flooding. Although the Darknet protocol does not perform as well as on-demand
routing under ideal conditions, we find that it is robust to internal attacks by misbehaving nodes, while the Exu
protocol creates strong incentives for selfish users to cooperate in message forwarding.
6.1 Assumptions and Terminology
The scenario considered in this chapter is similar to that considered in Chapter 5: an untrusted network with no
central administration or admission control, where nodes cannot establish the identities of any nodes other than their
immediate neighbours, and do not trust any nodes other than those with which they wish to communicate. Each
communication exchange involves a series of messages sent from a source to a destination by relying on the forwarding
behaviour of intermediate relays, and a series of corresponding acknowledgements that follow the reverse paths of the
acknowledged messages. Any node may act as a source, destination or relay.
As in the previous chapter, each source and destination are assumed to have some way to establish a shared secret
key before communicating; the discussion of key negotiation, key compromise and key replacement from the previous
chapter also applies here.
We assume that nodes and links are unreliable, and that some participants in the routing protocol may be selfish,
meaning that they would prefer to avoid the cost of forwarding messages, while others may be malicious, meaning
that they may try to disrupt communication. Other participants may wish to monitor the traffic passing across the
network. The goal of the protocols presented in this chapter is to deliver messages from sources to destinations in
the presence of unreliable components and selfish or malicious users, while maintaining unlinkability between sources
and destinations.
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Figure 6.1: UML state machine for the Darknet protocol.
6.2 The Darknet Protocol
The Darknet protocol (Distributed Adaptive Routing without Knowledge of the Network) uses the U-ACK mechanism
described in the previous chapter to discover reliable paths between sources and destinations. In keeping with the
design strategy described in section 3.4, the protocol does not attempt to distinguish between accidental, selfish and
malicious failures; nor does it attempt to identify faulty components. Instead, it routes around faults by preferentially
selecting paths that reliably deliver messages end-to-end. By using the feedback provided by U-ACKs, each node
attempts to learn which messages should be transmitted to which neighbours in order to maximise the probability of
delivery, without explicit knowledge of the paths by which messages are being delivered.
At a high level, the Darknet protocol is similar to the probabilistic routing algorithms surveyed in section 2.3.3.2. The
source of each message estimates the probability that the message will be acknowledged if it is transmitted to each
neighbour, and accordingly transmits the message to zero or more neighbours. Each of those neighbours makes its own
estimates and transmits the message to zero or more of its own neighbours, and so on. If the message is successfully
delivered, the first copy to reach the destination is acknowledged. The acknowledgement follows the reverse path of
the acknowledged copy to the source, updating the reliability estimators of the nodes along the path. Timeouts are
used to update the reliability estimators corresponding to unacknowledged copies and undelivered messages.
The result of this feedback process is that when no path for a message is known, the protocol may send redundant
messages along many paths, but when a reliable path is discovered, it is chosen in preference to alternative paths for
as long as it remains reliable.
Every message in the Darknet protocol is used for reliability measurement; there are no dedicated route discovery or
probe messages, so faulty nodes cannot selectively drop certain messages without affecting the measured reliability.
6.2.1 Local Identities
Most routing protocols use a globally unique name or address to identify each node; it is usually assumed that acci-
dental identity collisions can be resolved (for example, by choosing a new identity when a collision is detected [564])
and deliberate collisions can be prevented (for example, by using certified identities). However, as discussed in section
2.1.2, these assumptions may not hold in an untrusted network with no central administration. Even if no identity-
related attack is taking place, in some cases it may not be practical for every node to be aware of the membership and
structure of a constantly changing network, and for privacy reasons it may be undesirable for protocols to require such
knowledge.
The Darknet protocol does not use end-to-end addresses or any other global identifiers – in fact we assume that each
node knows nothing about the network beyond its immediate neighbours. Each node must be able to distinguish
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between its neighbours, but identities with local scope are sufficient for this purpose; a node is free to use a different
identity when dealing with each neighbour.
How these local identities are implemented will depend on the context in which the Darknet protocol is used. For
example, if the Darknet protocol is used at the network layer, each node will require a link-layer identifier for each
of its neighbours, whereas if the Darknet protocol is used in an application-layer overlay, each node will require a
transport-layer identifier for each neighbour. The establishment of suitable local identifiers occurs at a lower layer of
the protocol stack than the Darknet protocol itself, so we do not consider it in detail here.
For the purposes of the Darknet protocol, nodes that are only connected by unidirectional links are not considered to
be neighbours – the protocol cannot discover or use paths that contain unidirectional links.
6.2.2 The Message Pool
Each node in the Darknet protocol keeps a small pool of messages that are waiting for transmission to neighbouring
nodes; these may include messages it has generated as a source and messages it has received as a relay. Messages
are selected from the pool for transmission so as to maximise the probability that the transmitted messages will be
acknowledged.
Algorithm 6.1 Choosing a message from the pool for transmission.
pbest ← 0
for all m ∈ pool do
for all n ∈ neighbours do
if ¬ previouslyReceivedFrom(m, n) ∧¬ previouslyTransmittedTo(m, n) then
p← estimateProbabilityOfAcknowledgement(m, n)








if pbest > pmin then
transmitMessage(mbest, nbest)
end if
The state machine for the Darknet protocol is shown in Figure 6.1. Whenever a node enters the choose message state, it
uses Algorithm 6.1 to select a message from the pool for transmission. Note that if pbest ≤ pmin, no message is trans-
mitted; thus the parameter pmin, the minimum acceptable probability of acknowledgement, controls how aggressively
the protocol uses the available bandwidth.
The size of the message pool is limited: when the pool is full and a new message is added to the pool, the message with
the lowest remaining probability of being acknowledged (which may be the new message) is discarded. Messages that
have been acknowledged are removed from the pool, as are messages that have timed out (see section 6.2.3).
Duplicate messages are discarded to prevent routing loops and to reduce redundancy. Before discarding a duplicate
message, a node records the neighbour from which the message was received, to avoid transmitting the message back
to that neighbour. A node may transmit multiple copies of a given message to different neighbours, but it will never
transmit the same message to a given neighbour more than once; nor will it transmit a message to a neighbour from
which it has received a copy of that message.
Acknowledgements take priority over messages and are not held in the message pool.
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6.2.3 Timeouts
Nodes store information about the messages they have transmitted in the message table. Each record in the table
includes the hash of the expected acknowledgement, the local identifier of the neighbour from which the message was
first received (unless the message was locally generated), and pointers to any relevant reliability estimators. When an
acknowledgement is received or a timeout occurs, all the relevant reliability estimators are updated and the record is
removed from the table.
As described in section 5.4.1, fixed timeouts are a simple way to ensure that adjacent relays along a given path discard
their records at approximately the same time, thus minimising wasted storage. Timestamps would require clock
synchronisation – a difficult problem in an untrusted network – and might allow relays to determine their distance
from the source, so messages in the Darknet protocol do not carry timestamps. Each relay uses a fixed timeout based
on the time at which it first received the message, while the source uses a fixed timeout based on the time at which the
message was generated.
6.2.4 Reliability Estimators
Within the general framework described above there are many possible ways to estimate the probability that a message
will be acknowledged. To achieve the best results, any information that may indicate the message’s relationship
to earlier messages should be taken into consideration. Even without end-to-end addresses, the local identities of
the previous and next hops provide some information that can be used to distinguish between messages. Timing is
also significant: changes in the network topology and traffic levels, even if they are not directly visible to the node,
make new information more relevant than old information when estimating reliability. Thus our first attempt at a
reliability estimator is a simple exponentially weighted moving average for each ordered pair of neighbours (previous
hop and next hop). The moving average is adjusted upwards whenever a message is acknowledged (Equation 6.1), and
downwards whenever a message times out (Equation 6.2):
xi+1 = (1− α)xi + α (6.1)
xi+1 = (1− α)xi, (6.2)
where xi is the estimate before updating the moving average and xi+1 is the estimate afterwards. The parameter
α determines the sensitivity of the estimator to changes in reliability; in the simulations presented below we set α
to 0.1. We will see in section 6.3.4 that even this simple reliability estimator provides a considerable improvement
in efficiency when compared with flooding; further improvements may be possible by designing more sophisticated
estimators.
The reliability estimators for locally generated messages are similar to those for forwarded messages: a node that is
acting as a source keeps one estimator per neighbour to estimate the probability that locally generated messages will
be acknowledged if they are transmitted to that neighbour.
6.2.5 Flow Labels
In addition to discovering implicit relationships between messages, the efficiency of routing can be improved if related
messages are explicitly grouped together. We define a flow as any sequence of messages that have the same source and
destination and that are semantically related in some way, such as the messages that make up a single file transfer. If
relays can identify flows then they may be able to use the reliability information gathered from previous messages in
a flow to improve their routing decisions for subsequent messages in the same flow.
To indicate the existence of flows we introduce flow labels. By marking all messages in a flow with the same arbitrary
label, the contents of which are not significant, the source of a flow can provide a hint to relays that the messages
are related. If for any reason the source does not want to reveal that two messages are related, the source is free to
mark them with different labels. The flow label is not covered by the message authentication code in the U-ACK
mechanism.
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Flow labels have local scope: as a message travels across the network, it will be assigned a different label on each link
it traverses. However, messages belonging to the same flow should have matching labels on any given link, and each
flow traversing a link must be assigned a label that distinguishes it from any other flows currently traversing the same
link. In particular, flows arriving at a node from different upstream neighbours must be assigned distinct labels on any
downstream link, even if they happen to have matching labels on their respective upstream links.
The use of flow labels with local scope is similar to the use of label-swapping in Multiprotocol Label Switching [565],
but there is no requirement to establish state in the relays before data transfer begins – labels can be assigned to new
flows on the fly.
Although they do not identify the endpoints, flow labels enable fine-grained reliability measurement: messages arriving
from the same neighbour with the same flow label are likely to have the same (unknown) source and destination, so
the reliability of earlier messages in a flow can be used to estimate the reliability of later messages. Nodes can make
use of this information by keeping a separate reliability estimator for each active flow. As with the simple per-pair
estimators described above, new information is more likely to be relevant than old information, so our first attempt at a
per-flow estimator once again uses an exponentially weighted moving average, as described in Equations 6.1 and 6.2.
To estimate the reliability of new flows, nodes also need to keep per-pair estimators that are only updated by the
first message in each flow. These are used to estimate the reliability of a message given that it is the first message
in a new flow – a per-pair estimator updated by every message would tend to direct new flows along the same paths
as established flows, undermining the purpose of flow labels. The per-pair estimators are used to initialise per-flow
estimators, which are thereafter updated independently.
As with per-pair estimators, the per-flow reliability estimators for locally generated messages are similar to those for
forwarded messages: a node that is acting as a source keeps one estimator per neighbour, which is updated by the first
message in each locally generated flow and then used to initialise an independent per-flow estimator for the remainder
of the flow.
6.2.6 Aging and Discounting
From the description given at the start of section 6.2 it might appear that Darknet routing is likely to produce a large
number of redundant messages. Aging and discounting are two techniques designed to improve the efficiency of the
protocol by reducing the likelihood of transmitting redundant messages.
The technique of aging is based on the observation that an acknowledgement arriving after the timeout will not be
recognised, since the corresponding record will have expired from the message table. Similarly, an acknowledgement
arriving near the timeout is likely to miss the timeout at the next node. Thus the probability that a message will be
acknowledged and the acknowledgement will reach the source decreases during the time the message is held in the
pool, reaching zero at the timeout. Aging accounts for this effect by reducing each message’s reliability linearly from
the time it enters the pool to the time it expires.
The second technique, discounting, is based on the observation that each additional copy of a message that is transmit-
ted is increasingly likely to be redundant. The higher the estimated reliability of the copies transmitted so far, the more
likely it is that an additional copy will be redundant, so an additional copy should only be transmitted if the reliability
of the copies transmitted so far is low. This has the effect of causing more exploration when the path to the destination
is unknown or unreliable, and less exploration when a reliable path exists.
Ideally we would like to calculate the conditional probability of an additional copy of the message being acknowledged,
given that none of the previous copies is acknowledged first. However, it would be impractical to store all of the
information needed to estimate the conditional probability for each neighbour given any possible combination of
previous neighbours, so in practice it is necessary to treat the probabilities as independent.
Let xi denote the probability of the ith copy of the message being acknowledged, and let yi denote the conditional
probability of the ith copy being acknowledged, given that none of the previous copies is acknowledged first. Then,







where xi is the estimate before discounting and yi is the discounted estimate. As the sum of the estimates for previous
copies approaches one, meaning that an acknowledgement is expected as a result of the copies already transmitted, the
discounted estimate for an additional copy approaches zero. The calculation can be made more efficient by keeping a
running total.
6.2.7 Storage Overhead
The storage overhead of the U-ACK mechanism was discussed in general terms in section 5.4.2. Here we give some
more specific figures for a peer-to-peer scenario.
The size of a node’s message table depends primarily on its outgoing bandwidth. If we assume a timeout of 60 seconds
and a typical message size of 1,000 bytes, a node may have up to 60 messages outstanding for every kB/s of outgoing
bandwidth. If each record occupies 100 bytes, a typical peer-to-peer node with 64 kB/s of outgoing bandwidth would
need to allocate 384 kB of storage for its message table.
Flow labels introduce a second source of storage overhead: the flow table. For each flow a node is currently forwarding,
the node must record the mapping between the label on the upstream link and the label on the downstream link, together
with a per-flow reliability estimator. If we assume that mappings are discarded after 60 seconds of inactivity, then the
number of active mappings is limited by the node’s outgoing bandwidth, since each outgoing message reactivates one
mapping. If each mapping occupies 100 bytes, the typical peer-to-peer node described above would need a further 384
kB of storage for its flow table.
All of the information in the flow table is soft state: it does not need to survive across restarts, and information about
inactive flows can be discarded to reclaim space. When information about a flow is discarded, the flow is not cut off,
but the per-flow reliability estimator and the downstream flow label are lost, so if the flow later becomes active again
it will be treated like a new flow and assigned a new label on the downstream link.
6.2.8 Attacks on Flow Labels
We stated above that it is “likely” that messages arriving from the same neighbour with the same flow label have the
same source and destination. In fact, in an adversarial scenario there is no guarantee that this is the case – an internal
attacker may assign any label to any message. By giving a message a new label, the attacker will cause downstream
nodes to route the message separately from the other messages in its flow, which may prevent the message from
reaching its destination. Any attacker who can modify a message’s label, however, can just as easily drop the message,
which would also be possible in the absence of labels. Regardless of whether the attacker drops messages or modifies
them so that they do not reach their destinations, upstream nodes will tend to prefer more reliable paths that bypass
the attacker, if any such paths exist.
A more subtle type of attack involves adding messages to a flow. The added messages may have the same destination
as the original messages, a different destination, or no valid destination at all. They may be generated by the attacker
or taken from other flows the attacker is forwarding.
If an attacker mixes messages with no valid destination into a flow, the added messages will not be acknowledged,
reducing the measured reliability of the flow at every node between the attacker and the destination of the original
messages. This may cause nodes downstream from the attacker to forward fewer of the original messages than they
would otherwise have done. In that case, nodes upstream from the attacker will see the reliability of the flow decreasing
on paths that pass through the attacker, while the reliability of the flow will be unaffected on paths that bypass the
attacker, if any such paths exist. Thus, to the extent that the attacker succeeds in causing downstream nodes to
stop forwarding the flow, upstream nodes will tend to route around the attacker. Note that this happens without any
knowledge that an attack is taking place, and without any attempt to identify the attacker.
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If the messages mixed into a flow have a valid destination that is different from the destination of the original messages,
nodes downstream from the attacker will receive mixed signals as to which is the best path for the flow: they may
forward the flow towards the destination of the original messages, the destination of the added messages, or both. To
the extent that they stop forwarding the original messages to their correct destination, the result will be the same as
described above: nodes upstream from the attacker will prefer paths that bypass the attacker, if any such paths exist.
It is for this reason that we mandate that flows arriving from different upstream neighbours must be assigned distinct
flow labels on any downstream link, even if they happen to have matching labels on their respective upstream links: if
a flow is forwarded along two paths, one of which passes through an attacker while the other bypasses the attacker, and
if those paths meet at some node downstream from the attacker, the attacker’s manipulation of the first path must not
affect the downstream node’s reliability estimate for the second path. Otherwise an attacker would be able to interfere
with the discovery of fault-free paths.
Finally, we consider an attack that does not try to prevent messages from being delivered, but instead tries to determine
their destination. By mixing messages from a flow with a known destination into a flow with an unknown destination,
an attacker may try to determine whether the two flows follow the same downstream path. If the reliability of the
flows is not affected by mixing then it is likely that the downstream paths are the same, at least as far as the nearer of
the flows’ destinations (the destinations may be the same). The attacker can test whether mixing affects reliability by
alternating between periods of mixing and not mixing while looking for corresponding changes in the reliability of the
flows.
To prevent this attack, destinations should check the flow labels of received messages; any message that has the same
flow label as a message the destination has previously acknowledged, but that does not come from the same source as
that message, should not be acknowledged or forwarded.
6.2.9 Comparison Between Flow Labels and Circuits
To understand what flow labels achieve, it is useful to compare them with the circuits used by low-latency mix networks
such as Tor (see section 2.4.4). Like circuits, flow labels are used to indicate a relationship between messages that share
the same source and destination, without identifying the source or destination to intermediate nodes. Both mechanisms
increase the efficiency of routing – in the case of flow labels, by allowing fine-grained reliability measurement, and in
the case of circuits, by reducing the use of asymmetric cryptography.
There are some significant differences between the two mechanisms, however. A Tor circuit follows a single, pre-
established path: the source must select trustworthy and reliable relays when the circuit is set up, and the path is fixed
for the lifetime of the circuit. A flow in the Darknet protocol, on the other hand, may follow any number of paths,
with flow labels being allocated on demand on each link the flow traverses. Messages belonging to the same flow may
follow different paths during the lifetime of the flow in response to changing network conditions, and may even follow
different paths in parallel, if those paths are equally reliable.
6.2.10 Recognising Delivered Messages
Since the Darknet protocol does not use end-to-end addresses, every node that receives a message must check whether
it is the intended destination of the message. A simple but inefficient way to do this is to attempt to decrypt and verify
the message using the secret key shared with each source with which the destination communicates. (Note that the
number of such sources may be far smaller than the number of sources in the network as a whole.)
The computational cost of decrypting and verifying every message in this way is certainly not trivial, but it is compa-
rable to the costs incurred by mixes in low-latency mix networks (see section 2.4.4). Some of the routing protocols
described in section 2.4.7 require every node to check whether it is the intended destination of every route request
by performing an expensive asymmetric decryption; by contrast, the check described above only requires relatively
inexpensive symmetric operations.
If the overhead of checking every message is unacceptable then it is easy to imagine a more efficient solution involving
pseudo-random ‘tags’ that can be predicted by the intended destination, but which appear random to any other node.
However, since the negotiation and management of the keys and counters needed to generate and recognise such tags
would introduce additional complexity, we do not consider such a solution in detail here; we assume that the simple
‘brute force’ method is used.
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6.3 Simulations
To evaluate the suitability of the Darknet protocol for censorship-resistant communication we carried out detailed sim-
ulations to compare its performance with that of two existing approaches to address-free routing: on-demand routing
and flooding. As discussed in section 3.3.3, these approaches do not require identifiers with global scope or explicit
knowledge of the network topology, so they are potentially suitable for use in robust, unlinkable communication.
To discover the best results that any protocol could achieve in the simulated scenarios we also simulated an ideal
routing protocol that uses an oracle to select short, uncongested paths between sources and destinations.
To evaluate the suitability of the protocols for private and censorship-resistant communication, we compared them in
a setting similar to the one proposed in Chapter 3: a friend-to-friend Internet overlay using constant rate cover traffic.
The protocols were evaluated for their scalability; for their ability to discover short, low-latency paths; for their
sensitivity to the topology and bandwidth distribution of the network; and for their sensitivity to flow length. Sections
6.4 and 6.5 present further simulations evaluating the protocols’ vulnerability to malicious and selfish behaviour.
6.3.1 The Simulator
The following requirements were identified for the simulator:
1. It should capture the temporal behaviour of the protocols as accurately as possible.
2. It should be capable of simulating unstructured peer-to-peer overlays with thousands of nodes.
3. It should realistically model bandwidth constraints and congestion, both in the underlying network and in the
overlay.
4. It should be capable of simulating multiple protocols under the same conditions, including mixtures of faulty
and non-faulty nodes.
As reported by Naicken et al. [566] in their review of peer-to-peer network simulators, there is no existing simulator
that meets these requirements, except for low-level simulators such as NS-2 [567], which would require the protocols
to be simulated at a prohibitively costly level of detail. We therefore developed a new discrete event-based simulator
that models Internet overlays at the packet level. The simulator is described in Appendix A, together with the default
parameters used to simulate each of the routing protocols.
All simulations were allowed to reach a steady state before any measurements were taken, and all results were averaged
over ten runs. Error bars indicate the maximum and minimum values obtained in any run.
6.3.2 System Model
The simulated networks are friend-to-friend Internet overlays. Each simulated node represents a personal computer
with a typical domestic broadband connection, while the links between nodes represent social relationships between
the respective users. We assume that the social network does not change during the course of the simulations, but
nodes may come online or go offline at any time; in other words we simulate leave-join churn but not join-leave churn
(see section 2.2.1). The periods of uptime and downtime have exponentially distributed durations, each with a mean of
two hours. The exponential distribution captures the fact that very short and very long uptime durations are observed
in peer-to-peer networks. It was chosen over the more realistic power law distribution (see section 2.2.1) because it is
memoryless; simulations with power law uptime or downtime distributions would have taken an extremely long time
to reach a steady state.
Traffic in the network consists of flows between sources and destinations that are chosen uniformly at random from
the nodes that are currently online. Each flow contains a geometrically distributed number of messages1. When a flow
ends, or when either of its endpoints goes offline, it is immediately replaced with a new flow between randomly chosen
1The geometric distribution is the discrete counterpart of the exponential distribution, and is similarly memoryless.
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endpoints. Within each flow, messages are generated at a constant rate. We obtained similar results, not shown here,
for exponentially distributed inter-message intervals.
Choosing sources and destinations uniformly at random is arguably unrealistic – one might expect that users who want
to communicate with one another will tend to be closer in the social network, and therefore closer in a friend-to-friend
overlay, than users chosen at random. The relationship is not a simple one, however. Golder et al. [568] report that
while the majority of messages in a social networking website are exchanged between users who identify themselves
as friends, only a minority of pairs of friends exchange such messages, while Bigwood et al. [569] find significant
differences between self-reported social networks and those based on encounters.
Having no simple model for users’ communication preferences, we therefore use a random model to avoid overesti-
mating the amount of local traffic, which would under-emphasise the importance of scalable routing.
Terminology
In the following descriptions of the simulated protocols, we distinguish between data messages, which carry end-to-
end data payloads; messages in general, which include data messages and information used by the routing protocol,
such as route requests and acknowledgements; and packets, which transport messages across the underlying network
between neighbouring nodes. Each packet contains zero or more complete messages.
Cover Traffic
In section 3.2.4 we specified that every node should transmit packets at a constant rate, using padding to keep the
volume of traffic that is visible to an external observer independent from the volume of genuine traffic. To model
cover traffic in the simulations, each online node transmits packets to its online neighbours in round-robin order.
Messages waiting for transmission to each neighbour are held in a drop-tail queue. When it is a neighbour’s turn to
receive a packet, as many complete messages as possible are removed from the head of the neighbour’s queue and
placed in the packet; the remainder of the packet is filled with padding. If there are no messages waiting, the entire
packet is filled with padding. The neighbour that receives the packet can recognise and discard the padding – padding
is not forwarded across the overlay.
Once the packet has been transmitted, a packet is created for the next neighbour in the same way. Thus an online node
is always transmitting to some neighbour, as long as it has any neighbours online. The frequency with which packets
are transmitted to each neighbour varies according to the number of online neighbours.
6.3.3 The Protocols
Flooding
Flooding is the simplest of the simulated protocols. When a source generates a data message it queues the message
for transmission to each online neighbour. Any node that receives a data message for which it is not the destination
queues the message for transmission to each online neighbour, except the one from which the message was received.
Duplicate messages are discarded.
Flooding is included here mainly as a benchmark against which to compare the performance of the other protocols. It
is known to perform poorly in large networks, but it can be very robust in small networks: when the offered load is low
enough, every message travels across every link, ensuring that a fault-free path will be found if any such path exists.
On-Demand Routing
Several on-demand routing protocols for unlinkable communication were described in section 2.4.7. Rather than
focussing on the details of a particular system, we simulate a generic on-demand protocol that captures the common
features of the systems described in that section. No global identifiers such as addresses are used; instead, anonymous
route identifiers are used to distinguish between routes without identifying the endpoints to the relays or vice versa.
As with Darknet routing, we assume that any two users who wish to communicate across the overlay have established
a shared secret out-of-band in advance.
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As its name suggests, on-demand routing only discovers routes when they are needed. To discover a route, a source
generates a route request message that is flooded through the overlay. When the destination receives the route request
it generates a route reply message that follows the reverse path of the route request, establishing an anonymous route
identifier at intermediate nodes. Data messages follow the route identifier from the source to the destination. If a
node is unable to forward a data message because the next node along the route has gone offline, the node creates a
route error message that is forwarded back to the source, which repeats the route discovery process with a new route
identifier. During route discovery and rediscovery, sources queue any data messages they generate. If a route request
times out without receiving a reply, another request is generated with a new route identifier.
To maintain the anonymity of the source, route requests do not have a time-to-live counter limiting their range.
Darknet Routing
As described in section 6.2.2, each node in the Darknet protocol keeps a small pool of data messages that are waiting
to be transmitted, including those it has generated as a source and those it has received as a relay. When a packet is
being prepared for transmission to a neighbour, any waiting acknowledgements are first removed from the neighbour’s
queue and added to the packet; if there is enough space left for a data message, the best message is selected from the
pool.
Cover traffic makes the procedure for selecting a message somewhat simpler than that described in section 6.2.2: the
neighbour that will receive the next packet has already been chosen, so it is only necessary to estimate the probability
of each message receiving an acknowledgement if it is transmitted to the chosen neighbour; messages that have already
been sent to or received from the chosen neighbour can be skipped. Since the packet will be padded to the same size
regardless of whether it contains a data message, we set pmin to zero, so any message with a non-zero probability of
being acknowledged is considered for transmission.
Two variants of the Darknet protocol are simulated: Darknet/Pair, which uses one reliability estimator per pair of
neighbours and does not use flow labels; and Darknet/Flow, which uses flow labels and one estimator per flow, as
described in section 6.2.5.
Oracle Routing
The last of our simulated protocols is intended to give an upper bound on the performance of any possible protocol
under the simulated conditions. An oracle with complete knowledge of the network, including the state of every node’s
internal message queues, selects an independent path for each data message, avoiding faulty nodes and congested links.
If no suitable path can be found, the message is dropped at the source to avoid placing unnecessary load on the network.
If several paths are available, the oracle chooses the shortest, breaking ties by congestion. The congestion of each path
is measured by finding the largest number of messages queued for transmission on any link along the path; the least
congested path is chosen. This tends to balance load across paths of equal length.
6.3.4 Scalability
The first set of simulations evaluates the scalability of the protocols. We simulate networks of various sizes, from 50
to 2,000 nodes. In each run we measure the reliability, defined as the fraction of data messages successfully delivered,
and the forwarding overhead, defined as the number of bytes transmitted by the network, excluding padding, divided
by the total size of the data messages successfully delivered. We exclude padding from the overhead calculations to
discover how much capacity each protocol leaves for background communication between neighbouring nodes, such
as the private file sharing described in section 3.3.4.
The results of the scalability simulations are shown in Figure 6.2. As expected, oracle routing scales perfectly, achiev-
ing 100% reliability at all network sizes, whereas flooding does not scale well at all. Even in networks of just 50
nodes, the offered load is too high for flooding, and only 57% of messages reach their destinations; as the size of the
network increases, flooding’s reliability drops rapidly.
On-demand routing scales well up to 1,700 nodes, with high reliability and low overhead. However, at 1,800 nodes












































(b) Forwarding overhead as a function of the network size.
Figure 6.2: Reliability and forwarding overhead as functions of the network size. On-demand routing scales well up
to 1,700 nodes, but then suffers from congestion collapse due to route request retransmissions.
0.2%. At 2,000 nodes every run achieves less than 0.2% reliability. Figure 6.2(b) shows that the overhead increases
rapidly as the reliability drops – at 2,000 nodes, the overhead of on-demand routing is more than twenty times that of
flooding.
Further investigation shows that the cause of this sudden change is congestion collapse: when the network becomes
sufficiently congested that some route requests fail to reach their destinations, the automatic retransmission of route
requests adds to the congestion, creating a positive feedback loop that overwhelms the network with route requests,
destroying reliability. The threshold at which congestion collapse occurs can be raised by increasing the retransmission
timeout of route requests, but the underlying problem still exists. A better strategy might be to use an adaptive timeout,
backing off exponentially after each retransmission, as is done in AODV (see section 2.3.3.1).
Since all of the remaining simulations use networks of 1,000 nodes, we do not investigate this problem further; we
assume that on-demand routing can be made to scale adequately beyond the network sizes considered here, through
the use of adaptive timeouts or other techniques.
Darknet routing with per-pair estimators scales much better than flooding, delivering 99% of messages in networks
of 50 nodes and 37% in networks of 2,000 nodes. Flow labels and per-flow estimators significantly improve the
protocol’s scalability: Darknet/Flow achieves 65% reliability in networks of 2,000 nodes, nearly twice the reliability
of Darknet/Pair. Up to the point of on-demand routing’s congestion collapse, however, Darknet/Flow’s scalability is far
below that of on-demand routing, and the downward trend suggests that neither variant of the Darknet protocol is likely
to be suitable for use in very large networks. We do not expect Darknet routing to suffer from congestion collapse
at any scale, since it does not retransmit messages, but if higher-layer protocols use retransmission, the possibility of
congestion collapse must be borne in mind.
All of the simulations in the remainder of this chapter use networks of 1,000 nodes.
6.3.5 Latency, Stretch and Coverage
To assess how good the protocols are at finding short paths between sources and destinations, we measure the latency
and stretch of delivered messages. Latency is the elapsed time between a data message being transmitted by its source
and received by its destination. Stretch is the length of the path taken by a data message, divided by the ideal path
length, which is the length of the shortest path between the source and the destination.
Figure 6.3(a) compares the latency and stretch achieved by the four protocols. The poor performance of flooding is
obvious: the paths it uses are on average four times the ideal length, which is one of the factors contributing to an
end-to-end latency ten times higher than that of any other protocol; the other factor is congestion, which causes long




























































Small world, equal bandwidth
(b) The effect of network topology and bandwidth distribution.
Figure 6.3: Left: Flooding has much higher latency and stretch than the other protocols. The Darknet protocol uses
somewhat longer paths than on-demand routing. Right: The effect of network topology and bandwidth distribution.
None of the protocols performs well in scale-free networks unless bandwidth is proportional to degree.
low-latency paths, because it tries every possible path in parallel. On demand-routing, which uses flooding for route
discovery, has latency and stretch values comparable to the ideal values achieved by oracle routing.
Both variants of Darknet routing have lower latency than on-demand routing but higher stretch, which would seem to
suggest that they deliver data messages more quickly than on-demand routing, but over longer paths. This paradoxical
effect is more pronounced for Darknet/Pair than for Darknet/Flow. The extra round-trip for route discovery in on-
demand routing is unlikely to be the cause, since route discovery only delays the first few messages of each flow.
One possible explanation is that Darknet routing tends to be more successful at delivering messages between endpoints
that are close together in the network, which would reduce the average latency of successfully delivered messages
relative to a protocol that delivered all messages. To determine whether this is the case, we measure the coverage of
each protocol, defined as the ratio of the mean ideal path length of delivered messages to the mean ideal path length of
generated messages. A low coverage value indicates that a protocol is biased towards endpoints that are close together
in the network.
In networks of 1,000 nodes, oracle and on-demand routing achieve 100% coverage; Darknet/Flow achieves 99%;
Darknet/Pair, 97%; and flooding, 94%. It therefore seems likely that Darknet routing’s imperfect coverage contributes
to its apparently low latency.
6.3.6 Topology and Bandwidth Distribution
As discussed in section 2.1.1, online social networks tend to exhibit highly skewed degree distributions, with a small
number of nodes having far more than the average number of neighbours. It might be argued that the degree distribu-
tion is likely to be less skewed in networks designed for censorship-resistance than in networks designed for casual
socialising, since users of the former are unlikely to connect to dozens of distant acquaintances. Nevertheless, we need
to determine whether the Darknet protocol is suitable for use over a wide range of topologies.
To measure the impact of network topology on the performance of the four routing protocols, we simulate three types
of topology: random networks, in which every pair of nodes is connected with equal probability; scale-free networks,
which are generated with Bauke and Sherrington’s local attachment model; and small world networks, which are
generated with Kleinberg’s navigable small world model. (See section 2.1.1 for details of the scale-free and small
world constructions.) Scale-free networks have power law degree distributions, in contrast to the Poisson degree
distributions of random networks, while small world networks are more highly clustered than random networks.
When using round-robin cover traffic (see section 6.3.2), a node’s degree affects the amount of bandwidth it allocates
to each link: a high-degree node will devote a smaller fraction of its bandwidth to each of its links than a low-degree







































(b) The impact of black hole attacks.
Figure 6.4: Left: Short flows increase route discovery costs, adversely affecting all of the protocols except oracle
routing and flooding. Right: The impact of black hole attacks. The dotted lines show the effect of the attacker
dropping all messages.
bandwidth. Similarly, a high-degree node’s incoming bandwidth may be exhausted by traffic from its many neighbours,
especially those that have low degree and therefore allocate large amounts of bandwidth to each link.
To separate these effects from any other effects of the degree distribution, we simulate two bandwidth distributions for
scale-free networks. In the first, all nodes have equal bandwidth, as in the random and small world topologies, while
in the second, each node’s bandwidth is proportional to its degree. The total bandwidth across all nodes is the same in
all cases.
The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 6.3(b). All of the protocols perform worse in scale-free networks
with equal bandwidth than in any of the other conditions. Even oracle routing’s reliability falls from 100% to 67%.
Surprisingly, on-demand routing performs better than oracle routing under these conditions, suggesting that we could
improve the heuristics oracle routing uses to avoid congestion. Even with a perfectly optimised implementation,
however, there may be limits to what any routing protocol can achieve under these conditions: in a scale-free network,
the links attached to high-degree nodes make up a significant fraction of all links, so if those links are too congested
to be usable for routing, it may not be possible to find alternative paths between every pair of nodes. If we consider
the high-degree nodes to be excluded from routing entirely then we are in the situation studied by Albert et al., who
found that removing a small number of high-degree nodes from a scale-free network can disconnect the remaining
nodes (see section 2.1.1).
Scale-free structure is not in itself a problem: all of the protocols perform well in scale-free networks when bandwidth
is proportional to degree. It would seem, therefore, that if friend-to-friend networks have highly skewed degree
distributions without correspondingly skewed bandwidth distributions, they may not function efficiently as multi-hop
overlays, especially when cover traffic is used. This could turn out to be a fundamental weakness of our chosen
approach. It might be possible to mitigate the problem by allowing users to make new friend-to-friend connections
only if they have enough bandwidth to prevent their existing connections from becoming congested, but that would
inconvenience users and might weaken the overlay by reducing the number of links. To understand the effect of such
a policy on the network’s structure we would need to model the growth of the network. We leave the investigation of
this important issue for future work.
6.3.7 Flow Length
The results presented so far have been based on an average of 1,000 messages per flow. Figure 6.4(a) shows the effect
of changing the average flow length.
Unsurprisingly, oracle routing and flooding are unaffected by flow length, since they treat every message indepen-
dently. On-demand routing performs slightly worse with shorter flows, due to the overhead of more frequent route
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requests, and below 200 messages per flow its performance begins to collapse.
Both variants of Darknet routing perform substantially worse with shorter flows. Since the Darknet protocol works by
identifying implicit and explicit relationships between messages, its performance depends on the number and strength
of those relationships. Long flows give nodes time to identify reliable paths, and the initial cost of path discovery
can be amortised over the lifetime of the flow. These results suggest that Darknet routing is more likely to be useful
for applications that produce long flows of messages between the same endpoints – such as video conferencing, file
transfer and instant messaging – than for applications that produce short flows between a large number of endpoints,
such as web browsing.
6.3.8 Summary
We have seen that the performance of the simulated protocols is strongly dependent on the network conditions: large
networks and short flows create problems for all of the simulated protocols except oracle routing, while skewed degree
distributions make routing difficult even for an omniscient oracle, unless the high-degree nodes have correspondingly
high bandwidth.
The performance of Darknet routing is better than that of flooding under all conditions, although that is not much of
a boast. Flow labels improve the scalability of the Darknet protocol, making it comparable to on-demand routing,
although its overhead is higher. The Darknet protocol appears to be best suited to networks of moderate size (up to a
few hundred nodes), and to applications that create long flows of messages between the same endpoints.
6.4 Robustness
In this section we simulate active internal attacks against routing, varying the number of faulty nodes to measure each
protocol’s resistance to attack. The faulty nodes are chosen at random and have the same bandwidth and average
degree as other nodes.
We do not simulate Sybil or tunnelling attacks, since the simulated protocols do not make use of global identifiers.
Similarly, we do not simulate eclipse attacks or whitewashing, since they are prevented by the use of friend-to-friend
connections. We concentrate on two attacks that apply to friend-to-friend overlays without global identifiers: black
hole attacks and denial-of-service attacks.
6.4.1 Black Hole Attacks
The black hole attack was described in section 2.3.3: the attacker behaves correctly during route discovery but drops
data messages. The details of the attack are different for each of the simulated protocols.
In on-demand routing, the faulty nodes forward route requests and route replies, but drop data messages. (A faulty
node will never receive a route error message because they are only sent in response to data messages.)
In Darknet/Flow, the faulty nodes forward the first message in each flow but drop subsequent messages, exploiting
the fact that per-pair estimators are only used for new flows (see section 6.2.5). Nodes upstream from a faulty node
will therefore update their per-pair estimators when the first message is acknowledged, but subsequent losses will only
affect their per-flow estimators, so they will continue to route new flows through the attacker.
In Darknet/Pair, all messages affect the per-pair estimators of upstream nodes, so there is no way for an attacker to
drop selected messages without being routed around. The faulty nodes therefore drop all messages. Flooding similarly
provides no basis on which to target particular messages, so the faulty nodes drop all messages.
In oracle routing, we assume that the oracle can identify faulty nodes and route around them. This reduces the number
of available paths, so the attack affects reliability when the number of faulty nodes is large.
Figure 6.4(b) shows the impact of the black hole attack. For on-demand routing and Darknet/Flow, the dotted lines








































(b) Denial-of-service attacks with 0 to 900 attackers.
Figure 6.5: The impact of denial-of-service attacks. Left: On-demand routing collapses immediately. Right: No
protocol is unaffected by the attacks, but the robustness of Darknet routing is close to optimal.
On-demand routing is highly vulnerable to the black hole attack, which cuts its reliability in half when 30% of the
nodes are faulty, compared to a 4% reduction in reliability when the same number of faulty nodes simply drop all
messages.
Darknet/Flow is also somewhat vulnerable: when the majority of nodes are faulty, the black hole attack reduces its
performance to not much better than that of Darknet/Pair. This highlights the importance of information restriction,
part of the design strategy described in section 3.4: the more information a protocol reveals, the more vulnerable
it is to complex forms of misbehaviour. Flow labels provide valuable information for efficient routing, but the same
information can be used by an attacker to choose which messages to drop. Darknet/Flow still outperforms Darknet/Pair
for any given number of faulty nodes, however, showing that resilience to misbehaving nodes must be weighed against
the efficiency gained by providing information to well-behaved nodes.
When up to 10% of the nodes are faulty, on-demand routing has the best performance of any protocol except oracle
routing. Beyond that point, Darknet/Flow outperforms all protocols except oracle routing.
6.4.2 Denial-of-Service Attacks
We next consider a denial-of-service attack in which faulty nodes flood the network with messages to prevent users
from communicating. The faulty nodes also drop all incoming packets – they do not take part in forwarding, and
messages sent to faulty destinations are not delivered or acknowledged. As before, the faulty nodes are chosen at
random and have the same bandwidth and degree as other nodes.
The details of the attack again depend on the protocol. In on-demand routing, the faulty nodes constantly generate
route requests for nonexistent destinations, exploiting the protocol’s flooding-based route discovery phase to consume
as much bandwidth as possible.
The Darknet protocol does not have a separate route discovery phase, so the faulty nodes generate data messages for
nonexistent destinations. In Darknet/Flow, the attacker gives every message a different flow label, causing other nodes
to treat it as the first message in a new flow, which makes them more likely to forward multiple copies of the message
and prevents them from using flow labels to identify undeliverable traffic.
Darknet/Pair does not use flow labels, so the faulty nodes simply generate data messages for nonexistent destinations.
In flooding they do the same. In all protocols, the faulty nodes generate messages as quickly as they can transmit them.
To provide a benchmark against which to compare the other protocols, we do not simulate any attack traffic in oracle
routing, but the faulty nodes still drop all incoming packets. As with the black hole attack, we assume that the oracle
can identify faulty nodes and route around them. Messages sent to faulty destinations are still lost, however.
Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) show the impact of the denial-of-service attack. The performance of oracle routing degrades
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linearly when up to 50% of the nodes are faulty, reflecting the probability of faulty nodes being chosen as destinations;
thereafter the rate of degradation increases as it becomes difficult to find paths between non-faulty nodes.
Darknet routing does not quite degrade linearly, but its robustness is impressive. In both variants of the protocol, per-
pair estimators detect that faulty nodes are not delivering messages, allowing the neighbours of faulty nodes to route
around them. Per-pair estimators also allow the neighbours of faulty nodes to recognise that the attacker’s messages
are not being acknowledged, making them progressively less likely to forward the attacker’s messages. (One could
imagine an alternative attack strategy in which the faulty nodes acknowledged each other’s messages – but in that
case the protocol would use the acknowledgements to find paths between the faulty nodes, minimising the resources
consumed by the attack.)
As the number of faulty nodes increases, the performance of flooding degrades more quickly than that of Darknet
routing: when 30% of the nodes are faulty, flooding is one tenth as reliable as it is in the absence of attackers (0.43%
versus 4.4%), whereas Darknet/Flow is more than half as reliable (43% versus 79%).
On-demand routing is extremely vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks. As shown in Figure 6.5(a), a single faulty
node can cut the network’s reliability in half. When there are five or more faulty nodes, on-demand routing performs
worse than flooding, because for a data message to be delivered, three messages – a route request, a route reply, and
the data message itself – must cross the congested network, whereas for flooding only the data message itself needs to
cross the network.
The attack against on-demand routing is made even more effective by congestion collapse, which causes innocent
nodes to amplify the attack by retransmitting their own route requests, as described in section 6.3.4. Adaptive re-
transmission timeouts might prevent accidental congestion collapse, but they would not protect against deliberate
denial-of-service attacks: by increasing their retransmission timeouts, non-faulty nodes would avoid contributing their
own route requests to the congestion, but they would still forward the attacker’s route requests. The fundamental
problem is that a single faulty node can produce enough traffic to exhaust the bandwidth of every non-faulty node, due
to the use of flooding in route discovery.
For any number of faulty nodes, Darknet/Flow has the best performance of any protocol except oracle routing.
6.4.3 Summary
We have seen that the Darknet protocol is robust to active attacks against routing by misbehaving nodes. Its perfor-
mance degrades under attack, but the degradation is less severe than that experienced by either on-demand routing or
flooding, and when large numbers of nodes are faulty, Darknet routing outperforms both the existing protocols. Flow
labels expose the Darknet protocol to black hole attacks, but the impact of such attacks is not large enough to negate
the performance benefits of using flow labels.
6.5 Cooperation
In this section we investigate the impact of selfish behaviour on the simulated protocols. We assume that some or all of
the users are selfish, meaning that they are interested in obtaining the best possible service from the network without
regard to their impact on other users. Since locally generated messages often compete for resources with messages
being forwarded on behalf of other users, we investigate whether selfish users can increase the likelihood of their own
messages being delivered by refusing to forward messages – a behaviour we refer to as free riding. We assume that
selfish users have the same privacy requirements as other users, so free riders still use round-robin cover traffic, but
when selecting messages for transmission they only consider locally generated messages. The neighbours of a free
rider cannot trivially detect its misbehaviour, since it will still cooperate in the routing protocol when acting as a source
or destination.
Figure 6.6(a) shows that free riding seriously harms the reliability of all the simulated protocols. Oracle routing
chooses paths that do not include free riders, but as the number of free riders increases the remaining paths become
congested and reliability drops. On-demand routing similarly collapses when the majority of nodes are free riders.
The performance of Darknet routing degrades more steadily, but the final result is the same: no protocol achieves more













































(b) Incentives to free ride.
Figure 6.6: Free riding. Left: As the number of free riders increases, reliability drops. Right: All of the simulated
protocols reward free riding by providing higher reliability to free riders than cooperators.
To determine whether such high levels of free riding are a realistic threat, we compare the reliability experienced by
free riders with that experienced by cooperative nodes, to see whether selfish users would benefit from switching to
free riding implementations of the node software. Figure 6.6(b) shows the ratio of the reliability experienced by free
riders to that experienced by cooperators, as a function of the number of free riders in the network. With one exception,
all of the protocols have ratios greater than one at all levels of free riding, meaning that there is an incentive for selfish
users to switch to free riding. The only exception is oracle routing with up to 30% free riders, which successfully
delivers all messages, creating no incentive either way. In general, the lower a protocol’s reliability at a given level of
free riding, the stronger the incentive to free ride.
Taken together, the two figures represent a serious threat to the use of peer-to-peer networks for censorship-resistance.
Figure 6.6(b) shows that users can obtain better service from all of the simulated protocols by free riding, while Figure
6.6(a) shows that by doing so they seriously harm the network. The damage that can occur is only limited by the
number of users who are willing to use node implementations that give them better service at the cost of other users.
As discussed in section 2.2.5, several authors have argued that users of private peer-to-peer networks will be less
likely to behave selfishly than users of public networks. The argument remains unproven, however. While users of
private BitTorrent servers have been shown to maintain higher sharing ratios than users of public servers, it is not clear
whether they are doing so because of increased altruism or because of the threat of eviction by the central server.
In the next section we describe a protocol that is designed to counter the threat of free riding by creating incentives for
selfish users to cooperate in routing.
6.6 The Exu Protocol
The Exu protocol combines the basic approach of the Darknet protocol – address-free routing using the feedback
provided by U-ACKs – with the expected utility strategy described in Chapter 4. Like the Darknet protocol, the Exu
protocol attempts to route around unreliable nodes, but it also gives selfish users an incentive to operate reliable nodes
by providing a higher level of service to neighbours that successfully deliver messages.
Unlike many of the incentive mechanisms described in section 2.5, the Exu protocol does not depend on ad hoc rules
that might be exploited by selfish users: every action taken by the protocol is based on strict utility-maximisation,
so selfish users have no reason to deviate from the protocol, while unselfish users can use the protocol to discourage
selfish users from harming the network by free riding.
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6.6.1 Direct Utility
In what follows, we will refer to nodes, rather than users, as being selfish or unselfish, and as receiving benefits or
incurring costs; it is assumed that users will choose implementations of the node software that represent their own
preferences as far as possible.
In common with the work of Srinivasan et al. and Fe´legyha´zi et al. discussed in section 2.5.4, we assume that selfish
nodes are only interested in the level of service they receive from the network, as measured by the successful delivery
of the data messages they generate as sources. A node is assumed to receive a subjective benefit when a locally
generated data message is delivered, and to incur a subjective cost when it transmits or receives any message.
For simplicity we will assume that a given node assigns the same benefit to the delivery of every message it generates,
and that transmission and reception costs do not vary with time. These restrictions are not required by the model, but
they simplify the presentation. We use b to represent the subjective benefit of a locally generated data message being
delivered, cm and c′m to represent the subjective costs of transmitting and receiving a data message, respectively, and
ca and c′a to represent the subjective costs of transmitting and receiving an acknowledgement, respectively.
When a node considers performing an action, these costs and benefits can be combined with the estimated probabilities
of the action’s possible outcomes to calculate the expected utility of performing the action. We first consider actions
that have a direct benefit for the node performing them, and then move on to actions that derive their expected benefit
from reciprocation.
Let x denote the action of transmitting a locally generated data message, where x1 is the outcome that the message is
delivered, x2 is the outcome that it is not, and p(x1) is the estimated probability of delivery. A benefit of b is received if
the message is delivered, along with a cost of c′a to receive the acknowledgement. Transmitting the message costs cm
regardless of whether it is delivered. If costs and benefits can be expressed in the same units then we can use Equation




(b(xi)− c(xi))p(xi) = (b− cm − c′a)p(x1)− cmp(x2) = (b− c′a)p(x1)− cm. (6.4)
Note that if p(x1) is sufficiently small, u(x) may be less than zero. In that case an action with no benefit and no cost,
which we call the null action, is preferable to x. As in the model of Urpi et al. described in section 2.5.4, it may be
rational for a node not to transmit a locally generated message if the probability of its delivery is sufficiently low.
6.6.2 Indirect Utility
The expected utility strategy described in Chapter 4 estimates the benefit of cooperating with a neighbour by dividing
the total benefit received from the neighbour by the number of times cooperation has been given to the neighbour. In
the Exu protocol, which bases its decisions on the expected utility strategy, we define the total benefit received from a
neighbour as the benefit of all the locally generated messages delivered by the neighbour, where the delivery of each
message provides a benefit of b. The number of times cooperation has been given is defined as the number of messages
delivered on the neighbour’s behalf, without knowing whether the neighbour was the source of some or all of those
messages. Both values depend on the number of messages delivered rather than the number of messages transmitted.
In other words, cooperation is measured through acknowledgements.
This has two interesting consequences. First, a node may cooperate with a neighbour simply by acknowledging a
message for which the node itself is the destination. Second, if a node forwards a message but does not return an
acknowledgement, it has not cooperated. It may have attempted to cooperate, but since there is no proof of the
attempt, and since the neighbour does not benefit from the attempt, no reciprocation can be expected. The cost of
attempting and failing to cooperate can be taken into account by assigning a cost but no benefit to the outcome that no
acknowledgement is received for a forwarded message.
More formally, consider a node with k neighbours, n1 . . . nk. The total benefit received from ni is denoted bi, while
the number of acknowledgements returned to ni is denoted ai. Let yi denote the action of forwarding a message on
behalf of ni, where yi1 is the outcome that the message is delivered, yi2 is the outcome that it is not, and p(yi1) is the
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Similarly, let zi denote the action of returning an acknowledgement to ni, where the acknowledgement may have been
generated locally or may have been received from another neighbour as proof of delivery of a forwarded message.
If we assume that the links between neighbouring nodes are reliable, there is only one possible outcome for zi, so








A selfish node now has everything it needs to compare the actions available to it and choose the action with the greatest
expected utility, and that is exactly what the Exu protocol does.
6.6.3 Selecting a Message for Transmission
Like the Darknet protocol, the Exu protocol keeps a pool of messages that are waiting for transmission, but it uses
expected utility rather than reliability to select messages from the pool. The state machine for the Exu protocol is
almost identical to the state machine for the Darknet protocol, as shown in Figure 6.1, but whenever an Exu node
enters the choose message state it uses Algorithm 6.2 to choose a message from the pool for transmission.
Algorithm 6.2 Choosing a message from the pool for transmission.
ubest ← 0
for all m ∈ pool do
for all n ∈ neighbours do















if ubest > 0 then
transmitMessage(mbest, nbest)
end if
In Algorithm 6.2 the procedure expectedUtilityOfTransmittingOwnMessage(p) evaluates Equation 6.4 for a locally
generated message, while the procedure expectedUtilityOfForwardingMessage(p, m) evaluates Equation 6.5 for a
forwarded message. Note that if the highest expected utility, ubest, is not greater than zero, the node chooses the null
action and no message is transmitted.
As with the Darknet protocol, acknowledgements are given priority over data messages and are not kept in the pool. In
theory, the expected utility of returning an acknowledgement should be calculated using Equation 6.6 and compared
with the expected utility of transmitting each message in the pool, but in practice the cost of transmitting a U-ACK
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is smaller than the cost of transmitting a message, the benefit is similar (since the benefit of forwarding a message is
equal to the benefit of returning an acknowledgement for that message), and there is no need to estimate reliability
for acknowledgements, so the simplification of giving U-ACKs priority over data messages makes little practical
difference.
Aging and discounting are applied in the same way as for the Darknet protocol, as described in section 6.2.6. When
the message pool is full and a new message is added to the pool, the message with the lowest remaining expected
utility (which may be the new message) is discarded.
6.6.4 Incommensurable Costs and Benefits
In section 4.4.1 we showed that even in situations where costs and benefits cannot be expressed in the same units, it
is still possible to make a rational choice between available actions by calculating the expected benefit/cost ratio of
each action rather than its expected utility. The Exu protocol can be adapted for use in such situations by replacing the
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The procedure for selecting a message from the pool in this scenario is the same as that described in section 6.6.3,
except that the expected benefit/cost ratio of the null action is undefined – as we saw in Chapter 4, the expected
benefit/cost ratio cannot be used to decide whether an action with a possible cost is preferable to an action with no
possible cost. To replace the null action in such situations we therefore define a minimum expected benefit/cost ratio,
u′min, which is a parameter of the protocol. When costs and benefits are incommensurable, a node will not take any
action unless its expected benefit/cost ratio is greater than u′min. Just as costs and benefits may be subjective, different
nodes may use different values of u′min.
6.6.5 Bootstrapping Cooperation
The problem of bootstrapping cooperation in the expected utility strategy was discussed in Chapter 4: the EXU strategy
simulated in that chapter treated each new opponent as though it had cooperated once and received cooperation once.
We have found through experimentation that the same approach performs poorly in Exu routing. Whereas in the games
simulated in Chapter 4 a player was free to cooperate with any of her opponents in any round, in Exu routing a node
may only have the opportunity to cooperate with certain neighbours at certain times, depending on the flows that exist
in the network.
If a node initially treats each neighbour as though the neighbour has delivered one locally generated message and
received one acknowledgement – the equivalent of the approach used in Chapter 4 – then returning a single acknowl-
edgement to a new neighbour will halve the expected utility of forwarding another message on that neighbour’s behalf.
The unintentional effect of this sudden change resembles the black hole attack: a node will forward the first message
from each new neighbour but will then become much less likely to forward subsequent messages.
This problem can be solved by initialising ai to a large value, so that each acknowledgement makes a small proportional
difference to ai. That gives rise to a second problem, however: nodes become slow to distinguish between cooperative
and uncooperative neighbours. Initialising bi to a small value solves the second problem by ensuring that the first few
increases to bi, which occur when cooperation is first received from a neighbour, make a large proportional difference.
Combining a large initial value of ai with a small initial value of bi will tend to make cooperation with new neighbours
unattractive, but in the experiments we have conducted so far it seems to be more effective to start from a low expected





































(b) Reliability for free riders and cooperators in Exu/Flow.
Figure 6.7: Exu routing creates strong incentives against free riding. Left: Exu/Pair adapts to free riders within 30
minutes. Right: Exu/Flow takes 100 minutes to adapt.
for uncooperative neighbours. In the simulations presented in section 6.6.6 we initialise ai to 1,000 and bi to b/1, 000,
so the expected benefit of forwarding a message is one millionth of the expected benefit of transmitting a locally
generated message. The result is that nodes only use their spare capacity to forward their neighbours’ messages,
unless and until they receive cooperation, which rapidly raises the value of bi. Under these conditions there is a strong
incentive to cooperate, as shown in the next section. This can be compared with GNUnet’s strategy of allocating spare
resources to ‘unpaid’ queries (see section 2.5.4).
Further investigation is needed of the impact of these parameters on the incentive to cooperate, the time required to
establish reciprocation between cooperative nodes, and the protocol’s resistance to whitewashers.
6.6.6 Simulations
To see whether the Exu protocol creates incentives against free riding, we simulate it under the same conditions used
in section 6.5. As with the Darknet protocol, two variants of the Exu protocol are simulated: Exu/Pair, which uses one
reliability estimator per pair of neighbours and does not use flow labels, and Exu/Flow, which uses flow labels and one
estimator per flow.
Bootstrapping
We first examine the process of bootstrapping cooperation by simulating networks of 1,000 nodes, half of which are
free riders. At the end of each minute of simulated time we record the reliability experienced by free riders and that
experienced by cooperators. Results are averaged over ten runs. As in the previous simulations, we are interested in
discovering whether selfish users have an incentive to switch between cooperative and free riding implementations of
the node software.
Figure 6.7 shows that both variants of the Exu protocol create strong incentives for selfish users to switch to cooper-
ative node implementations. Free riders experience higher reliability than cooperators during the first few minutes of
simulated time, when the cooperative nodes have not yet been able to distinguish between their cooperative and un-
cooperative neighbours, but after around 30 minutes in the case of Exu/Pair and 100 minutes in the case of Exu/Flow,
cooperators begin to outperform free riders, and after 150 minutes both variants of the protocol create strong incentives
against free riding. The strength of the incentives continues to grow throughout the period of simulation, suggesting
that the Exu protocol would be particularly effective at discouraging free riding in networks with long-term relation-
ships between neighbours.
Exu/Flow adapts to the presence of free riders more slowly than Exu/Pair, which can be explained by considering the








































































Figure 6.8: Free riding in the Darknet and Exu protocols. Left: Exu routing creates incentives against free riding when
up to 80% of the nodes are free riders. Top right: Overall reliability is lower in Exu routing than in Darknet routing.
Bottom right: At high levels of free riding, reliability for cooperators is higher in Exu routing than in Darknet routing.
decisions than Exu/Flow and therefore tends to send more redundant messages and to discover longer paths (by way of
analogy, compare the overhead of Darknet/Pair and Darknet/Flow in Figure 6.2(b) and their stretch in Figure 6.3(a)).
Thus a cooperative Exu/Pair node tends to participate in more paths than a cooperative Exu/Flow node, allowing it to
‘sample’ the reliability of its neighbours more evenly, and thus to distinguish more quickly between neighbours that
are uncooperative and those that are just unable to deliver a particular flow. This can be seen as an instance of the
well-known exploration/exploitation tradeoff in adaptive systems: flow labels allow Exu/Flow to exploit discovered
paths more efficiently, but in their absence, Exu/Pair explores more paths and therefore learns about its neighbours
more quickly.
Incentives to Cooperate
To determine whether the Exu protocol creates incentives against free riding regardless of the number of free riders, we
repeat the simulations from section 6.5 using Exu routing. Due to limits on the resources available for simulation we
make an exception to the usual rule of running simulations until they reach a steady state before taking measurements,
and the following results are based on a settling time of 180 minutes of simulated time for Exu/Pair and 300 minutes for
Exu/Flow. As Figure 6.7 shows, at the end of the settling period the incentives to cooperate are still growing stronger
and the reliability experienced by cooperative nodes is still increasing, so the following results may underestimate the
effectiveness of Exu routing.
The left frame of Figure 6.8 compares the incentives for cooperation provided by the Darknet and Exu protocols.
Cooperators in Exu routing experience substantially better reliability than free riders when up to 70% of the nodes are
free riders. When 80% of the nodes are free riders, cooperators and free riders experience roughly equal reliability,
and beyond that point there is an incentive for selfish users to switch to free riding. The success of the Exu protocol
in discouraging free riding therefore depends on the initial conditions: if more than 80% of the users initially select
free riding node implementations, there is an incentive for the remaining users to do likewise, but if less than 80% are
initially free riders, there is an incentive for the initial free riders to switch to cooperative implementations.
Exu routing’s protection against free riders comes at a cost, however. The top right frame of Figure 6.8 shows that the
overall reliability of the Exu protocol is lower than that of the Darknet protocol at all levels of free riding. It should be
noted that these figures include the reliability experienced by free riders: to the extent that the Exu protocol succeeds
in creating an incentive against free riding by giving free riders a diminished level of service, it is bound to harm
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overall reliability.
To exclude this effect, the bottom right frame of Figure 6.8 compares the reliability experienced by cooperative nodes
in the Darknet and Exu protocols. Unfortunately, even for cooperative nodes, the performance of Exu routing is
worse than that of Darknet routing under some conditions. Cooperators receive higher reliability in Exu/Flow than
in Darknet/Flow when more than 30% of the nodes are free riders, and essentially the same reliability in Exu/Pair
and Darknet/Pair when more than 50% of the nodes are free riders, but at low levels of free riding the Exu protocol
performs worse for cooperative nodes than the Darknet protocol does.
Perhaps this result is not surprising, since the quantity being measured – system-wide reliability – is the quantity that
Darknet nodes are trying to optimise, whereas each Exu node is trying to optimise its own utility. Nevertheless, it is
clear that resilience to selfish behaviour, like resilience to malicious behaviour, carries a cost in terms of performance.
6.6.7 Discussion
The simulations presented here use the system model described in section 6.3.2, and they reflect the assumptions of
that model – in particular, the assumption that the connections between neighbouring nodes are based on long-lived
social relationships between users. That assumption becomes particularly important when considering the incentives
for cooperation created by the Exu protocol – as we saw in section 4.1, establishing cooperation between self-interested
parties depends on ‘the shadow of the future’, and if nodes are free to adopt new identities then the incentives created
by the Exu protocol may be undermined.
Figure 6.7 shows that free riders experience higher reliability than cooperators during the first few minutes of the Exu
protocol’s operation; if free riders could change identities every few minutes then it might be possible for them to
maintain this advantage indefinitely. Whereas we argued in section 6.2.1 that the Darknet protocol does not place
any particular requirements on the local identities provided by lower protocol layers, the same is not true of the Exu
protocol. In order for the Exu protocol to resist whitewashing, the network must provide conditions similar to those
described in section 4.1.4:
• Nodes must be able to recognise neighbours with which they have interacted in the past.
• Nodes must not be able to change their local identities at will.
• There must be a reasonable expectation that any two nodes that are presently neighbours will remain neighbours
in the near future.
These additional requirements restrict the applicability of the Exu protocol. The requirements are met by the friend-to-
friend overlays described in Chapter 3 and simulated in the present chapter, but they might not be met in other settings,
or additional mechanisms might be needed in order to meet them.
6.6.8 Summary
We have described the Exu protocol, a variant of the Darknet protocol that uses the expected utility strategy to select
messages for transmission. Every action taken by a node following the Exu protocol is based on an attempt to maximise
its own utility, either by transmitting locally generated messages or by earning reciprocation from its neighbours by
forwarding messages for them and returning acknowledgements.
Unlike the Darknet protocol, the Exu protocol creates strong incentives against free riding by providing a higher level
of service to neighbours that reliably deliver messages. However, the performance of the protocol in the absence of
free riders is worse than that of the Darknet protocol. We have yet to investigate the Exu protocol’s robustness to the
active attacks simulated in section 6.4, but it seems possible that its strategy of giving priority to reliable neighbours
could help to limit the impact of denial-of-service attacks by restricting the resources available to faulty nodes.
Further work is needed to investigate the Exu protocol’s performance under a range of conditions, and to determine
how various parameters affect the incentives to cooperate and the time required to establish cooperation.
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6.7 Conclusion
Address-free routing in an adversarial environment with selfish users is a huge and complex problem, and we have only
scratched the surface of it here. Within the scope of the present work many interesting engineering problems remain
to be solved, such as the design of effective reliability estimators, a fuller investigation of realistic traffic patterns, and
the characterisation of the loss and delay properties of the Darknet and Exu protocols. A real implementation of either
protocol would require sensitivity analysis of all the relevant parameters, not just those examined here.
There are also many opportunities for architectural improvements that go beyond the scope of the present work,
including the use of techniques such as multi-path routing or forward error correction to cope with losses, and the
design of robust higher-layer protocols.
One issue that requires quantitative investigation is the degree of unlinkability provided by the Darknet and Exu proto-
cols. Although the protocols do not use end-to-end addresses, the very fact that relays can infer relationships between
messages shows that implicit information about end-to-end communication patterns (as well as explicit information,
in the form of flow labels) is available to internal observers. By combining external observations of the structure of
the overlay with internal observations such as the round-trip time of acknowledgements, an adversary may be able to
assign higher probabilities to some suspected sources and destinations than others, and in the long term may be able
to identify pairs of communicating users with high confidence. We consider this issue further in section 7.3.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
“Of course some methods are mastered, some results are verified. Often it’s amusing. But so many things
we wanted have not been attained, or only partially and not like we imagined. What communication have
we desired, or experienced, or only simulated? What real project has been lost?”
– Guy Debord, Critique of Separation
7.1 Summary of Results
We set out to demonstrate that private, censorship-resistant communication is possible over public networks such as
the Internet, even in the presence of a powerful adversary who can monitor all traffic in the underlying network and
make targetted attacks, and even when there is no central entity that is trusted by all of the users.
We have presented the following results in support of our thesis:
1. A new game theoretic model of cooperation under scarcity, the sharer’s dilemma. By making a simple extension
to a well-known game we gained a new perspective on the problem of cooperation in networks: incorporating
scarcity into the prisoner’s dilemma reframes the question of cooperation as a question of prioritisation. The
sharer’s dilemma provides a formal model of many situations in nature and society where the benefit of cooper-
ation is higher than the cost, and where resources for cooperation are scarce.
2. An expected utility strategy for the sharer’s dilemma that robustly encourages cooperation between selfish play-
ers, together with a model of rational decision-making in situations where costs and benefits are incommensu-
rable, which uses the concept of expected benefit/cost ratio as an alternative to Savage’s expected utility.
3. A lightweight cryptographic mechanism for producing unforgeable acknowledgements to prove that messages
have been delivered unmodified to their intended destinations across an untrusted network, without revealing
the identities of the communication endpoints to the relays or vice versa. The acknowledgements created by
the mechanism can be verified by untrusted third parties, but the only parties who need to be able to verify
one another’s identities are the source and destination of each message. The mechanism can operate at any
layer of the protocol stack, and does not require relays be aware of the details of higher-layer protocols. The
implementation we described, which is based on one-way hash functions and message authentication codes, can
be seen as an instance of a more general puzzle-solution pattern for proving that a message has been delivered
to its intended recipient.
4. The Darknet protocol, a routing protocol that discovers reliable paths across untrusted networks while main-
taining unlinkability between sources and destinations. The protocol is an example of address-free routing, an
approach to communication across multi-hop networks that does not require identifiers with global scope or
explicit knowledge of the topology, making it possible to operate without a trusted identity infrastructure. The
Darknet protocol is suitable for use in networks of moderate size, especially for applications that create long
flows of messages between the same endpoints, and is robust to active internal attacks against routing that badly
affect existing address-free routing protocols.
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5. The Exu protocol, an alternative method of address-free routing that combines the adaptive path discovery tech-
niques of the Darknet protocol with the expected utility strategy to create a protocol in which every action taken
by a node is strictly utility-maximising. By using the unforgeable acknowledgement mechanism to measure the
cooperation received from neighbouring nodes, the Exu protocol provides strong incentives for selfish users to
cooperate in message forwarding.
7.2 Discussion
Although the results summarised above can be slotted into similarly shaped holes in the design sketch from Chapter
3, we have not described or evaluated a complete system. The simulations presented in Chapter 6 were necessarily
limited in scope and detail – they omitted many factors that would be relevant to the performance of a real system, such
as usage patterns, heterogeneity among nodes and users, implementation quality, and usability. Some of those factors
could not have been evaluated under experimental conditions even if we had used emulation rather than simulation to
evaluate the protocols, and would require real-world testing to understand their impact.
Implementing the Darknet and Exu protocols would be a reasonable next step to take, since the effect on usability of
factors like latency and cover traffic is harder to evaluate using cold figures than through direct experience. However,
developing and deploying an application that would allow a meaningful evaluation of such factors is a large task, and
one that goes beyond the scope of the present work.
The performance of the expected utility strategy in BitTorrent swarms could also be investigated through a real im-
plementation, perhaps by modifying an existing open source client. Since the implementation would not require any
modifications to the BitTorrent protocol, it could be tested experimentally in real swarms without requiring widespread
deployment.
In Chapter 1 we made a number of assumptions that strongly influenced the direction of the work presented here.
Some, like the powerful threat model described in section 1.3.1, were pessimistic, ruling out the use of existing
techniques; others, like the assumptions about social connectivity and shared secrets in section 1.3.2, were optimistic.
If those assumptions do not hold then the approach to censorship-resistant communication that we have followed may
not be viable.
Another issue that calls into question the chosen approach is the difficulty of routing across scale-free networks where
the high-degree nodes do not have correspondingly high capacity. As we saw in section 6.3.6, even an omniscient
oracle may have trouble finding uncongested routes across such networks. If the solution proposed in that section –
limiting each node to as many connections as its bandwidth can support – does not produce routable overlays, we
may need to reconsider whether routing is the appropriate model for indirect communication across friend-to-friend
networks. Other approaches, such as the high-latency publish-subscribe approach taken by Usenet (see section 2.3.2),
may cope better with congestion and poor connectivity than low-latency routing can.
While the simulations presented in Chapter 4 showed that the EXU strategy performs well under a range of conditions,
we have not proven that it is the optimal strategy for the sharer’s dilemma, nor that it is evolutionarily stable. Existing
definitions of evolutionary stability are based on the assumption of pairwise encounters, an assumption that does not
hold for the sharer’s dilemma. To prove or disprove the stability of the EXU strategy, we would first need to develop
a new and more general definition of evolutionary stability. Such a definition could have broad application beyond the
present work.
Similarly, when considering free riding in Chapter 6, we did not examine all the strategies a selfish player might
adopt; we only showed that under certain conditions, the Exu protocol rewards complete cooperation more highly than
complete free riding. Given the complexity of the model used in Chapter 6, it seems unlikely that we will be able to
prove that the Exu protocol is optimal, but we could evaluate a wider range of strategies, as we did for the sharer’s
dilemma. We also need to examine the effect of the Exu protocol’s incentive mechanism on nodes that are poorly
connected to the rest of the network, and on nodes that do not act as sources or destinations.
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7.3 Future Work
7.3.1 Evaluation of Unlinkability
The most important unresolved question in the evaluation of the Darknet and Exu protocols is the degree of unlinka-
bility they provide. Borisov [328] has demonstrated that simulations can be used to measure the anonymity provided
by systems that are too complex to model analytically, but he only considers the observation of one message at a
time. The long-term traffic analysis techniques described in section 2.4.2 show that an adversary can learn much more
by combining observations over time than by considering each message separately, so we are interested in extending
Borisov’s simulation-based approach to multiple messages.
As in Borisov’s simulations, this can be done by nominating certain nodes as corrupt and recording their internal
observations of the system. Those observations can then be combined with the adversary’s external observations of
the overlay to determine which nodes are possible sources and destinations of each message from the adversary’s point
of view. Whenever the adversary is able to determine that two messages have the same (as yet unidentified) source
and destination, the anonymity sets of those messages can be intersected. For example, in the Darknet protocol, all
messages that reach a corrupt node over the same upstream link with the same flow label must have the same source
and destination, as must any other copies of those messages observed elsewhere in the network. Furthermore, the path
from the source to the corrupt node must have remained unchanged since the flow label was first observed.
Given a set of possible sources and destinations for each message, there are many ways to quantify the anonymity and
unlinkability provided by the system, as discussed in section 2.4.1. One could look, first of all, at the distribution of
anonymity set sizes across messages, as Borisov does, although in this case the sets would sometimes be smaller than
in the single-message case, due to intersection. One could also consider the degree of exposure of individual users by
looking at the distribution of anonymity set sizes across each user’s messages, or the distribution across users of the
minimum anonymity set size per user. For each of these measures of anonymity, unlinkability could be quantified by
considering the number of possible source-destination pairs for each message.
For any of the above metrics, the value of the metric under a single-message analysis could be compared to its value
under a multiple-message analysis of the same observations to quantify the routing protocol’s susceptibility to long-
term traffic analysis. For a protocol such as flooding that gives no indication of the connection between messages, the
two values would be identical.
We are also interested in developing system-wide anonymity metrics to measure the extent of the adversary’s partial
knowledge of the overall communication pattern. Edman et al. [330] and Gre´goire and Hamel [331] have developed
system-wide anonymity metrics for ‘black box’ observations of messages entering and leaving an anonymity system,
but new metrics are needed for peer-to-peer architectures where the endpoints are located inside the system.
7.3.2 Cover Traffic Strategies
New anonymity metrics might also allow us to determine whether the round-robin cover traffic strategy described
in section 3.2.4 provides optimal protection against a combined internal and external observer, or whether another
strategy – such as keeping the transmission rate of each connection, rather than each node, constant – would provide
better protection.
It is also important to consider how cover traffic interacts with active internal attacks such as watermarking (see section
2.4.2). A design that protects optimally against passive attacks may be vulnerable to active attacks or vice versa, as
in the case of structured overlay lookups (see section 2.4.5). The choice of an appropriate cover traffic strategy may
therefore depend on the chosen threat model.
7.3.3 Overlay Construction and Maintenance
The networks simulated in Chapter 6 are idealised friend-to-friend overlays where any two users who wish to establish
a direct connection can do so. In practice there are many obstacles to creating a connection between two personal
computers, including dynamic IP addresses, firewalls, and network address translators.
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In a public peer-to-peer network the process of connecting to the overlay can be automated by embedding the addresses
of a few dedicated bootstrap nodes in the node software. Private peer-to-peer networks, on the other hand, require
manual configuration. Not only must users exchange contact details when they first connect – which may require
multiple round-trips if a middlebox is present – but they may also need to do so whenever one of them moves to a new
network address.
Manual overlay maintenance not only places a burden on users, it also encourages them to rely on insecure channels
to exchange contact details, which could place them at increased risk of monitoring or man-in-the-middle attacks. We
must therefore consider ways to automate overlay maintenance as far as possible.
As discussed in section 2.1.1, many social networks are highly clustered, meaning that any two neighbouring nodes
are likely to share a common neighbour. It might be possible to exploit this property by using mutual neighbours
to exchange up-to-date contact details when nodes reconnect to the network. It would still be necessary to exchange
addresses manually if all of a node’s neighbours had moved to new addresses, however, and the protocol for discovering
mutual neighbours would have to be designed carefully to avoid leaking private information about users’ friendships.
7.3.4 Parameter Sensitivity
In Chapter 6 we found that all of the simulated protocols were sensitive to parameters such as flow length, network
size and degree distribution. Even within the simplified setting of the simulations there are many other factors that we
did not explore. Each protocol has parameters such as timeouts and queue sizes that can result in threshold behaviour,
as we saw with the unexpected congestion collapse of on-demand routing. Unfortunately the number of possible
combinations of parameters is too large to allow a full exploration of the parameter space, but we can examine the
sensitivity of each parameter individually.
The Exu protocol in particular requires further investigation: the initial values of bi and ai, and their evolution over
time for cooperative and uncooperative neighbours, will affect the strength of the incentives to cooperate and the time
required to establish cooperation, and may also determine whether the Exu protocol can achieve the same performance
as the Darknet protocol in the absence of free riders. Packet-level simulations of the protocol’s long-term behaviour
would be very resource-intensive, however, so we may need to develop a simpler model that isolates the parameters of
interest.
7.3.5 Improved Estimators
So far we have only considered simple reliability estimators based on exponentially weighted moving averages, using
the same parameter α = 0.1 for all estimators under all conditions. This is an area where it is likely that engineering
improvements can be made.
Kalman filters [570] are used in many time series estimation and control problems, and may be suitable for use as
reliability estimators, although the assumption of Gaussian noise in the original Kalman filter design must be treated
with caution: in an adversarial scenario, an attacker may be able to model the internal state of the filter and manipulate
the ‘noise’ by selectively dropping messages in order to cause a node to make poor routing decisions. The unscented
Kalman filter [571] may be able to prevent such attacks, since it does not assume Gaussian noise.
7.3.6 Architectural Extensions
In addition to engineering improvements such as reducing the time required to establish cooperation and increasing
the accuracy of estimators, there are many opportunities for extensions to the architecture of the Darknet and Exu
protocols.
Multi-Path Routing
We have not yet studied the loss characteristics of the Darknet and Exu protocols to determine whether losses are
evenly spread across flows, or whether some flows bear disproportionate losses. The latter possibility seems more
likely than the former, since there is a positive feedback loop between messages being acknowledged and subsequent
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messages covered by the same reliability estimator being transmitted, which could reinforce small initial differences
in reliability between flows that might occur by chance.
If it does turn out to be the case that some flows fare better than others for essentially stochastic reasons, sources might
benefit from using multiple flows in parallel when trying to reach a given destination, assigning messages to one flow
or another depending on the measured reliability of each flow. Relays could also use the same technique for forwarded
messages, since they are free to modify flow labels.
If losses turn out to be more evenly distributed, on the other hand, endpoints may benefit from using forward error
correction to minimise the number of unrecoverable losses.
Higher Protocol Layers
So far we have concentrated on providing an unreliable datagram service across friend-to-friend overlays, but a com-
plete censorship-resistant communication system would most likely require a reliable, stream-based transport layer
above the datagram layer, since most applications cannot cope with message loss or reordering.
Although TCP is designed to cope with accidental loss and reordering, it is extremely vulnerable to adversarial loss
and reordering, as well as to manipulation of the round-trip time variance [572, 573]. Such attacks would not be easy
to prevent with the U-ACK mechanism, since a small adversarial loss rate is sufficient to damage TCP throughput
severely, while reordering and moderately delaying messages would not be detectable by the U-ACK mechanism at
all.
The design of transport-layer protocols that can cope robustly with adversarial loss, reordering and delay is an inter-
esting research challenge, and one that is not restricted to the context of the present work.
7.3.7 Hybrid Overlays Revisited
In section 3.3.1 we introduced the concept of a hybrid overlay composed of connections across a mixture of underlying
networks, which might include local wireless networks as well as public networks like the Internet. While we have
concentrated on Internet overlays in the subsequent investigation, hybrid overlays containing short-range wireless links
could have a significant advantage over pure Internet overlays for censorship-resistance: short-range links cannot be
monitored from a central point in the way that Internet links can, which could help to meet the requirement of covert
membership described in section 1.4, as well as resisting attacks on anonymity that rely on knowledge of the overlay
topology.
To pursue this advantage as far as possible, we might consider building censorship-resistant networks entirely from
short-range links between personal devices carried by the users. That would require a major shift of focus, however,
since each link would be active only intermittently and nodes would spend the majority of their time disconnected from
their neighbours. Combining the already considerable challenges of message delivery in intermittently connected
networks [574, 575] with the security requirements of censorship-resistant communication seems likely to provide
enough food for at least another eight years of thought.
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This appendix describes the discrete event-based simulator that was used to conduct the simulations presented in
Chapter 6. A new simulator was developed for this purpose because existing simulation frameworks either provided
too much detail, making it impractical to simulate networks with thousands of nodes, or too little detail, making it
impossible to capture realistic effects such as congestion. The simulator was implemented in Java.
Simulation Parameters
The default simulation parameters are summarised in Table A.1. Unless otherwise noted, the simulated networks are
classical random graphs containing 1,000 nodes, with an average of 20 neighbours per node. The nodes’ periods of
uptime and downtime each have a mean duration of two hours, so on average each node spends half its time online.
Each online node is the source of one flow at a time on average, with a mean flow length of 1,000 messages and an
interval of one second between messages.
In simulations where the attacker controls some fraction of the nodes, the attacker-controlled nodes are selected at
random. Similarly, when some of the nodes are free riders they are chosen randomly.
Settling Times
Simulations were allowed to reach a steady state before any measurements were taken. We allowed one hour of
simulated time for Darknet routing to reach a steady state, and ten minutes for oracle routing, on-demand routing and
flooding. The settling times for Exu routing are discussed in section 6.6.6. For all protocols, the measurement period
was one hour of simulated time.
Parameter Value
Number of nodes (mean online) 1,000 (500)
Mean neighbours per node (online) 20 (10)
Mean uptime duration 2 hours
Mean downtime duration 2 hours
Network topology Erdo¨s-Re´nyi
Number of simultaneous flows 500
Mean flow length 1,000 messages
Interval between messages 1 second
Duration of simulation (after settling) 1 hour
Table A.1: Default simulation parameters
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Message type Protocols Size (bytes)
Data message All 1,000
Route request On-demand routing 200
Route reply On-demand routing 50
Route error On-demand routing 50
Acknowledgement Darknet and Exu routing 50
Table A.2: Message sizes
Duplicate Detection
All of the simulated protocols except oracle routing detect and discard duplicate messages by storing the unique
identifiers of received messages for a limited time. (In the case of on-demand routing, it is route requests rather than
data messages that may be duplicated.) A duplicate detection timeout of 180 seconds was used for flooding, 90 seconds
for on-demand routing, and 60 seconds for Darknet and Exu routing. Assertions in the simulator code ensured that
these timeouts were adequate to detect all duplicates, except in the denial-of-service attack simulations described in
section 6.4, where the attacker’s ability to cause mechanisms such as duplicate detection to break down was considered
to be an aspect of the attack that should be simulated.
Message and Packet Sizes
The simulator distinguishes between packets in the underlying network and messages in the overlay. Some of the sim-
ulated protocols use only data messages, which carry end-to-end data payloads, while others use additional message
types, such as acknowledgements or route requests, to carry routing information. The sizes of these messages are
shown in Table A.2.
The cover traffic strategy described in section 6.3 sends packets to online neighbours in round-robin order. The size of
each packet is chosen uniformly at random between 1,300 and 1,400 bytes, of which network-layer and transport-layer
headers are assumed to occupy 50 bytes. The remaining space is available for messages; any unused space is filled
with padding to conceal the size of the payload from external observers.
Network Model
We assume that the access links connecting peer-to-peer nodes to the Internet are the bottleneck links. This is a realistic
assumption for current domestic Internet connections, and it allows us to simulate the access links realistically while
using a simple model for the wide-area network. Each simulated node has transmission and reception queues that
represent the router queues at either end of its access link. A packet’s journey time between two neighbouring nodes
in the overlay comprises five elements:
1. Time spent in the transmission queue of the sender’s access link, which is proportional to the amount of data in
the queue.
2. Transmission time on the sender’s access link, which is directly proportional to the packet’s size and inversely
proportional to the sender’s upstream bandwidth.
3. Transit time across the wide-area network.
4. Time spent in the reception queue of the receiver’s access link, which is proportional to the amount of data in
the queue.
5. Reception time on the receiver’s access link, which is directly proportional to the packet’s size and inversely
proportional to the receiver’s downstream bandwidth.
Thus the overall latency is affected by congestion on the access links as well as by their bandwidth.
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Parameter Value
Upstream bandwidth 32 kB/s
Downstream bandwidth 128 kB/s
Transmission queue size 16 kB
Reception queue size 64 kB
Wide-area network latency 100 ms
Table A.3: Access link parameters
The transmission and reception queues on each access link are limited in size. The size of the transmission queue is set
to 16 kB and the size of the reception queue to 64 kB, based on a study of home broadband connections [576]. When a
queue is full, packets that do not fit in the queue are dropped. We do not implement any transport-layer retransmission
or congestion control mechanisms, since the overlays being simulated are designed to provide an unreliable datagram
service (see section 3.3.1). However, even without explicit congestion control, some of the simulated protocols tend
to avoid overloaded links as a side-effect of discarding duplicate messages, since messages that follow multiple paths
will arrive later over congested paths than uncongested paths.
In addition to the transmission and reception queues on its access link, each node maintains an internal queue of
messages that are waiting for transmission to each neighbour. (Note that these queues hold messages rather than
packets.) The size of each queue is 4 kB, which was found to be optimal for the reliability of the flooding protocol;
the queue size has little effect on the other protocols, except when they are under attack. As with the transmission and
reception queues, messages that do not fit in a neighbour’s message queue are dropped.
In the scenarios we have simulated, the cover traffic strategy ensures that the transmission queues of access links are
never congested, since each node transmits packets only as quickly as its link can handle them. Congestion can still
occur in the access links’ reception queues, however, and in the nodes’ internal message queues.
Each node’s access link has 32 kB/s of upstream bandwidth and 128 kB/s of downstream bandwidth, which are
meant to represent a typical domestic broadband connection. For the scale-free networks with proportional bandwidth
described in section 6.3.6, the bandwidths were adjusted to make each node’s upstream and downstream bandwidth
proportional to its degree, while keeping the mean upstream and downstream bandwidth unchanged.
For simplicity we assume that the transit time across the wide-area network is 100 ms for any pair of nodes. A more
realistic distribution of transit times could be generated from the Skitter dataset if required [577].
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